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Use external files storages
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Reduce the size of the database and maintenance by integrating external file storages into Creatio. By default, all
files uploaded to Creatio are stored in the database. After connecting to an external file storage, files uploaded to
Creatio will be automatically saved to the storage. That includes files uploaded to the [ Attachments and notes ]
detail via the UI, the mobile app, a business process, files attached to emails, etc. Learn more: API for file
management (developer documentation).
File storages that can be integrated:
S3. A cloud-based object storage REST service. Allows storing data as is with no scalability restrictions.
Available for version 7.18.1 and later. Learn more: Set up S3 file storage integration.
Azure Blob. A cloud-based solution by Microsoft. Available for version 8.0.2 and later. Learn more: Set up
Azure Blob file storage integration.

Clean up the drive space
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

It is important to delete outdated and irrelevant records in a timely manner when you maintain a large database.
As a result, the database server will use less space on its drive, which improves the database performance

Possible reasons for quick database growth
The following factors may lead to rapid database growth:
Incorrectly set up or redundant record permissions. For example, the record permissions are set
individually for a large number of users not arranged in groups. In this case, we recommend changing the
settings and updating Creatio access permissions. Learn more in a separate guide: Access management.
Lack of restrictions on file upload to Creatio. The files can be added by employees, uploaded as part of the
email synchronization, or attached to self-service portal messages. We recommend limiting the size of
uploaded files to 10 Mb. You can change this value in the “Attachment max size” (“MaxFileSize” code) system
setting. We also recommend checking the uploaded files for relevancy and deleting the irrelevant files
regularly. You can implement this feature using a business process.
The synchronization of all emails from user mailboxes. We recommend selecting only the mailbox folders
whose letters you must process in Creatio. For example, Important or Starred. Learn more in a separate
article: Receive emails in Creatio.
Processes traced for prolonged periods. Processes are usually debugged on a development environment
or a test site. If you must collect the debugging information on a production site, we recommend turning the
tracing off as soon as you finish analyzing the process execution problems. Learn more in a separate article:
Trace process parameters.
Incorrectly set up business process execution logic that causes the process to have the “Running”
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status for longer than needed. In this case, Creatio will keep the temporary files related to the process
execution. We recommend modeling business processes so that they have definite completion conditions and
do not have the “Running” status for longer than several hours. Learn more in a separate article: View
process execution data.
Incorrectly set up data reading in business processes. Creatio stores the values the business process
retrieves as part of the [ Read data ] element execution in temporary data tables until the process finishes. If
the business process does not require the values of all object columns, we recommend specifying the exact
list of values to read. This will help you to reduce the amount of temporary data stored in Creatio greatly.
Learn more in a separate article: [ Read data ] process element.
Excessive change logging. We recommend turning on the change logging only for the sections in which you
must track the data dynamics. For example, the product catalog. If you want to save the record change
information, clean up the change log from the irrelevant data regularly. Learn more in a separate article: Clear
the change log.
Incorrectly set up integration of external services with Creatio. If the external services send a Creatio
request that lacks the ForceUseSession header, they will need to re-authenticate. Learn more in developer
documentation: EntityDataService.svc web service (OData 3).
Connecting unnecessary cultures. This will cause Creatio to download translation files, which are then
updated in each new Creatio version. We recommend connecting only those cultures that your company's
employees use and removing any obsolete cultures.

Creatio database cleanup tools
There are several ways to clean up the drive space in Creatio:
Configure the process log archival and automatic cleanup.
Clear the change log.
Delete section records.
Delete data as part of a business process.

Automatic process log cleanup
Creatio can log the processes it runs. Logs help to track diagram bottlenecks and optimize them, as well as to
analyze the efficiency of your employees. Creatio automatically archives the logs older than 30 days to reduce the
amount of used space. The archived records remain available for 360 days before Creatio deletes them
automatically. You can manage when to archive the records and for how long to store them.
Learn more in a separate article: Archive the process log records.

Clear the change log
Clear the change log history to avoid storing irrelevant records in Creatio. We recommend clearing the change
log regularly to ensure that the [ Change log ] section contains only the currently relevant information.
Learn more in a separate article: Clear the change log.

Delete section records
© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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Creatio may store irrelevant section records. You can delete such records from any Creatio section individually or
in bulk. If the record you want to delete is connected to other sections, Creatio will ask you to review the
connections and confirm what to delete. You can delete all of the information or only the selected record and
keep the connected data.
Learn more in a separate article: Delete linked records.

Delete data as part of a business process
Automate the drive cleanup with business processes. Use the [ Delete data ] process element to delete one or
more records that meet specific conditions from any Creatio object. For example, create a business process that
deletes all scheduled activities that were canceled. Set this process to run:
On a timer, at a specific time. This is useful if you want to run the process periodically, e. g. once a month,
and during the minimum load period, e. g. at night.
After a specific event. This is useful if you want to run the process automatically and only when there is
Creatio data to delete.
Manually. This is useful if you want to run the process at any required moment.
Learn more in a separate article: [ Delete data ] process element.

Delete unused cultures
You can delete cultures that you no longer plan to use to free up additional disk space. To delete a culture, use
the following script:

Microsoft SQL
IF OBJECT_ID('tempdb..#UsedCultures') IS NOT NULL
DROP Table #UsedCultures
-- Get a list of used cultures
SELECT DISTINCT cult.Id
INTO #UsedCultures
FROM SysCulture cult
INNER JOIN SysAdminUnit au
ON au.SysCultureId = cult.Id
INSERT INTO #UsedCultures
(Id)
SELECT
SysSettingsValue.GuidValue
FROM
SysSettingsValue
INNER JOIN SysSettings
ON SysSettings.Id = SysSettingsValue.SysSettingsId
WHERE
SysSettings.Code = 'PrimaryCulture'
-- Get a list of tables from which to delete data
© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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DECLARE TableNamesCursor CURSOR FOR
SELECT
t3.TABLE_NAME AS ChildTableName
FROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA.REFERENTIAL_CONSTRAINTS AS t1

INNER JOIN INFORMATION_SCHEMA.KEY_COLUMN_USAGE AS t2 ON t1.UNIQUE_CONSTRAINT_NAME = t2.CONSTRAIN
INNER JOIN INFORMATION_SCHEMA.KEY_COLUMN_USAGE AS t3 ON t1.CONSTRAINT_NAME = t3.CONSTRAINT_NAME
WHERE
t2.TABLE_NAME = 'SysCulture'
and t2.COLUMN_NAME = 'Id'
and t3.COLUMN_NAME = 'SysCultureId'
DECLARE @TableName SYSNAME
OPEN TableNamesCursor
FETCH NEXT FROM TableNamesCursor INTO @TableName
WHILE @@FETCH_STATUS = 0
BEGIN
PRINT @TableName
DECLARE @Sql NVARCHAR(MAX);
SET @Sql = 'DELETE FROM ' + @TableName + '
WHERE SysCultureId NOT IN (SELECT Id FROM #UsedCultures)';
PRINT @Sql
EXECUTE sp_executesql @Sql
FETCH NEXT FROM TableNamesCursor INTO @TableName
END
CLOSE TableNamesCursor
DEALLOCATE TableNamesCursor
DELETE FROM SysCulture
WHERE Id NOT IN (SELECT Id FROM #UsedCultures)
IF OBJECT_ID('tempdb..#UsedCultures') IS NOT NULL
DROP Table #UsedCultures

PostgreSQL
BEGIN;
-- Get a list of used cultures
CREATE TEMP TABLE "UsedCultures" ON COMMIT DROP AS
SELECT DISTINCT cult."Id"
FROM "SysCulture" cult
INNER JOIN "SysAdminUnit" au
ON au."SysCultureId" = cult."Id";
INSERT INTO "UsedCultures" ("Id")
SELECT "SysSettingsValue"."GuidValue"
FROM "SysSettingsValue"
INNER JOIN "SysSettings"
ON "SysSettings"."Id" = "SysSettingsValue"."SysSettingsId"
WHERE "SysSettings"."Code" = 'PrimaryCulture';
-- Get a list of tables from which to delete data
© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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DO $$
DECLARE
TableNamesCursor REFCURSOR;
TableName varchar;
BEGIN
OPEN TableNamesCursor FOR
SELECT kcu.TABLE_NAME
FROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA.CONSTRAINT_COLUMN_USAGE ccu
INNER JOIN INFORMATION_SCHEMA.REFERENTIAL_CONSTRAINTS rc
ON ccu.CONSTRAINT_CATALOG = rc.UNIQUE_CONSTRAINT_CATALOG
AND ccu.CONSTRAINT_SCHEMA = rc.UNIQUE_CONSTRAINT_SCHEMA
AND ccu.CONSTRAINT_NAME = rc.UNIQUE_CONSTRAINT_NAME
INNER JOIN INFORMATION_SCHEMA.KEY_COLUMN_USAGE kcu
ON kcu.CONSTRAINT_CATALOG = rc.CONSTRAINT_CATALOG
AND kcu.CONSTRAINT_SCHEMA = rc.CONSTRAINT_SCHEMA
AND kcu.CONSTRAINT_NAME = rc.CONSTRAINT_NAME
WHERE ccu.COLUMN_NAME = 'Id'
AND ccu.TABLE_SCHEMA = 'public'
AND ccu.TABLE_NAME = 'SysCulture';
--Delete localizations
LOOP
FETCH TableNamesCursor INTO TableName;
EXIT WHEN TableName IS NULL;

RAISE NOTICE 'Deleting from table %', TableName;
EXECUTE format('DELETE FROM %I WHERE "SysCultureId" NOT IN (SELECT "Id" FROM "UsedCultures")', TableName
END LOOP;
CLOSE TableNamesCursor;
END $$;
DELETE FROM "SysCulture"
WHERE "Id" NOT IN (SELECT "Id" FROM "UsedCultures");
COMMIT

Set up chat processing
Set up chats to let your company's contact center agents process messages from popular chat applications in
Creatio. The general chat setup procedure is as follows:
1. Add and set up a chat queue. Create a list of agents who will process chat messages, set up the message
routing rules, and modify the chat completion timeout time on this step.
2. Set up the chat actions. Set up a list of actions an agent can take after talking to the customer on this
step. For example, create a case, issue an order, or send an email with more information.
3. Limit the number of active chats. Specify the maximum number of active chats agents can see on the
communication panel on this step.
4. Change the notification alert for new chat messages (optional). Set up a new chat message alert agents
© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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can easily recognize on this step.
5. Add the chat channels. A chat channel displays a message feed from specific sources, e. g., a Facebook
Page. The following chat integrations are available as channel sources in Creatio:
Facebook messenger
Telegram
WhatsApp
The channels with at least one chat in Creatio cannot be deleted. If the channel is no longer relevant,
deactivate the channel.
Use the [ Chat settings ] section of the System Designer to set up Creatio chat and messenger integration. Chat
setup is performed by the system administrator or by a user with the “Access to "Chat settings" section”
(“CanManageChats” code) operation permission.
Fig. 1 Set up chat

Add a chat queue
To process chat messages, you need to set up chat queues. A chat queue determines the team of agents that
will be processing the chat. The number of queues does not depend on the number of channels. For example,
set up a “Support service” chat queue to process messages coming from the brand page. Set up a “Sales
assistants” chat queue to process online store requests. Use the [ Chat settings ] section of the System Designer
to create queues for chat agents. To add a chat queue:
1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Click [ Chat settings ].
3. Click the

button in the [ Chat queues ] area.
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4. Fill out the parameters of the new queue in the window that opens.
a. Enter a name that implies the queue purpose and the target role in the [ Name ] parameter. For example,
“1st-line support.”
b. Set how to determine the agent to process the chat in the [ Routing rule ] parameter.
Select “To all agents” to make the new chat available to all agents of the current queue.
Select “To an available agent” to automatically assign the chat to an available agent. The available
agent is the one with the least number of chats in progress. If several agents have the same number of
chats in progress, the new chat will be assigned to the agent who has not taken any chats longer than
others. If an agent does not take the chat within 5 minutes, the chat will be assigned to the next agent.
The current agent will become “Inactive.” You can change this time using the “Omni chat operator
accept chat timeout” (“OmniChatOperatorAcceptChatTimeout” code) system setting. The agent
must change their status to “Active” in the communication panel to continue processing chats.
e. Set the maximum waiting time from the moment of the last outgoing chat message to automatic chat
closure in the [ Chat completion timeout, minutes ] parameter. When the specified time expires, the chat
closes automatically. When the chat closes due to timeout, the subsequent messages are processed as
new chats and redistributed to the active agents. If you do not specify any value in the field, the chat does
not close.
f. Click the

button in the [ Queue agents ] detail. Specify the users and roles that will be processing chat

messages. For example, you can use the “CC agents” organizational role. You can add several users or
roles to the list of agents. Similarly, the same user can be added as an agent to several chat queues.
Fig. 2 Set up a chat queue

Set up the chat actions
© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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Chat actions streamline and automate message processing. A preconfigured “Create case” action (available for
the Service Creatio products) triggers the “Create case from chat” (CreateCaseFromChat) business process. You
can set up a list of actions that will be available to the agent when processing the chat, e. g., “Issue an order,”
“Notify a manager about invoice payment,” or “Notify the system administrator.” To implement this, create a
corresponding process to run when working in the chat. Learn more about creating and setting up processes in
the Business process setup (BPMN) block of articles. When the process is ready, add a corresponding chat
action:
1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Click [ Chat settings ].
3. Click the

button in the [ Chat actions ] area.

4. Specify the following on the “Chat action” mini page:
a. Enter the action title the agent sees when working with the chat in the [ Caption ] parameter.
b. Select the queue whose agents can use the action in the [ Queue ] parameter.
c. Select the process the chat action triggers in the [ Process ] parameter.
d. Click [ Apply ].
Fig. 3 Set up a chat action

Note. The business process is connected to the current chat via the incoming “ChatId” and/or
“ContactId” parameters that are passed to the process when running the chat action. Learn more in
a separate article: Process parameters.

Restrict the number of active chats in the communication
panel
You can set up restrictions for the number of active chats that agents can process at a time. By default, the
number of chats is restricted by 2. To change the active chat settings:
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1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Click [ System settings ].
3. Open the “Simultaneous Chats” (“SimultaneousChats” code) system setting.
4. Specify the number of chats that the agent can process at a time in the [ Default value ] field. The number is 5
by default. If an agent has a maximum number of chats in progress, they will not see any new chats until they
terminate at least one of their chats. This restriction is valid for all chat channels available to the agent.
5. Click [ Save ].

Change the chat notification alert
You can change the standard notification alert about new chat messages to help the agents easily recognize
them. To do so:
1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Click [ System settings ].
3. Open the “Omni chat notification sound” (“OmniChatNotificationSound” code) system setting.
4. Click [ Clear value ] to delete the standard alert.
5. Click [ Select file ] and upload a file from your computer.
6. Click [ Save ].

Set up LDAP synchronization
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

LDAP directory synchronization lets you automate user account administration in Creatio. Users synchronized
with LDAP can log in to Creatio with their domain credentials.
Creatio supports synchronization with Active Directory and OpenLDAP.
The synchronization procedure consists of three stages:
1. LDAP integration setup. Performed once, unless the LDAP directory structure changes. This step is required
to enable the LDAP synchronization features. You will also need to set up Active Directory user filtering to
define synchronization parameters. Read more: Set up Active Directory filters.
2. Connecting Creatio items (i. e. users and organizational structure elements) with the respective items in the
LDAP directory. Performed when adding new users or organizational roles. You can connect existing Creatio
user accounts or import users from Active Directory.
3. Synchronization of Creatio users and organizational structure elements with the connected LDAP directory
elements. Required to update Creatio data so that it reflects changes to the LDAP directory since the previous
synchronization. Creatio performs this step regularly. You can also synchronize data manually by clicking
[ Synchronize with LDAP ] in the [ Organizational roles ] section.

Note. Each organizational role is an element in a tree-like structure of roles, where each element is an
organization or a department.
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Users will be able to log in with LDAP after the synchronization. Read more: Set up LDAP authentication.

Set up LDAP integration
To set up LDAP integration, connect LDAP directory elements with Creatio users and roles. Basic knowledge
about the structure of the relevant LDAP directory is required to set up the integration.
This article contains LDAP setup examples for Active Directory and OpenLDAP.

Attention. Depending on the structure of each LDAP directory, LDAP element attributes in your directory
may differ from the attributes specified as examples.

1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Click the “LDAP integration setup” link in the “Import and integration” block. The setup page will open. Fill out
the highlighted fields. You can keet the default values in the other fields.
Fig. 1 LDAP integration setup page for Active Directory
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Fig. 2 LDAP integration setup page for Open LDAP
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1. Set up the connection to the server
Specify the general server connection settings:
1. Enter the LDAP server name or the IP address in the [ Server name ] field.
2. Select the LDAP server connection protocol in the [ Authentication type ] field. The authentication type
depends on your LDAP server and the authentication security requirements. For example, select the “Ntlm”
type to authenticate “NT LanManager” supported by Windows.

Note. If you select the “Kerberos” authentication type, the [ Server name ] and [ Key Distribution
Center ] fields will only support URLs, not IP addresses. Your Creatio application server has to be joined
to the same domain as the LDAP server and the key distribution center.
3. Specify administrator credentials in the [ Administrator login ] and [ Password ] fields. If your Creatio server is
© 2023 Creatio. All rights reserved.
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installed on Linux, use the “domain\login” format.

Note. Make sure that the administrator has sufficient permissions to read the user and group
information.
4. Specify the automatic LDAP synchronization interval in the [ Synchronization interval (hours) ] field. Read
more: Run the LDAP syncrhonization.
5. Select the [ Synchronize only groups ] checkbox to automatically deactivate and activate Creatio users that are
manually excluded from and included in the synchronized groups in the LDAP catalog.
6. Select the [ Grant licenses ] checkbox to grant licenses to users on LDAP synchronization automatically.
7. Select the [ Use SSL ] checkbox to enable SSL for the synchronization. If you select the checkbox, specify the
value of the [ Server name ] field in the “server:port” format.
The default port value is “636” for the LDAPS connection. Only Creatio on Windows supports LDAPS
synchronization.
The default port value for the LDAP connection is “389.”

Note. If you use a self-signed certificate in Creatio cloud, use the extracted block service and send the
certificate to Creatio support so that they can mark it as trusted.

2. Set up the user synchronization
To set up the user synchronization, specify the attributes of the LDAP directory elements that contain the user
data you need to import.
1. Map the required attributes:
a. Specify the the unique name of the LDAP organizational structure element that contains the synchronized
users in the [ Domain name ] field. You will only be able to synchronize users subordinate to the specified
LDAP element, either directly or to its child elements. For example, if you specify the root element of the
directory structure, you will be able to synchronize all users in the directory.
b. Specify the the LDAP attribute that contains the full name of an LDAP user in the [ User name ] field.
Creatio populates the [ Full name ] field on the contact page with the attribute's value during import. For
example, the “name” or “cn” (Common Name) attributes can contain the full name of the user.
c. Specify the attribute that contains the LDAP username used for login in the [ Username ] field. The
synchronized LDAP user will log in to Creatio with this name. For example, “sAMAccountName.”
d. Specify a unique user ID in the [ User Id ] field. The value of this attribute must be unique for each user.
e. Specify the attribute that stores the time and date of the last change to the LDAP element in the
[ Modification date attribute ] field.

Attention. If any of these attributes are missing, LDAP synchronization will throw an error.
2. You can also map optional attributes Creatio will use to populate the user contact page:
a. Specify the attribute that contains the name of the user's employer in the [ Company name ] field.
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Populates the [ Account ] field on the contact page. If an account name matches the value of the specified
attribute verbatim, Creatio will link the user's contact to that account during synchronization
b. Specify the attribute that contains the user's job title in the [ Job title ] field. Populates the [ Job title ] field on
the contact page. If an existing job title matches the value of the specified attribute verbatim, Creatio will
select this job title for the user during synchronization.

Note. If the value of the corresponding attribute does not match any existing accounts and job titles
verbatim, Creatio ignore such values during the synchronization and leave the corresponding fields
on the user's contact page empty, rather than create new entries.
c. Specify the attribute that contains the user's phone number in the [ Phone number ] field. Populates the
[ Business phone ] field on the contact page.
d. Specify the attribute that contains the user's email address in the [ Email ] field. Populates the [ Email ] field
on the contact page.

Attention. If you leave any additional attribute fields empty, Creatio will not populate them when
importing users from an LDAP directory.

3. Set up synchronization between LDAP user groups and Creatio roles
Group synchronization settings let you link LDAP groups to Creatio organizational structure elements. To set up
the synchronization, map the attributes of the LDAP directory elements that contain the user data to be
imported.
1. Specify the attribute that contains the name of the user group in LDAP in the [ LDAP group name ] field. For
example, the “cn” (“Common Name”) attribute.
2. Specify the attribute to use as a unique group ID in the [ Group Id ] field. The value of this attribute must be
unique for each group. For example, you can use the “objectSid” attribute.
3. Specify the unique name of the LDAP element that contains all synchronized user groups in the [ Groups
domain name ] field. All user groups subordinate to the specified LDAP element, directly or to its child
elements, will be available for synchronization. For example, if you specify the root element of the LDAP
directory, all user groups in the directory will be available for synchronization.

Note. Creatio verifies users included in the synchronization groups during the synchronization process. If
the date stored in the modification date LDAP user attribute is later than the last synchronization date,
Creatio will update this user entry in Creatio organizational structure.

Attention. If any of these attributes are missing, LDAP synchronization will throw an error.

4. Set up the filter conditions
Filter conditions determine which criteria to use to include LDAP elements in the list of synchronized groups and
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users. Set up the general server connection settings for Active Directory:
1. Specify the elements to synchronize with Creatio users from the general LDAP element catalog in the [ List of
users ] field. The search filter must select active elements only.
2. Specify the LDAP elements to synchronize with Creatio organizational roles (user groups) in the [ List of
groups ] field. The search filter must select active elements only.
3. Build a list of users included in the LDAP group in the [ List of group users ] field. One or more attributes
determine whether a user is a member of a group. For example, most directories use the “memberOf”
attribute. The (memberOf=[#LDAPGroupDN#]) filter contains a Creatio macro and will filter out all objects
(users) included in the [#LDAPGroupDN#] group.

Note. Enclose each logical expression in brackets () to ensure the filter works correctly both on Windows
and Linux. Read more: Set up Active Directory filters.

Link LDAP elements to Creatio users and roles
In Creatio, you can synchronize the organizational and functional user roles with the Active Directory groups.
You can transfer the company organizational structure and role settings from Active Directory to Creatio after
the LDAP synchronization.

Set up the synchronization between Creatio organizational roles and
Active Directory groups
1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Click “Organizational roles” in the “Users and administration” block.
3. Select the needed role from the organizational tree on the newly-opened page (Fig. 3).
If there is no such role, click [ New ] and select “Organization” or “Division” depending on the type of role you
need to add. Specify the group name on the newly-opened page.
Fig. 3 Selecting the organizational role for the synchronization setup

4. Select the [ Synchronize with LDAP ] checkbox in the [ Users ] tab. Select the Active Directory group that
corresponds to this Creatio organizational role in the [ LDAP element ] field (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 Selecting the Active Directory group for the synchronization setup

5. If necessary, add new users by clicking the

button on the [ Users ] detail.

To synchronize large numbers of users not yet registered in Creatio, import these users from the LDAP
directory. Read more: Import new users and roles from Active Directory.
6. Click [ Save ].
As a result, Creatio will synchronize the selected organizational role during the next synchronization session.

Set up the synchronization between Creatio functional roles and Active
Directory groups
1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Click “Functional roles” in the “Users and administration” block.
3. Repeat steps 3 through 5 of the Creatio organizational roles and Active Directory groups synchronization
setup, described above.

Connect Creatio user accounts with LDAP users
1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Click “Organizational roles” or “Functional roles” in the “Users and administration” block, depending on what
user groups you would like to synchronize.
3. Select the relevant user's role on the newly-opened page.
4. Go to the [ Users ] tab, select the relevant user, and double-click the row to open the record page.
5. Select the [ LDAP authentication ] option in the [ General information ] tab.
6. Select the relevant LDAP user in the [ Login ] field.
7. Click [ Save ] (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Connecting a user
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This will connect the Creatio user with the LDAP user. The user will be able to log in to Creatio with credentials
stored in the LDAP directory, such as the domain login and password.
Creatio will apply all changes made to users and groups in the LDAP directory to the connected user accounts
and Creatio organizational structure elements during the synchronization session.

Run the LDAP synchronization
Set up the automatic synchronization
1. Click the

button in the top right to open the System Designer.

2. Click “LDAP integration setup” in the “Import and integration” block.
3. Fill out the [ Synchronization interval (hours) ] field on the newly-opened page. Creatio will automatically
synchronize users with LDAP after every specified interval.

Note. Learn more about filling out other fields on the [ LDAP integration setup ] page: Set up LDAP
integration.
4. Click [ Save ] (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 Save the filled out LDAP integration setup page
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After you save the LDAP integration setup page, Creatio will automatically start the synchronization by running
the “Run LDAP import” process (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 The “Run LDAP import” process

Run the synchronization manually
1. Click the

button in the top right to open the System Designer.

2. Click the “Organizational roles” link in the “Users and administration” block.
3. Select the [ Synchronize with LDAP ] action in the section menu (Fig. 8). This will run the “Run LDAP
synchronization” process, which will, in turn, call the “Synchronize user data with LDAP” process (Fig. 9).
Fig. 8 The [ Synchronize with LDAP ] action
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Fig. 9 The “Synchronize user data with LDAP” and “Run LDAP synchronization” processes

Creatio will notify you when the synchronization is complete.

Note. Should the number of synchronized users exceed the number of active licenses, Creatio will notify
the system administrators via the communication panel and email.

Synchronization results
If an LDAP user is no longer among the active users, Creatio will clear the [ Active ] checkbox on the
corresponding Creatio user page, and the user will not be able to log in.
If you activate a previously inactive LDAP user, Creatio will select the [ Active ] box on the corresponding
Creatio user page.
If you rename an LDAP user or a group of users, Creatio will rename the synchronized Creatio users and roles
as well.
If you select the [ Synchronize only groups ] checkbox and exclude an LDAP user from the LDAP group
connected with a Creatio organizational structure element, Creatio will deactivate the corresponding user and
exclude them from the organizational structure element.
If you select the [ Synchronize only groups ] check box and include a user to the LDAP group connected with
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a Creatio organizational structure element, Creatio will activate the corresponding user and include them in the
organizational structure element.
If you add new unsynchronized users to the synchronized LDAP element, Creatio will import the users.
If there are Creatio users whom you did not import from LDAP yet their names match LDAP user names,
Creatio will not synchronize them.
If you delete a synchronized LDAP user from a group connected with a Creatio organizational structure
element, the user will remain active in Creatio but will not be able to log in.
Creatio will grant licenses to all synchronized users if you select the corresponding checkbox. Read more: Set
up the connection to server.

Set up a secure mailbox connection
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Most email providers let third-party apps access the mailbox securely with the help of two-factor authentication
and provider-generated passwords. This helps to protect your account and personal data. Email providers rarely
block mailbox connection attempts so long as these measures are in place.
As such, we recommend configuring your email for secure third-party app access before connecting the account
to Creatio. You need to perform this setup on your email provider's end. The exact steps vary depending on your
mailbox.
There should be instructions on setting up third-party app passwords in your email provider's manual. You can
find the guidelines for the most popular mailboxes below.
AOL.
Gmail.
Yahoo.
Zoho.
You will need to enter the third-party app password when adding your mailbox to Creatio.

Manage lookup values
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Most drop-down lists in Creatio draw their values from “lookups.” There is also a special “lookup” type of fields,
where the user can select a record from a Creatio object. The objects dedicated to storing values for a specific
field are called “lookups.”
You can manage the values available in the drop-down lists and lookup fields by managing the records of the
corresponding lookup objects. For example, after creating a new lookup field in your custom section via the
Section Wizard, you will need to populate the lookup values in the [ Lookups ] section.

Attention. Managing lookups requires access to the following system operation: [ Access to “Lookups”
section ] (CanManageLookups). Additionally, if the lookup object is managed by operations, records, or
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columns - the user needs corresponding permissions to be able to manage records in that object.

To access the list of lookups, open the [ Lookups ] section either from the [ Studio ] workplace or the System
Designer.
Fig. 1 Accessing the [ Lookps ] section from the [ Studio ] workplace

Fig. 2 Accessing the [ Lookps ] section from the System designer
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The [ Lookups ] section holds the list of registered lookups. Registering a lookup in the [ Lookups ] section
enables the users to manage lookup content (records) and properties. Lookup remains functional if it is not
registered in the [ Lookups ] section, however, unless the lookup object is used as a section or a detail – there is
no way of editing the lookup content and properties.
To manage the records of a specific lookup, you need to locate it in the list of the lookups first. Usually, the
lookup object names reflect the names of the lookup fields whose values they store. For example, the lookup that
stores the values for the [ Category ] field in the [ Activities ] section is called the “Activity category.”

Note. You can check the name of the lookup object by modifying the corresponding lookup field in the
Section Wizard. For more on working with fields, see the “Set up page fields” article.

Use standard filters and folders to locate the needed lookup. If you cannot find the needed lookup in the
[ Lookups ] section, the lookup object may not have been registered in the section yet. Read more about
registering lookups in the “Create new lookups” article.
To manage the lookup records, select the needed lookup in the list and click [ Open content ]. Most standard
lookups use the standard editable list to add, edit or delete the lookup records. Note that you may need to add
columns to the list before managing their contents. Some lookups may have dedicated edit pages for their
records.
To change the lookup name, object, or page for editing its records, click [ Open properties ].
Fig. 3 Changing lookup name, object or page
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To delete a lookup from the [ Lookups ] section, click [ Delete ]. Deleting a lookup from the [ Lookups ] section
does not delete the corresponding lookup object or affect the operation of the corresponding lookup fields in any
way. You can always add the lookup to the [ Lookups ] section again.

Set up the change log
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The change log records changes to business data. You can use it for things like tracking product price or
account balance changes.
The audit log records system events, system settings, and system data. Learn more in a separate article: Set up
the audit log.
The change log is disabled by default. Follow the steps in this article to enable this feature.
To set up logging, you can use either the [ Change log ] section or any other Creatio section, lookup or detail.

Example. Set up logging of changes in contacts’ phone numbers and emails.

Emails, mobile and work phones are available in the contact profile, so logging must be enabled in the [ Contacts ]
section on the column level.

Note. If you use a load balancer to ensure fault tolerance of your Creatio application, perform the setup
on one Creatio instance, then transfer settings to other instances. The setup process applies to
Marketplace apps, custom packages, and other settings that require compilation. Learn more in a separate
article: Compile an app on a web farm.
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Method 1. Set up logging in the [Change log] section
Note. We recommend setting up logging only for columns whose values you need to track. With large
databases, logging a significant number of objects and columns might reduce Creatio’s performance.

1. Open the system designer. For example, click the

button.

2. Click “Change log” in the “Users and administration” block.

Note. You must have permission to the “Access to "Change log" section” (the “CanManageChangeLog”
code) system operation to manage the [ Change Log ] section. Learn more in a separate article: System
operation permissions.
3. Find the needed section object, detail, or lookup in the object list. For example, set the “Sections” filter (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The object filter in the change log

4. Select the section from the list or find it using the search bar (Fig. 2). Click the title of the needed object. For
example, the “Contact” object. This will open a new page.
Fig. 2 The search bar in the change log
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5. Enable logging on the page that opens via the corresponding switch.

Note. If you save the changes on this step, Creatio will log the record create, update, and delete
operations.
6. Set up the list of columns for logging when a record is changed. For example, use the [ Email ], [ Mobile phone
], and [ Business phone ] columns (Fig. 3).
Click [ Add ] to add a new column. Hover over the column title and click

to delete an added column.

Fig. 3 The column logging setup

7. Click [ Apply ] to save the changes.
After you apply the settings, Creatio will start monitoring the changes and recording them to the change log.
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Method 2. Set up logging in a section, lookup or detail
1. Open the needed section, lookup, or detail. For example, the [ Contacts ] section.
2. Click [ Actions ] → [ Change log setup ] (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Set up the change log in the Contacts section

Note. If you cannot see [ Change log setup ] in the action list, make sure you have permission to the
“Access to "Change log" section” (the “CanManageChangeLog” code) system operation. Learn more in a
separate article: System operation permissions.

As a result, the change log setup page of the [ Contacts ] section will open. Follow steps 5 through 7 from the
Method 1 to complete the setup.

Creatio licensing
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Only licensed users have access to Creatio functionality.
To license Creatio:
1. Add licenses to Creatio. Read more >>>
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2. Distribute the available licenses among the user accounts. Read more >>>
Set up licensing in the [ License manager ] section (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ License manager ] section

If the licenses expire, the license manager page will open for a user with the “System administrators” role
automatically when they log in to Creatio.

Note. Viewing, distributing, and recalling licenses requires permissions to the “Manage user licenses” (the
“CanManageLicUsers” code) system operation. Read more: Set up system operation permissions.

Add licenses to Creatio
The licensing process is similar for all types of licenses used in Creatio.
When purchasing licenses, extending available licenses, and updating Creatio on-site:
1. Generate a license request file and send it to the Creatio technical support team.
2. The support team will send a file for you to upload to Creatio.
Starting from version 7.17.4, this procedure is also required when updating Creatio on-site.

Generate a license request
1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.
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2. Click “License manager” under “Users and administration”.
3. Click [ Actions ] → [ Request ].
4. Enter the company Id for licensing. Creatio provides the Id after the purchase. Alternatively, request it from
Creatio support.
5. Click [ Generate a license request file ] (Fig. 2).
This will generate a *.tlr license request file.
Fig. 2 Generating a license request

6. For version 7.17.4 and later: fill out the [ License Version ] field with the Creatio version to which you are
planning to update.
7. Send the license request file to Creatio technical support team. In response, the team will send you a file with
the information about purchased licenses.
You can also request licenses from the [ System users ] section by clicking [ Request licenses ] in the [ Actions ]
menu (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Generating a license request
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Upload licenses to Creatio
1. Save the license file received from the technical support team.
2. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

3. Click “License manager” under “Users and administration”.
4. Click [ Actions ] → [ Upload ] (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Uploading a license file to Creatio
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5. Specify the path to the license file you saved earlier.
You can also request licenses from the [ System users ] section by clicking [ Upload licenses ] in the [ Actions ]
menu (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Uploading a license file to Creatio

This will upload the new licenses to Creatio. The total license number may increase, and the available licenses will
be extended.
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Distribute licenses among users
To allow the new employees to log in or use specific functions, their user accounts must be licensed. A system
administrator can redistribute the available licenses at any time. The number of active and available licenses is
displayed on the product licensing page and depends on the license type (Fig. 6 and 7).
The following license types are available in Creatio:
Personal licenses provide access to the product for specific users. These licenses are linked to user
accounts. When distributing personal licenses, make sure the number of provided licenses does not exceed
the number of purchased licenses.
Fig. 6 The number of personal licenses.

Server licenses provide access to additional Creatio functionality, for example, phone integration, to all users
on the server. Unlike personal licenses, server licenses are not limited by the number of users.
Fig. 7 The number of server licenses
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Distribute licenses in the [ License manager ] or [ System users ] sections. If you need to distribute licenses to
several user accounts at once, use the [ License manager ] section:
1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Click “License manager” under “Users and administration”.
3. Select a license from the list. Use the search field and list sorting by columns to quickly find the needed
product by name.
4. Click the product name.
The product licensing page will open. You can view the license type, the start and due dates, the status, the
total number of available licenses, as well as distribute the available licenses among users on this page.
5. Click [ Add ] and select the users to whom you would like to issue licenses (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8 Adding users in the license manager
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Note that the number of licensed users should not exceed the number of available licenses. View the number
of available/used licenses on the pie chart on the left (Fig. 8).
You can recall licenses to redistribute them among other users if needed.
6. To recall licenses, select users from the list and click [ Recall ] (Fig. 9).
Fig. 9 Recalling licenses
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You can also hover over the names of users whose licenses you would like to recall and click the
(Fig. 10).
Fig. 10 Recalling licenses

7. Click [ Apply ] to save the changes.
8. Use the same procedure to distribute the available licenses for other purchased products.
9. Close the license manager window.
As a result, Creatio will distribute/recall licenses for the specified user accounts.

Delete licenses from Creatio
Sometimes, deleting licenses is required. For example, you need to switch Creatio to the demo mode.
To delete licenses from Creatio:
1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Click “License manager” under “Users and administration”.
3. Click [ Actions ] → [ Delete ] (Fig. 11).
Fig. 11 Deleting licenses
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As a result, Creatio will delete all licenses.

Add IMAP/SMTP email provider
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can add an IMAP/SMTP email service provider using several methods.

Method 1. Add the IMAP/SMTP provider from the [Email] tab of
the communication panel
1. In the communication panel, click
2. Click

to open the [ Email ] tab.

and select the [ New email account ] action (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Adding a new email account
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Note. You can also add a new email account by selecting [ Go to mailbox settings actions ] under
and clicking [ New ] on the page that opens.
3. Enter the email address in the displayed [ New email account ] window, and click [ Next ].
4. Click the Add New Server button.

Note. Add the domains of a new provider to the [ Email providers domains ] lookup to have Creatio
automatically identify this email provider in the future. As a result, users will not have to specify the mail
provider manually when setting up an email account.
5. On the opened page, click [ Add ] (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Adding a new email provider
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6. On the page that opens, select “IMAP” in the [ Service type ] field.
7. Enter two required parameters: the “Inbound mail server (IMAP)” in the “imap@domain.com” format and the
“Outgoing mail server (SMTP)” in the smtp@domain.com format (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Setting up the IMAP/SMTP email service provider
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8. The rest of the IMAP/SMTP server settings will be populated automatically. You can change them by selecting
the needed option from the drop-down list to configure the mail server port and the security parameters.
Set the inbound mail server port:
a. Select “143” to use the port without encryption.
b. Select “993” to use the port for a secure connection.
Set the security parameters of the inbound mail server:
a. Select “SSL/TLS” to use the standard data security protocol.
b. Select “STARTTLS” to use the common protocol extension.
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c. Select “None” to disable the inbound mail data security.
Set the outgoing mail server port:
a. Select “587” to use the port without encryption.
b. Select “455” to use the port for a secure connection.
Set the security parameters of the outgoing mail server:
a. Select “SSL/TLS” to use the standard data security protocol.
b. Select “None” to disable the outgoing mail data security.
9. Specify additional settings.
Set up the mailbox login format:
a. Select the [ Use manual entry ] option if users enter their email address and username.
b. Select the [ Use email address ] option if the full email address is used as a login (for instance,
“example@google.com”).
c. Select the [ Use mailbox name ] option if the part of the email address before “@” is used as a username.
For example, the “test” will be a login for “test@google.com” email address.
Set up the authentication method:
a. Select “Basic” for the basic authentication using the user name and password with Base64 encryption.
b. Select “OAuth 2.0” to restrict the service access to protected user resources without the need to pass the
login and password. Populate the [ Application (client) ID ] and [ Client secret ] required fields. [ Application
(client) ID ] is generated by the authentication server of the mail service. The documentation and API may
refer to the application ID as “Product ID.” [ Client secret ] – a secret key generated by the authentication
server. The documentation and API may refer to the client secret as “Product key.”
10.Save the settings by clicking [ Apply ].
As a result, system users will be able to use the mailboxes of this provider to send and receive email
messages.

Method 2. Add the IMAP/SMTP provider from the user profile
1. Open the user profile page by clicking the [ Profile ] image button on the main page of the application.
2. Click [ Email accounts ] (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Opening the email accounts
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3. Click [ New ] in the opened window.
4. To complete the setup, perform steps 3– 10, described above in Method 1.

Note. To delete a mail server, delete all its mailboxes (email accounts) first.

Secure file upload
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Restrict the types of files uploaded to Creatio to improve application security. The security restrictions apply to
both users and integrations such as third-party web services.
With the secure file upload enabled, Creatio checks the type of the files uploaded via the [ Attachments and notes
] detail. If the file type is not restricted, the file will be uploaded successfully. Otherwise, the file will not be
uploaded, and the user will receive a notification that uploading the file is not allowed for security reasons. The
security restrictions do not apply to files that have been added to Creatio earlier.
The restrictions only apply to the upload of new files to Creatio. Any users can download a file of a restricted type
if they have sufficient permissions to access the file.
Creatio supports the following file security modes:
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File extensions AllowList. Only files with explicitly specified extensions are allowed for upload.
File extensions DenyList. Files with any extensions not explicitly restricted are allowed for upload.
Unknown file types are restricted. Allow or disallow uploading files without an extension when the type of
the file cannot be determined by its content.
Secure file upload is managed by system administrators. The general procedure for secure file upload is as
follows:
1. Select the preferable file security mode for uploading files.
2. Set up the file extensions allow list or deny list.
3. Define Creatio behavior upon uploading a file of an unknown type.
4. Set up security exceptions for web services if required.

Select file security mode
1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Open the System settings section.
3. Open the File Security Mode (FileSecurityMode) system setting.
4. Select the required restriction type in the Default value field:
a. “Disable file security” – disable all restrictions on file upload.
b. “File extensions DenyList” – disallow uploading files with specific file types.
c. “File extensions AllowList” – only allow uploading files with specific file types.
5. Click Save.

Set up the file type list
1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Open the System settings section.
3. Open one of the following system settings:
a. File extensions AllowList (FileExtensionsAllowList) – to set up a list of allowed file extensions. By default,
this setting contains the most frequently used file extensions.
b. File extensions DenyList (FileExtensionsDenyList) – to set up a list of restricted file extensions. By
default, this setting contains extensions associated with potentially malicious file types.
4. Enter file extensions as a comma-separated list without whitespace characters in the Default value field
(Fig. 1) and verify the entered data.
Fig. 1 Setting up the [ File extensions AllowList ]
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5. Click Save.

Set up restrictions for files of unknown types
Creatio determines the type of a file type by its extension. If the file extension is not available, Creatio uses the
content of the file to determine the file type. By default, uploading files of unknown types is allowed. Denying such
files from uploading will make working with Creatio more secure. However, this mode requires setting up a file
extension allow list or deny list.
To deny uploading files of unknown types to Creatio:
1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Open the System settings section.
3. Open the Allow processing files of unknown type (AllowFilesWithUnknownType) system setting.
4. Clear the Default value checkbox.
5. Click Save.

Set up web services excluded from file security
File security restrictions apply to all Creatio web services, including services added during customization, in
project solutions, and Marketplace applications. Add web services to the list of file security exclusions to
allow them to upload files of the restricted file types. To do this:
1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Open the Lookups section.
3. Open the List of file security excluded Uris lookup.
4. Click New.
5. In the Name field, specify the URI of the web service to exclude from restrictions. The record will be saved
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automatically.
a. A .NET Framework example: /0/rest/[ Custom service name ]/[ Custom service endpoint ], without
specifying the application domain.
b. A .NET CORE example: /rest/[ Custom service name ]/[ Custom service endpoint ], without specifying the
application domain.
6. Repeat for other web services to enable them to upload files to the application without restrictions.

Set up the Microsoft Exchange and
Microsoft 365 services
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

To set up connection parameters for email providers, a user must have the permission to run the “Access to
“Access rights” workspace” (“CanManageAdministration” code) system operation. Learn more about using
system operations in a separate article: System operation permissions.

Note. Set up the Exchange Listener synchronization service before setting up an email provider.

You can add an email service provider using several methods.

Method 1. Add the provider from the [Email] tab of the
communication panel
1. Click
2. Click

in the communication panel to open the [ Email ] tab.
and select the [ New email account ] action (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Add a new email account
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Note. You can also add a new email account by selecting the [ Go to mailbox settings actions ] under
and clicking [ New ] on the page that opens.
3. Enter the email address in the displayed [ New email account ] widow, and click [ Next ].
4. Click the [ Add New Server ] button.

Note. Add the domains of a new provider to the [ Email providers domains ] lookup to have Creatio
automatically identify this email provider in the future. As a result, users will not have to specify the mail
provider manually when setting up an email account.
5. Click [ Add ] on the page that opens Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Add a new email provider
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6. Select “Exchange” in the [ Service type ] field on the page that opens.
7. Fill out the [ Service address ] field in the “example.exchange.com” format (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Specify the mail service address

8. Fill out the additional settings to set up receiving and sending emails, specify the login format, service name
and the authentication method if needed (Fig. 4).

Note. Setting up passwordless OAuth authentication for Microsoft 365 requires an existing OAuth
application. Learn more in a separate article: Set up OAuth authentication for MS Office 365.

Fig. 4 Additional settings of the mail service
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1. To enable receiving and sending emails
:
Select the [ Receive emails ] and/or [ Send emails ] checkbox.
Select at least one checkbox.
2. To set up the mailbox login format:
Select [ Use manual entry ] if users must enter their email address and username.
Select [ Use email address ] option if the full email address is used as a login, for example,
“test@google.com.”
Select the [ Use mailbox name ] option if the part of the email address before “@” is used as a login. For
example, the “test” will be a login for “test@google.com” email address.
3. To set up the authentication method:
Select “Basic” for the basic authentication using the user name and password with Base64 encryption.
Select “OAuth 2.0” to restrict the service access to protected user resources without the need to pass the
login and password. Fill out the [ Application (client) ID ] and [ Client secret ] required fields.
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[ Application (client) ID ] is generated by the Microsoft authentication server. The documentation and API
may refer to the application ID as “Product ID.”
[ Client secret ] – a secret key generated by the authentication server. The documentation and API may
refer to the client secret as “Product key.”
4. Save the settings.
As a result, Creatio users will be able to use the email provider to send and receive email messages.

Method 2. Add the email provider from the user profile
1. Open the user profile page by clicking the [ Profile ] image button on the Creatio main page.
2. Click [ Email accounts ] (Fig. 1). This opens a box
Fig. 1 Open email accounts

3. Click [ New ] in the box that opens.
Take steps 3–9 described above in Method 1 to complete the setup.

Note. To delete a mail server, delete its mailboxes (email accounts) first.
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Set up the audit log
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The audit log records system settings, events, and data. It logs events related to changes in the user role
structure, the distribution of access permissions, changes in the system setting values, user authorization in
Creatio, etc.
The change log records changes to business data. You can use it to track product price or account balance
changes. Learn more: Set up the change log.

Note. Enable the “View “Audit log” section” (“CanViewSysOperationAudit” code) system operation to view
the audit log. Enable the “Manage “Audit log” section” (“CanViewSysOperationAudit” code) system
operation to view and archive the audit log records. Learn more: System operation permissions.

The audit log is disabled by default. Follow the steps in this article to enable this feature.
To enable the audit log using the system settings:
1. Click the

button to open the System designer.

2. Click “System settings” in the “System setup” block.
3. Select the “Audit log” folder subordinate to the “Administration” folder. This folder contains all system settings
that control the audit log. Each logged event type has a dedicated system setting that enables or disables it.
Learn more about the audit log system settings: Description of system settings.
4. Open the setting and select the [ Default value ] checkbox to enable it. For example, select the checkbox in
the [ Log user authorization management events ] system setting (Fig. 1) to record user log in and log out
events.
Fig. 1 An audit log system setting

After disabling an audit log system setting, you may need to restart the Redis session server for the changes to
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take effect.

Note. If the audit log is enabled on the configuration file level, Creatio will ignore the system setting values.

Organizational roles
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Organizational roles are user groups that represent company units, departments or subdivisions in the
organizational structure, for example, the “Boston Office Sales Department” or the “Washington Office HR
Department.” Each organizational role can be assigned access permissions that apply to all of its users.
Organizational roles also automatically inherit access permissions from their parent organizational roles.
To manage organizational roles, click

→ [ Organizational roles ].

The [ Organizational roles ] section contains the company’s organizational structure (represented in the form of a
folder tree) and the information about individual organizational roles.

Note. By default, only system administrators have access to this section. Users need to have permission
to the “Manage user list” (“CanManageUsers” code) system operation to work with this section.

Add an organizational role
1. Click

→ [ Organizational roles ].

2. In the list of organizational roles, select the corresponding parent role. For example, an organizational
role for the regional office.
3. Click [ Add ] and select the role type: “Organization” or “Division.” For example, create a “Marketing
department” division for the regional office.
4. Enter the name of the role. The name of each organizational role must be unique.
5. Open the [ Functional roles ] tab and add functional roles. For example, “Marketing Manager,” “Copywriter,”
etc. All users in these functional roles will obtain all permissions of the organizational role.
This step is optional.

Note. Alternatively, you can connect a functional role to an organizational role on the functional role
page. Read more: Connect functional and organizational roles.
6. Click

→ [ Update roles ] for changes to take effect (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Adding an organizational role
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As a result, a new organizational role will be added to Creatio. It will automatically obtain the same access
permissions as its parent organizational role.

Add a management role
Set up special access permissions for management staff by adding a management role to an organizational
role. The management role exists as a standalone organizational role in Creatio and may have its own access
permissions, but it is not visible in the list of organizational roles.
Management role inherits the subordinate role's access permissions automatically.
To add a management role:
1. Click

→ [ Organizational roles ].

2. Select the corresponding organization and/or division to assign a management role in the list of organizational
roles. For example, to assign a manager to the HR Department, select the “HR Department” role.
3. Select the [ Management role exists ] checkbox on the [ Managers ] tab.
4. Specify the name of the management role (Fig. 2) in the [ Management role ] field.
Fig. 2 Creating a management role for the “HR Department” organizational role
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5. Take the following steps on the [ Managers ] tab:
a. Click

and select [ Add existing ] to add an existing user. Select the corresponding user in the pop-up

box (Fig. 3).
b. Click

and select [ Add new ] to add a new user assigned to this role. You will need to fill out the new

user page.
Fig. 3 Adding users to the “HR Department” management role
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As a result, the management role will be added to the organizational role. The users that have the management
role will obtain all access permissions of the role, including permissions inherited from the subordinate role (e. g.,
“HR Department”).

Note. Learn more about access permissions: Object operation permissions, Record permissions, Column
permissions, System operation permissions.

Add users to an organizational role
You can create a list of users in an organizational role in any of the following ways:
add an existing user (selecting a user from the list)
add a new user via a new user page
import LDAP users

Attention. You can import LDAP users only if the LDAP user integration has been set up. Learn more: Set
up LDAP synchronization.

All users added to the organizational role will inherit any access permissions configured for it.
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To add users to an organizational role:
1. Click

→ [ Organizational roles ].

2. Select the corresponding organization and/or division in the list of functional roles represented as a
folder tree.
3. Take the following steps on the [ Users ] tab:
a. Click

and select [ Add existing ] to add an existing user. Select the corresponding user in the pop-up

box (Fig. 4).
b. Click

and select [ Add new ] to add a new user assigned to this role (you will need to populate the new

user page).
Fig. 4 Adding existing users to an organizational role

As a result, selected users will be added to the organizational role. The users will inherit any access permissions
configured for the organizational role.

Note. Learn more about access permissions: Object operation permissions, Record permissions, Column
permissions, System operation permissions.

Register Creatio application in Google
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Register Creatio application in Google
Workspace
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Google Workspace is a set of cloud services that lets Creatio administrators integrate the domain name of your
application with Gmail and enable users to synchronize Google corporate email and calendars with Creatio.

Creatio 8.0 Atlas and later does not support contact synchronization with Google.

Creatio registration in Workspace involves several steps:
1. Register and set up a Google Cloud Platform project, grant access to the API, and generate the keys (“Client
ID” and “Client Secret”) for Creatio.
2. Enter the retrieved “Client ID” and “Client Secret” keys in Creatio calendar synchronization and email service
settings.

Step 1. Set up a Google Cloud Platform project
To set up a Google project:
1. Open the https://console.cloud.google.com/cloud-resource-manager page.
2. Log in as a Workspace administrator.
3. Use a Google Cloud Platform project to register Creatio in Google Workspace. If you want to create a new
project, proceed to step 4. If you want to use an existing project, skip steps 4-5 and proceed to step 6.
4. Take the following steps to create a new project:
a. Click [ Create Project ].
b. Fill out the following fields:
Enter an arbitrary project name in the [ Project name ] field. For example, “Creatio OAuth.”
Specify the name of your business in the [ Organization ] field to connect the project in Google Cloud to
your company as opposed to an employee who created the account. Otherwise, select “No organization.”
After you save the project, the field becomes non-editable.
Specify the folder to place the project in the [ Location ] field. If you specify an organization in the previous
field, Google populates the value automatically. If you select “No organization” in the previous field, select
the folder to place the project in your account.
c. Click [ Create ] (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Create a project
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5. Click [ Select project ] (Fig. 2) and select a project in the window that opens to proceed to the project setup.
Fig. 2 Select a project

6. Grant permissions to use the project APIs Creatio requires. Find the Gmail API using the search bar (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 The Gmail API

7. Open the Gmail API page. Make sure you selected the relevant project. Google displays the name of the active
project in the header of the page that opens (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 The name of the active project

To change the active project, click the name in the top bar and select the needed project in the window that
opens (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Select the active project

8. Click [ Enable ] to enable the Gmail API (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 Enable the Gmail API

As a result, the API will appear in the index of available APIs on the control panel (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7 The index of available project APIs

9. Repeat steps 5-7 to activate the Contacts API and Calendar API.
10.Click
in the top left of the settings page → [ APIs & Services ] → [ OAuth consent screen ] to specify the
user type, app name, and app parameters (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8 Open the OAuth consent screen

11.Specify the [ Internal ] user type to restrict access to Google services to users from your company (Fig. 9).
Fig. 9 Select the user type
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12.Fill out the domain parameters:
a. Enter the product name to display to users when they permit Creatio to use the Google account in the
[ App name ] field. For example, “Creatio.”
b. Enter the email of the Workspace administrator or your support service in the [ User support email ] field.
c. Enter the domain of your Creatio application in the [ Authorized domains ] field. Specify “creatio.com” for
Creatio cloud. Specify your individual domain for Creatio on-site.
d. Enter the email of the Workspace administrator in the [ Developer contact information ] field.
13.Click [ Add or remove scopes ] to proceed to scope setup (Fig. 10).
Fig. 10 Open the scope setup page
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14.Set up the scopes of your domain users. To do this, select the rows whose [ API ] column value is “Gmail API”
except for rows that have read-only scope, i. e., whose [ Scope ] column value matches the …/*.readonly
pattern (Fig. 11).
Repeat the step for rows whose [ API ] column values are “Contacts API” and “Calendar API.”
Fig. 11 Set up the scopes

15.Click [ Save and continue ].

Step 2. Retrieve the keys that integrate Google with external
apps
1. Open the credentials page. To do this, select [ Credentials ] in the side menu (Fig. 12).
Fig. 12 Open the [ Credentials ] page

2. Click [ Create Credentials ] → [ OAuth client ID ] (Fig. 11) to create an OAuth 2.0 client ID.
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Fig. 13 Select OAuth client ID

3. Fill out the required parameters to create an OAuth 2.0 client ID (Fig. 10):
a. Select “Web application” in the [ Application type ] parameter
b. Enter an arbitrary name of the OAuth 2.0 client in the [ Name ] parameter.
c. Enter the full Creatio URL in the [ Authorized JavaScript origins ] parameter. Specify the URL with the
“creatio.com” domain for Creatio cloud. For example, “https://050651-studio.creatio.com.” Specify the
URL with your individual domain for Creatio on-site.
d. Enter the links to Creatio in the following formats in the [ Authorized redirect URLs ] field:
For Creatio 7.17.0 and earlier:
https://your_website_url/0/ViewPage.aspx?Id=3b22f0ff-034a-48da-8758-a0660e5a26ff
https://your_website_url/0/rest/GoogleOAuthAuthenticator/ProcessAuthenticationCode
For Creatio 7.17.1 and later:
https://your_website_url/0/LegacySocialAccountAuthPage.aspx?Id=3b22f0ff-034a-48da-8758a0660e5a26ff
https://your_website_url/0/rest/GoogleOAuthAuthenticator/ProcessAuthenticationCode

Note. Specify new authorized redirect URIs in the existing OAuth 2.0 client ID as part of an update to
Creatio 7.17.1 and later. Alternatively, create a new client ID that has new URIs and use its client and
secret keys for Creatio account integration.
4. Copy the retrieved Client ID and Client Secret and save them to your device (Fig. 14).
Fig. 14 The Google keys
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Step 3. Enter the Google keys in Creatio
Enter the Google keys that synchronize contacts and the calendar
Enter the retrieved “Client ID” and “Client Secret” keys in Creatio as the values of the “Google services access
key” (“GoogleConsumerKey” code) and “Google secret access key” (“GoogleConsumerSecret” code) system
settings, respectively. To do this:
1. Open Creatio.
2. Open the System Designer. For example, click the

button.

3. Go to the [ System setup ] block → [ System settings ] (Fig. 15).
Fig. 15 The [ System settings ] section

4. Select the “Google services access key” (“GoogleConsumerKey” code) system setting in the list and click
[ Open ].
5. Enter the “Client ID” code retrieved when you registered Creatio in Google (available in the [ Your client ID ]
field of the Google API message) in the [ Default value ] field of the system setting and save the changes.
6. Select the “Google secret access key” (“GoogleConsumerSecret” code) system setting in the list and click
[ Open ].
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7. Enter the “Client Secret” code retrieved as part of Creatio registration in Google (available in the [ Your client
secret ] field of the Google API message) in the [ Default value ] field of the system setting and save the
changes.
8. Select the “Use shared Google application” (“UseGoogleSharedApplication” code) system setting, click [ Open
], and make sure that the [ Default value ] checkbox is cleared.
As a result, you will be able to set up the synchronization of Creatio tasks with Google.

Enter the Google keys for email synchronization
Since the project in Google Workspace has internal user type, make sure you are logged in the Google account
as an authorized domain user when you add a new mailbox or set up email synchronization in Creatio. The
account must also have the priority. To check the priority, go to https://www.google.com/ and make sure the
account with the authorized domain in the email has the priority (Fig. 16)
Fig. 16 Account priority in Google

Enter the retrieved “Client ID” and “Client Secret” codes in Creatio when you set up the secure OAuth 2.0
connection for the Gmail provider. To do this:
1. Open Creatio.
2. Open the System Designer. For example, click the

button.

3. Go to the [ System setup ] block → [ Lookups ].
4. Open the content of the [ List of email providers ] lookup.
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5. Open the Gmail provider settings.
6. Specify the OAuth 2.0 authentication method in the [ Additional settings ] area. This grants the email service
limited access to the protected user resources without the need to pass the user credentials.
7. Enter the “Client ID” and “Client Secret” codes retrieved earlier in the [ Application (client) ID ] and [ Client
secret ] required fields, respectively.
Fig. 17 Set up OAuth 2.0 for Gmail

8. Save the email provider settings.
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As a result, users will be able to set up the synchronization of Google mailboxes and calendars with their Creatio
accounts.

Object operation permissions
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

This article covers the setup of business data access permissions. Access to business data involves CRUD
data operations: create, read, update, and delete. To grant access to business data, configure access
permissions to corresponding Creatio objects.
If you are just getting started with Creatio, we recommend familiarizing yourself with the principles of Creatio
object permissions in the e-learning course: User and role management, Access permissions.
Configure object permissions on several levels:
Operation permissions. This article covers the setup of data operation permissions for different Creatio
objects: section and detail.
Record permissions. Learn more in a separate article: Record permissions.
Column permissions. Learn more in a separate article: Column permissions.
Access to functions can be granted through system operations. Object operations are different from system
operations. Set up system operation permissions in the [ Operation permissions ] section of the System Designer.
Learn more in a separate article: System operation permissions.

Note. Certain system operations cancel any other object permission settings, namely: “View any data”
(“CanSelectEverything” code), “Add any data” (“CanInsertEverything” code), “Edit any data”
(“CanUpdateEverything” code), and “Delete any data” (“CanDeleteEverything” code). The user that has
access to these operations receives permissions regardless of the settings in the [ Object permissions ]
section.

Creatio includes the following object permissions out-of-the-box:
All employees organizational role has permissions to create, read, update and delete any record in any
object. Creatio also grants these permissions to All employees role for objects with "Use operation
permissions" switch disabled.
All portal users organizational role has no operation permissions for Creatio records. To enable the users
with this role to see their records and their organization's data in the portal, set up operation permissions for
each section available in the portal.
System administrators organizational role has system operation permissions to add, view, edit and delete
any data. These permissions have higher priority than object operation permissions.

Configure access to operations in section objects
Case. Set up the following permissions to the [ Opportunities ] section:
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Sales managers must have all permissions to section records except for the “Delete” permission.
Their managers must have full access to records.
One of the employees with the “Secretaries” role must have a permission to view the section records, while
all other secretaries should not be able to view the [ Opportunities ] section at all.

1. Go to the system designer (

button) and open the Object permissions section.

2. Select the necessary object in the list or use the search box. For example, to configure access permissions to
the [ Opportunities ] section, select the “Sections” filter and choose the “Opportunity” object. Click the name
(or title) of the object to open the object permission settings window (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Choosing the section object and opening the permissions settings window

3. Enable the “Use operation permissions” switch (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Enable the “Use operation permissions” switch
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Attention. If you remove the “All employees” role from the settings area, and then disable the “Use
operation permissions” switch and apply the changes, users will not be able to see the object records.
4. Click [ Add ] and select the necessary users and roles. You can use the search box or the [ Organizational
roles ], [ Functional roles ] and [ Users ] tabs to quickly find users and roles. In this case:
a. The “All employees” role (added automatically).
b. The “Sales managers” organizational role.
c. The “Sales managers. Managers group” organizational role.
d. The “Secretaries” organizational role.
e. An individual user from the “Secretaries” organizational role (Fig. 3), e. g., V. Murphy.
Fig. 3 Adding users and roles to grant access permissions to the section
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5. By default, each user or role that you add is granted access to read, create, update and delete object data.
Edit these permissions according to your requirements, for example:
a. Leave the [ Read ] checkbox selected and clear the [ Create ], [ Edit ] and [ Delete ] checkboxes for the “All
employees” role. As a result, all company employees can read section records but cannot create, edit or
delete them.
b. Leave the [ Read ], [ Create ], [ Edit ] checkboxes selected and clear the [ Delete ] checkbox for the “Sales
managers” role. As a result, sales managers will be able to read, create and edit section records without
the ability to delete them.
c. Leave the [ Read ], [ Create ], [ Edit ] and [ Delete ] checkboxes selected for the “Sales managers.
Managers group” role. As a result, sales department managers will have permission to read, create, edit
or delete records in the [ Opportunities ] section.
d. Clear the [ Read ], [ Create ], [ Edit ] and [ Delete ] checkboxes for the “Secretaries” role. As a result, the
[ Opportunities ] section will be hidden from the company’s secretaries.
e. Leave the [ Read ] checkbox selected for the specific user in the “Secretaries” role. As a result, the
user can read records in the [ Opportunities ] section.
icon might appear next to some permissions. This means that some settings contradict each other,
and it is necessary to adjust their priorities.

Create the hierarchy of object operation permissions
Sometimes the access permissions that apply to the same user or role might contradict each other, since a user
might be included in several roles. Also, organizational roles might inherit permissions from one another, for
example, the “Sales managers,” “Sales managers. Managers group,” and “Secretaries” roles are a part of the “All
employees” role. Additionally, permissions granted to an individual user might conflict with permissions that the
user may have as a member of their role. These conflicts are indicated by the
access permission.
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In case of a conflict, the permission that is the highest in the list will have a higher priority. The priority is shown in
the [ Priority ] column and the highest possible priority is “0.” An
icon next to an access permission rule
indicates such a conflict. You can drag a rule to change its position in the list (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 The need to adjust priorities in the list of permission rules

Please take the following into account while configuring access permission priorities:
A user who is a part of several roles will get the access permissions of the highest role in the list.
For example, all users should not access the [ Opportunities ] section records, but sales managers (who also
belong to the “All users” role) should be given all permissions except those that enable them to delete
records. To do this, place the “Sales managers” role higher than “All employees” in the list.
To deny access permissions to an operation for a role while permitting the operation for some of its users,
place this role lower in the list than the users who need to be granted access.
Thus, if you deny access to the [ Opportunities ] section for the “Secretaries” role, but grant permission to
read data to one of the secretaries, make sure that you move the “Secretaries” below the secretary employee
who is supposed to access to the section.
Users or roles that are not added to the object operations settings area do not get access to operations
and are not included in priority settings.
Configure access permission priorities. To change the rule display order, drag the rule to the necessary position
in the list (Fig. 5).
1. Place the organizational role with the highest level of permissions (in our case, “Sales managers. Managers
group”) at the top of the list.
2. Place the “Sales managers” role directly below.
3. The “All employees” role and the “V. Murphy” user (who belongs to the “Secretaries” role) have the same
access permissions. Thus, you can place them directly below the “Sales managers” role in any order.
4. The “Secretaries” role should be placed at the very bottom of the list since they do not have access to the
[ Opportunities ] section.
5. Save the changes by clicking “Apply” in the upper left corner of the page.
Fig. 5 Set up the access permission priorities
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As a result:
Users in the “Sales managers” role have access to the [ Opportunities ] section with the ability to create
and edit section records. Sales managers do not have permission to delete records.
Their managers should have full access to these records, including the permissions to delete them.
All company employees can read section records but cannot create, edit or delete them.
All secretaries, apart from V. Murphy, cannot view the [ Opportunities ] section records.
V. Murphy can read the records in the section.

Configure access to operations in detail objects
Case. Configure access permissions to the [ Attachments ] detail in the [ Contracts ] section. Users in the
“Sales managers” organizational role should have full access to detail records.
All other users can only view the files in the detail and cannot edit or delete them.

1. Go to the system designer (

button) and open the Object permissions section.

2. Select the “All objects” filter.
3. Find the “Attachments” object via the search box.
4. Click the name or the title of the object to open the access permissions configuration window.
5. Enable the “Use operation permissions” switch (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 Enable the “Use operation permissions” switch
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6. Click [ Add ] and select the necessary users and roles. Use the search box to quickly find the necessary users
and roles. In this case:
a. The “All employees” role (added automatically).
b. The “Sales managers” role.
7. By default, each user or role in the list is granted access to read, create, update and delete object data. Edit
these permissions to fit the example requirements:
a. Leave the [ Read ], [ Create ], [ Edit ] and [ Delete ] checkboxes selected for the “Sales managers” role.
As a result, sales managers can read, create, edit and delete data in the [ Attachments ] detail.
b. Leave the [ Read ] checkbox selected and clear the [ Create ], [ Edit ] and [ Delete ] checkboxes for the “All
employees” role. As a result, all employee users can view the data on the [ Attachments ] detail without
the ability to add, edit or delete anything.
8. If necessary, configure access priorities for the selected roles. Adjustments may be necessary if access levels
conflict with each other (roles may overlap). For example, the “Sales Managers” role is included in the “All
Employees” role. These conflicts are indicated by the

icon next to the conflicting access permission. Learn

more about priorities: Create the hierarchy of object operation permissions.
As a result:
Users in the “Sales managers” role have full access to the [ Attachments ] detail.
All company’s employees can view the data on the [ Attachments ] detail without the ability to create,
edit or delete anything.
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Permission inheritance
Subordinate objects can inherit access permissions from parent objects. For example, communication options
can inherit access permissions of the parent account. In this case, any user who lacks the permission to edit the
primary account record cannot edit the communication options as well.
By default, this functionality is disabled for new sections. You can set up the functionality in the Object Designer
of the [ Configuration ] section.

Set up S3 file storage integration
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You set up file storage integration in Creatio version 7.15.1 or later.

S3 file storage. A cloud based object storage REST service. Allows storing data as is with no scalability
restrictions.
S3 (Simple Storage Service). A data transfer protocol developed by Amazon. We recommend using Amazon
S3 storage. Read more in the vendor’s official documentation.

Note. You can only connect one S3 storage to Creatio.

To integrate an S3 file storage to a cloud Creatio instance, contact the support team. To integrate an S3 file
storage to an on-site Creatio instance, your Creatio administrator must use this instruction.
In general, the following steps are required to set up S3 file storage integration:
1. Settings on the S3 side. Learn more >>>
2. Settings on the Creatio side. Learn more >>>

Settings on the S3 side
1. Create an account with an S3-capable storage service.
2. Generate a “ServiceUrl” parameter to enable Creatio to access the storage.
3. Generate the “AccessKey” and “SecretKey” parameters to enable authorized requests to the storage.
4. Create “ObjectBucketName” and “RecycleBucketName” buckets with unique names.
“ObjectBucketName” is a bucket for storing files. The files are stored indefinitely.
“RecycleBucketName” is a bucket for storing deleted files. They are kept for database backups. Working
with the buckets is based on the soft deletion principle: a file deleted from the “ObjectBucketName” bucket
is moved to the “RecycleBucketName” bucket. The storage time for deleted files is controlled by the bucket
settings of the service. For example, a file can be stored in the bucket for 90 days, then deleted
automatically. In Creatio, the storage time for deleted files is the same as the storage time for database
backups.
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Learn more in the vendor’s official documentation.

Settings on the Creatio side
To save new files uploaded to the [ Attachments and notes ] detail or email attachments in the S3 storage rather
than the database, make the following adjustments on the Creatio side:
1. Set up a connection to the S3 storage. To do this, add an S3 storage connection string to the
connectionString parameter of the ConnectionStrings.config configuration file:

<connectionStrings>
...

<add name="s3Connection" connectionString="ServiceUrl=SOME_SERVICE_URL; AccessKey=SOME_ACCESS_KEY
</connectionStrings>

where
ServiceUrl is the endpoint for accessing the S3 storage.
AccessKey is the account access key for making an authorized request to the S3 storage.
SecretKey is the account key for making an authorized request to the S3 storage.
ObjectBucketName is the name of the container for storing files.
RecycleBucketName is the name of the container for storing deleted files. They are kept for database

backups.
2. To ensure that connected files are also mfooved to “RecycleBucketName” when a section record is deleted,
go to the Feature toggle page and enable the “UseBaseEntityFileDeleteListener” functionality. Learn more:
Feature Toggle mechanism (developer documentation).
3. Set the S3 storage as the active file storage. To do this, open the “Active file content storage” system setting
(code ActiveFileContentStorage). Select “S3 storage” in the [ Default value ] field.
As a result, all files added to Creatio after connecting the S3 storage will be uploaded there. Files previously added
to Creatio will remain in the original storage.

Process complex database queries faster
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

This functionality is available for Creatio version 7.18.4 and later.

Some Creatio database queries take a long time to process, which might affect page loading or task completion
time significantly. Such queries are usually called “heavy.” They include:
complex filters in pages and dynamic folders
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complex analytical selections in section dashboards
complex custom queries implemented using development tools
You can accelerate the processing of heavy queries by forwarding them to a read-only database replica. This will
reduce the load on the main database significantly and free up resources for the activity of users and the
operation of other Creatio elements.
To set up the redirection of heavy queries, take the following steps:
1. Create a read-only database replica.
2. Configure access to the database replica in Creatio.

Step 1. Create a database replica
The procedure to create a database replica is DBMS-specific. Learn more about the process in vendor
documentation:
Create a database replica in PostgreSQL.
Create a database replica in Microsoft SQL.
Create a database replica in Oracle.

Step 2. Set up redirection of heavy queries
1. Set up redirection of heavy queries to the database replica. Perform the setup in the
Terrasoft.WebHost.dll.config

file for Creatio .NET Core and in the

web.config

file for Creatio NET

Framework.
a. Select the UseQueryKinds checkbox.

<add key="UseQueryKinds" value="true" />
b. Add the replicaConnectionStringName="db_Replica" value to the db general parameter.

For Microsoft SQL

<general connectionStringName="db" replicaConnectionStringName="db_Replica" securityEngineType="Te

For PostgreSQL

<general connectionStringName="db" replicaConnectionStringName="db_Replica" maxEntitySchemaNameLen
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2. Configure access to the database replica in Creatio. To do this, add the db_Replica parameter to the
ConnectionStrings.config file:

For Microsoft SQL

<add name="db_Replica" connectionString="Data Source=[ Database server name ]; Initial Catalog=[ Data

For PostgreSQL
<add name="db_Replica" connectionString="Server=[ Database server name ];Port=[ Database server port

For Oracle

<general connectionStringName="db" replicaConnectionStringName="db_Replica" currentSchemaName=" [SCHE

For Oracle
<add name="db_Replica" connectionString="Data Source=(DESCRIPTION =

(ADDRESS_LIST = (ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = [ Database server name ])(PORT = 1521))) (CONNECT_DA

Recommended information security
settings
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

This article covers best practices for Creatio settings related to information security.

Implement the password policy of your organization
Make sure the password and login settings comply with your company's security policy. You can use the
recommended values if the policy does not specify the exact requirements.
Password strength. We recommend using passwords that are at least 8 characters long. Set up the desired
password complexity in the following system settings:
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“Password complexity: Minimum length” (the “MinPasswordLength” code)
“Password complexity: Minimum quantity of lower case characters” (the “MinPasswordLowercaseCharCount”
code)
“Password complexity: Minimum quantity of upper case characters” (the “MinPasswordUppercaseCharCount”
code)
“Password complexity: Minimum quantity of digits” (the “MinPasswordNumericCharCount” code)
“Password complexity: Minimum quantity of special characters” (the “MinPasswordSpecialCharCount” code)
Password history. Creatio compares previous user passwords to the new password to ensure they do not
match. Specify how many previous passwords to compare in the “Quantity of analyzed passwords” (the
“PasswordHistoryRecordCount” code) system setting.
The number of permitted login attempts and user lockout time. We recommend permitting 5 login
attempts and setting the lockout time to 15 minutes. Configure the lockout behavior in the following system
settings:
“Number of logon attempts” (the “LoginAttemptCount” code). Sets the number of permitted login attempts.
“Quantity of login attempts for warning message” (the “LoginAttemptBeforeWarningCount” code). Sets the
number of failed login attempts after which the lockout warning message is displayed.
“User locking time” (the “UserLockoutDuration” code). Sets the period in minutes during which the user
cannot log in to Creatio if they run out of login attempts.
Learn more in a separate article: Unblock a user.
Incorrect password and user lockout messages on login attempts. We recommend displaying a unified
message that does not specify the exact issue. To do this, make sure the values of the following system settings
are “false:”
“Show message about locking account during logging in” (the “DisplayAccountLockoutMessageAtLogin” code)
“Show message about incorrect password during logging in” (the
“DisplayIncorrectPasswordMessageAtLogin” code)

Configure the session expiration time
Set up the period in minutes after which to close the session in the “User session timeout” (the
“UserSessionTimeout” code) system setting. The default value is “60.”

TLS protocol (Creatio on-site)
Creatio supports TLS 1.2 protocol out-of-the-box. Deprecated TLS 1.0 and 1.1 protocols are a security
vulnerability.

Secure header configurations (Creatio on-site)
Ensure browsers are not susceptible to preventable vulnerabilities. To do this, enable the following headers that
comply with OWASP Secure Headers Project:
HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS). Enable the Strict-Transport-Security header and set the time to
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store the parameter in browser memory to 1 year:

Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=3153600

Clickjacking protection. Enable the X-Frame-Options header and set it to allow pages to be embedded only on
addresses that have the same location as your Creatio application:

X-Frame-Options: sameorigin

Cross-site-scripting attack (XSS) protection. Enable the X-XSS-Protection header and set it to block the
XSS attack attempts:

X-XSS-Protection: 1; mode=block

MIME-sniffing protection. Enable the X-Content-Type-Options header and set it to nosniff mode. The mode
prevents the browser from trying to determine the content type of a resource different from the declared
content type:

X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff

Referrer Policy. Enable the Referrer-Policy header and set it to origin-when-cross-origin. The header specifies
how much referrer information (sent with the Referrer header) to include in requests:

Referrer-Policy: origin-when-cross-origin

Attention. Before you implement the Content Security Policy settings, review the existing and planned
browser-level integrations, such as CTI connectors. Include the corresponding domains in the Content
Security Policy list. Otherwise, the browser-level integrations will stop working.

Content Security Policy. Enable the Content Security Policy header and configure it as follows:

Content-Security-Policy: default-src 'self'; script-src 'unsafe-inline' 'unsafe-eval'; script-src-elem '
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Limit the information shared in responses (Creatio on-site)
Limit the amount and type of information available in responses. To do this, modify the Web.config file in Creatio
root directory as follows:
Disable X-Powered-By .

<system.webServer>
<httpProtocol>
<customHeaders>
<remove name="X-Powered-By" />
</customHeaders>
</httpProtocol>
</system.webServer>

Disable X-AspNet-Version .

<httpRuntime enableVersionHeader="false" />

Disable Server Header (available for IIS version 10 and later).

<system.webServer>
<security>
<requestFiltering removeServerHeader ="true" />
</security>
</system.webServer>

Set up Redis (Creatio on-site)
We recommend using a combination of stable Debian and up-to-date Redis versions.
Password protect access to Redis as well. To do this, modify configuration files in Redis and Creatio.
For simple Redis configuration:
1. Add the following string to the redis.conf file in Redis config:

requirepass ${redis_password}
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2. Add the following string to the ConnectionStrings.config file in Creatio:

${redis_password} host=${master_ip};port=${master_port};db=;password=${redis_password}

For Redis Cluster configuration:
1. Add the following strings to the redis.conf file in each node:

requirepass ${redis_password}
masterauth ${redis_password}

2. Add the following string to the ConnectionStrings.config file in Creatio:

clusterHosts={node1_ip}:{node1_port},{node2_ip}:{node2_port},{node3_ip}:{node3_port},{node4_ip}:{node

Set up Facebook Messenger integration
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Set up Facebook Messenger integration to let contact center agents process messages sent via your Facebook
Page chat in Creatio.
1. Set up chat processing in Creatio. Read more >>>
2. Add the Facebook Messenger channel. Read more >>>
Before you start setting up the Facebook messenger channel, make sure the “Identity server Url”
(“IdentityServerUrl” code), “Identity server client id” (“IdentityServerClientId” code), and “Identity server client
secret” (“IdentityServerClientSecret” code) system settings are populated. If the values of these system
settings are not populated, contact Creatio support.
3. Set up a third-party chatbot for message processing (optional). Read more >>>

Step 1. Add Facebook Messenger channel
Add the channel to let Creatio send and receive messages on behalf of your Facebook Page. Perform the setup in
the [ Chat settings ] section of the System Designer.
1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Click [ Chat settings ].
3. Click the

button in the [ Channels ] area. Select “Facebook messenger” in the pop-up menu. This will open

the Facebook login window.
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4. In the opened Facebook window:
a. Log in to Facebook.
b. Select the checkboxes for the pages you would like to synchronize with Creatio. Note that you can only set
up synchronization for Facebook Pages and not for personal profiles.
c. Click [ Next ].
Fig. 1 Selecting a Facebook Page to synchronize with Creatio

d. Allow Creatio to manage your Facebook Page. This will let Creatio send and receive messages using the
Facebook Messenger channel on behalf of your brand. If you restrict Creatio from managing the page, the
chat functionality may not work properly.
e. Click [ Done ].
Creatio will add a separate channel for each of the selected pages. The channel name will match the name
of the corresponding Facebook page.
Fig. 2 Setting up access to page management
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5. To process messages from the new channel in the communication panel, activate the channel and link it to a
queue.
a. Click the channel name in the [ Channels ] detail list.
b. In the mini page that opens:
Set the switch to “Active.”
Select the chat queue that will process the messages that come via this channel.
Select the expected channel message language. This will let the agents use quick reply templates in the
customer language.
Click [ Apply ].
6. Repeat step 5 for all other channels if needed.

Note. Keep in mind that you can only connect a single Facebook page to a single Creatio application. If you
add the channel to several applications, e. g., development, testing, and production environments, only the
last integrated instance will receive messages.

Step 2. Set up third-party chatbot integration (optional)
Creatio allows you to integrate third-party chatbots that will process common user requests, reducing the load
on the agents. This option is only available for Facebook Messenger chats. The chatbot setup and Facebook
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integration procedure depend on the bot platform. These instructions are usually available in the bot platform's
vendor documentation.
This functionality requires:
A Facebook Page.
A working Creatio Facebook Messenger channel.
A third-party bot platform that supports the Handover Protocol and is integrated with your Facebook Page.
To integrate Creatio with the chatbot:
1. Go to the “Settings” section of your Facebook page → “Advanced Messaging.”
2. Configure the “Messenger receiver” parameters in the “Connected Apps” block:
Primary Receiver for Handover Protocol – your bot platform
Secondary Receiver for Handover Protocol – Creatio Social application
Fig. 3 Configuring the Messenger receiver

As a result, the chatbot will process messages sent to your Facebook Page. Creatio will display them in the
[ Chats ] section. The [ Agent ] field will be left empty for bot-processed chats.

Set up Active Directory filters
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Configure Active Directory filters to set the synchronization parameters for users, groups, and users of a
specific group.

The filter format
In general, the Active Directory filter format is as follows:

(<operator><filter1><filter2>)
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Where <filter1> is as follows:

(<attribute><operator><value>)

You can use any number of filters and operators during the setup. Use the following operators to add and set up
filters:
= – equal to
~= – approximately equal to
=> – greater than or equal to
<= – less than or equal to
& – “AND”
| – “OR”
! – “NOT”

The values represent the actual values of Active Directory attributes. The values are not case-sensitive and
should not be enclosed in quotes. You can also use the wildcard character “*.” For example, this condition will
retrieve all elements: (objectClass=*) .
Enclose each logical expression in brackets “()” to ensure the filter works correctly both on Windows and Linux.

A correctly set up filter

(&(objectClass=group)(!(userAccountControl:1.2.840.113556.1.4.803:=2))(|(cn=szgroup)(cn=CoreCC*)(cn=Grou

An incorrectly setup filter

(&(objectClass=group)(!(userAccountControl:1.2.840.113556.1.4.803:=2))(|(cn=szgroup)(cn=CoreCC*)(cn=Grou

Filter users
If your company uses the Active Directory service, we recommend the standard active user synchronization
filter:

(&(objectClass=user)(objectClass=person)(!(objectClass=computer))(!(isDeleted=TRUE)))

Where:
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& – the “AND” operator. Indicates that all filter conditions must be met.
objectClass=user – selects all “user” objects in the array.
objectClass=person – selects all “person” objects in the array.
!(objectClass=computer) – excludes all “computer” objects.
!(isDeleted=TRUE) – specifies that the objects are not deleted.

Filter groups
Set up group filtering to synchronize Active Directory users with Creatio organizational structure. The standard
user group filter for all active users is as follows:

(&(objectClass=group)(!(userAccountControl:1.2.840.113556.1.4.803:=2)))

Where:
& – the “AND” operator. Indicates that all filter conditions must be met.
objectClass=group – selects all “group” objects in the array.
userAccountControl – user account control flags, in numerical format.
:1.2.840.113556.1.4.803: – the bitwise “AND” in LDAP format.
2 – the “ACCOUNTDISABLE” flag.

As such, the (!(userAccountControl:1.2.840.113556.1.4.803:=2)) filter excludes deactivated (inactive) user
accounts. Read more in the Microsoft Docs article.

Standard Active Directory group user filters
Besides user and organizational structure filters, you also need to retrieve a list of users included in the Active
Directory group and therefore in LDAP. The standard filter that retrieves a list of all group users is as follows:

(memberOf=[#LDAPGroupDN#])

Where:
memberOf – standard Active Directory object attribute that determines the object group.
#LDAPGroupDN# – Creatio macro used to retrieve the list of group users with unique DN (Distinguished Name)

attribute values.
The macros are not a standard LDAP attribute. Creatio only uses them to form an object selection request.
Depending on the AD settings, you can also use the following parameters:
#LDAPGroupName# – the name of the group specified in the [ LDAP group name ] field of LDAP integration settings.
#LDAPGroupIdentity# – the unique group Id specified in the [ Group Id ] field of LDAP integration settings.
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Set up user/group synchronization filters
You can create custom user and group synchronization filters depending on your business needs.

Example. Distinguish between employees with identical full names during the Active Directory
synchronization.

To do so, make changes to the user synchronization filter. By default, Creatio uses the CN (Common Name)
attribute to select objects. This attribute is required for correct operation as it is connected with the [ User name ]
field. You can also include the “displayName” attribute in the filter conditions. This attribute will be unique for each
user. As such, you need to synchronize users with the “displayName” attribute. To do this:
1. Open the LDAP synchronization settings.
2. Add the “(displayName=*)” condition to the default user list filter. This condition requires the “displayName”
attribute to contain data. The filter will look as follows:

(displayName=*)(&(objectClass=user)(objectClass=person)(!(objectClass=computer))(!(isDeleted=TRUE)))

3. Add the logical “AND” operator to make both filter conditions required:

(&(displayName=*)(&(objectClass=user)(objectClass=person)(!(objectClass=computer))(!(isDeleted=TRUE))

4. Replace the standard filter in the [ List of users ] field with the new filter.
5. Save the settings and run the LDAP synchronization.

Set up a personal mailbox
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Each Creatio user can set up an integration with one or more mailboxes and use them to send and receive
emails. Creatio uses the emails to enrich contact data and links the emails to existing objects: accounts, contacts,
etc.

Set up an email account of a preconfigured provider
You need an email provider integration to add an email account. By default, Creatio is integrated with AOL, Gmail,
Yahoo and other email providers. To add an account to Creatio, configure secure access for external apps.
Perform the setup in your mailbox. The settings depend on the provider. Learn more in a separate article: Set up
a secure mailbox connection.
If you use a different provider, set up the synchronization by the IMAP/SMTP or Exchange protocol. The setup is
performed by a system administrator.
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To set up an email account of a preconfigured provider:
1. Open the [ Email ] tab on the communication panel →

→ [ New email account ]. This opens the account

authentication window.
2. Enter the email address and click [ Next ]. Creatio identifies the email provider according to the domain name.
3. If Creatio cannot identify the provider automatically, a window opens. Specify the provider manually in the
window (Fig. 1). As a result, the connection parameters of the new email provider will appear in the [ Email
providers domains ] lookup. Creatio will recognize the provider by the domain name when you set up new
email accounts.
Fig. 1 Select an email provider for synchronization

4. Enter the email address and click [ Next ]. Creatio will request the password to log in to your account.
5. Enter the password for external app access generated by the provider and click [ Sign in ] (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Sign in to an email account

As a result, Creatio will add an email account with default parameters. You will receive a notification from which
you can proceed to upload emails to Creatio or perform additional account setup, for example, add a signature or
change the email upload period.

Set up an email account on a corporate domain
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If you use a corporate email domain, set up integration with the corporate email provider by the IMAP/SMTP or
Exchange protocol and match domain names to the corresponding email providers. The setup is performed by a
system administrator.

Note. Gmail supports authentication without providing the login and password (OAuth connection). Before
you set this up, register Creatio in Google Workspace. Learn more in a separate article: Register Creatio
application in Google Workspace.

To set up an email account on a corporate domain:
1. Open the [ Email ] tab on the communication panel →

→ [ New email account ]. This opens the account

authentication window. This method of adding the account does not depend on the availability of configured
accounts.
2. Enter the email address and click [ Next ]. Creatio identifies the email provider according to the domain name.
3. If Creatio cannot identify the provider automatically, a window opens. Specify the provider manually in the
window. As a result, the connection parameters of the new email provider will appear in the [ Email providers
domains ] lookup. Creatio will recognize the provider by the domain name when you set up new email
accounts.

Note. A popular email provider, such as Yahoo or Gmail, can service a mailbox with a corporate domain
address. If you do not know which email provider to choose, verify this with your system administrator.
To log in to Gmail mailbox without providing the login and password (OAuth connection), register Creatio
in Google Workspace first. Learn more in a separate article: Register Creatio application in Google
Workspace.
4. Enter the mailbox password in the field that appears and click [ Sign in ] (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Sign in to an email account of a corporate provider

As a result, Creatio will add an email account with default parameters. You will receive a notification from which
you can proceed to upload emails to Creatio or perform additional account setup, for example, add a signature or
change the email upload period.

Single Sign-On via ADFS
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PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can integrate your Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS) instance to help manage seamless single
sign-on for your members. For this, you need to configure a number of settings both in ADFS and Creatio.

Attention. In the setup example below, https://site01.creatio.com/Demo_161215/ is the Creatio website
and http://adfs01.mysite.com/adfs/ is the ADFS site. Replace these addresses with the corresponding
addresses of your sites when you perform the actual setup.

Settings in ADFS
1. Add a new Relying Party Trust to ADFS (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The Relying Party Trust menu

2. Select the “Enter data about the relying party manually” option, as shown on the Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 The “Enter data about the relying party manually” option
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3. Enter the name of the Relying Party in the [ Display name ] field. This name is needed to make it easier to
navigate the list of trusted applications in ADFS and does not affect the actual setup.
4. Keep the default ADFS profile. Click the [ Next ] button.
5. Click [ Next ] on the “Configure Certificate” step.
6. Enable SAML 2.0 protocol support. Specify the site address and add
“/ServiceModel/AuthService.svc/SsoLogin” to it (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 The SAML 2.0 protocol support option
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7. Specify the full site address in the identifier settings and click the [ Add ] button, as shown on the Fig. 4.
Fig. 4 The identifier
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Attention. The identifier is used when verifying the authenticity of a source that requests
authentication. The URL must match verbatim, including the “/” at the end.
8. Set up the rest of the parameters according to your security requirements. You can leave default values for
test purposes.
9. Click [ Finish ]. Click [ Add Rule ] and add a new SAML Assertion to SAML Response rule (Fig. 5) in the newlyopened window.
Fig. 5 The “Add rule” button
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Note. Creatio will use the data generated according to the new rule to search for users, as well as to
update their profiles and roles.
10.Keep the default settings and click [ Next ] on the first step of the Rule Wizard. Set up a set of parameters
that will be received from the user’s data (Fig. 6). In this example, the user’s name and a list of domain groups
will be passed via SAML Assertion.
Fig. 6 The rule parameters
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11.Click the [ Save ] button.
12.Open the Trusted Relay settings, go to the [ Advanced ] tab, and specify SHA-1 encryption according to the
website certificate algorithm.
13.Add the public certificate key on the [ Encryption ] tab to set up the SAML encryption (Fig. 7).

Note. If you are using Creatio cloud, get the public certificate key from the Creatio support service.

Fig. 7 The [ Encryption ] tab
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14.Add the logout endpoint and set the following parameters (Fig. 8) on the [ Endpoints ] tab:
Endpoint type: SAML Logout.
Binding: Redirect.
Trusted URL: https://site01.creatio.com/Demo_161215/ServiceModel/AuthService.svc/SsoLogout
Fig. 8 The Endpoint parameters

15.Add the Logout Request certificate on the [ Signature ] tab, as specified on the Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9 The Logout Request certificate

Attention. Single Sign-Out does not work without a certificate.

Settings in Creatio
If you use Creatio cloud, prepare the setup information according to the instructions below and contact Creatio
support to apply the settings.
The single sign-on setup instructions below are intended for Creatio on-site customers. We strongly
recommend granting Creatio support temporary access to Creatio configuration or performing setup under the
guidance of a Creatio support specialist.
Follow these steps to set up single sign-on in Creatio:
1. Enter the SAML provider settings.
2. Set up the SSO authentication parameters.
3. Test the basic SSO scenarios.
4. Set up Just-In-Time User Provisioning (JIT).
5. Set SSO as the default option.
Certain settings are different for Creatio .NET Framework and Creatio .NET Core. This guide provides instructions
for both platforms.

.NET Framework
1. Fill out the SAML provider settings by specifying the data of the SAML identification provider in the
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saml.config file.
a. Specify your website’s FQDN in the Name parameter.

Attention. The value of the ServiceProvider Name parameter must be identical to the Identifier
value specified in the ADFS identity provider. This is how it verifies that the SAML Assertion was
issued specifically for your application. We recommend using the FQDN of your website. For
example, https://site01.creatio.com/Demo_161215/. The URL must match verbatim, including the
“/” at the end.
b. Specify the IdP settings in the Partner Identity Provider section. You can view these settings in the
metadata file.
WantAssertionSigned="false": if no encryption certificate will be used for SAML Assertion.
SingleSignOnServiceUrl: URL of the identity provider’s single sign-on. For ADFS, this is usually
https://adfs01.mysite.com/adfs/ls.
SingleLogoutServiceUrl: URL of the identity provider’s single sign-off. For ADFS, this is usually
https://adfs01.mysite.com/adfs/ls.
PartnerCertificateFile: path to the *.cer security certificate in the server file system relative to the
Creatio application root. Specify this parameter if WantAssertionSigned="true."
SignLogoutRequest="true": specify for ADFS, since the LogoutRequest must be signed. If set to
“true,” specify the certificate for signature generation in the LocalCertificateFile parameter.
SignLogoutResponse="true": specify for ADFS, since the LogoutResponse must be signed. If set
to “true,” specify the certificate for signature generation in the LocalCertificateFile parameter.
OverridePendingAuthnRequest="true": if enabled, Creatio does not check whether the IdP
response matches the earlier Auth Request.
Example of the saml.config file for ADFS:

<ServiceProvider Name="https://site01.creatio.com/Demo_161215/"
Description="Example Creatio Service Provider"
AssertionConsumerServiceUrl="~/ServiceModel/AuthService.svc/SsoLogin"
LocalCertificateFile="sp.pfx"
LocalCertificatePassword="password"
/>
<PartnerIdentityProviders>
<!-- ADFS Creatio -->
<PartnerIdentityProvider Name="http://adfs01.mysite.com/adfs/services/trust"
OverridePendingAuthnRequest="true"
Description="MVC Example Identity Provider"
SignAuthnRequest="false"
SignLogoutRequest="true"
SignLogoutResponse="true"
WantSAMLResponseSigned="false"
WantAssertionSigned="false"
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WantAssertionEncrypted="false"
SingleSignOnServiceUrl="https://adfs01.mysite.com/adfs/ls"
SingleLogoutServiceUrl="https://adfs01.mysite.com/adfs/ls"
PartnerCertificateFile="Certificates\idp.cer"/>

If you enable the SignLogoutRequest or SignLogoutResponse flags, add the *.pfx private encryption
certificate key to the same file system as your Creatio application. Specify the file path and the password
in the saml.config configuration files and make sure that the user who runs the application has
permission to read the file. Make sure that the certificate file is available in the Terrasoft.WebApp
directory and the website root directory.

LocalCertificateFile="sp.pfx"
LocalCertificatePassword="password"

Fig. 10 The SAML packet encryption settings

2. Enable the SSO provider in Creatio. Enable the SAML SSO in Creatio after specifying the SAML provider
settings. Modify the web.config file in the website root directory:
a. Enable using the SSO Auth providers on login:
SsoAuthProvider for the main application.
SSPSsoAuthProvider for the customer portal.
You can enable one or both of the providers.

<terrasoft> <authproviderNames="InternalUserPassword,SSPUserPassword,SsoAuthProvider,SSPSsoAu

d. Specify which identification provider from the saml.config file to use in Service Provider initiated SSO
scenarios by default. In the web.config App Loader, specify the PartnerIdP parameter value from the
Issuer URL string in the saml.config file, such as:
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<appSettings>
...
<add key="PartnerIdP" value="http://adfs01.mysite.com/adfs/services/trust"/>
...
</appSettings>

3. Test the Identity Provider (IdP) initiated SSO basic scenario to make sure the settings are correct:
Go to the trusted IdP applications page. The default link is
https://sts.contoso.com/adfs/ls/idpinitiatedsignon.aspx.
Authorize.
Go to Creatio with the IdP authorization results.
Test the settings in the IdP initiated scenario before setting SSO as the default option in Creatio. Make
sure Creatio has an active user account whose login matches the NameId passed by the Identity
Provider before starting the test. If such account does not exist, the SSO setup process will not finish
since it will be impossible to match the domain user to a Creatio user. After you successfully log in via
SSO, proceed to further setup.
4. Set up Just-In-Time User Provisioning (JIT). The Just-In-Time User Provisioning functionality
complements the single sign-on technology. It enables not only creating a user on the first login to Creatio,
but also updating the contact page data with the data received from the identification provider on every
login. Learn more in a separate article: Just-In-Time User Provisioning.
a. Add the JIT settings to the web.config file in the Creatio root directory.

<add name="UseJit" value="true" />

The user type is defined by the page that they use to log in. If the “Identity initiated” scenario is used to
log in, specify the DefUserType value:
General for general users.
SSP for portal users.
d. Map the SAML Assertion fields to Creatio columns using the [ SAML field name converter to contact field
name ] lookup. You need this to ensure Creatio populates the contact fields correctly when creating new
users via Just-In-Time User Provisioning. If the field is empty or disabled in the identity provider data,
you can fill it out with the value specified in the [ Default value ] field of the lookup. Upon the next login,
Creatio will populate the contact fields specified in the lookup with either the values received from the
provider or with the current default values.

Note. If the lookup is missing from the lookup list, register it.
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5. Set SSO as the default option upon login. We recommend following this step only after you finished
the previous steps successfully and made sure the SSO works correctly. This step enables the Service
Provider (SP) initiated SSO.
The standard Service Provider (SP) initiated scenario is as follows:
The user goes to Creatio, they have no active sessions on the site.
They are redirected to the IdP where they authorize.
They are redirected back to Creatio with the IdP authorization results.
To set the SSO provider as the default option:
a. Specify the NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true default resource in the root web.config file.
Note. Users will still be able to log in with Creatio credentials via a direct link:
https://site01.creatio.com/Login/NuiLogin.aspx?
Use the following link to test the SSO operation before it is enabled by default:
https://site01.creatio.com/NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true\
b. Enable redirection to the identity provider when going to the website root in the root web.config file:

<defaultDocument> <files> <add value="Login/NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true" /> </files> </defaultDoc
<authentication mode="Forms">
<forms loginUrl="~/Login/NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true ...
</authentication>
c. Enable Single Log Out in the web.config file in the Terrasoft.WebApp directory:

<add key="UseSlo" value="true" />
d. Specify where to redirect the user when the active session expires in the web.config file in the
Terrasoft.WebApp directory

<authentication mode="Forms">
<forms loginUrl="~/../Login/NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true...
</authentication>
e. Select the [ Default value ] checkbox in the “Use SSO in the mobile app” (“MobileUseSSO” code) system
setting to use the Single Sign-On in the mobile application.

.Net Core
1. Fill out the SAML provider settings by specifying the data of the SAML identification provider in the
saml.json file.
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a. Specify your website’s FQDN in the Name parameter.

Attention. The value of the ServiceProvider Name parameter must be identical to the Identifier
value specified in the ADFS identity provider. This is how it verifies that the SAML Assertion was
issued specifically for your application. We recommend using the FQDN of your website. For
example, https://site01.creatio.com/Demo_161215/. The URL must match verbatim, including the
“/” at the end.
b. Specify the IdP settings in the Partner Identity Provider section. You can view these settings in the
metadata file.
WantAssertionSigned: specify “false” if no encryption certificate will be used for SAML Assertion.

"WantLogoutRequestSigned":false
SingleSignOnServiceUrl: URL of the identity provider’s single sign-on. For ADFS, this is usually
https://adfs01.mysite.com/adfs/ls.

"SingleSignOnServiceUrl":"https://adfs01.mysite.com/adfs/ls"
SingleLogoutServiceUrl: URL of the identity provider’s single sign-off. For ADFS, this is usually
https://adfs01.mysite.com/adfs/ls.

"SingleLogoutServiceUrl":"https://adfs01.mysite.com/adfs/ls"
PartnerCertificateFile: path to the *.cer security certificate in the server file system relative to the
Creatio application root. Specify this parameter if WantAssertionSigned="true."

"PartnerCertificates":[
{
"FileName":"adfs_sandbox.cer"
}
SignLogoutRequest: specify “true” for ADFS since the LogoutRequest must be signed. If set to
“true,” specify the certificate for signature generation in the LocalCertificateFile parameter.

"SignLogoutRequest":true
SignLogoutResponse: specify “true” for ADFS since the LogoutResponse must be signed. If set to
“true,” specify the certificate for signature generation in the LocalCertificateFile parameter.

"SignLogoutResponse":true
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2. If you enable the SignLogoutRequest or SignLogoutResponse flags, add the *.pfx private encryption
certificate key to the same file system as your Creatio application. Specify the file path and the password in
the saml.json configuration file and make sure that the user who runs the application has permission to
read the file. Make sure that the certificate file is available in the Terrasoft.WebApp directory and the
website root directory.

"...""LocalCertificates":[
{
"FileName":"sp.pfx",
"Password":"password"}
]"..."
3. Enable the SSO provider in Creatio. Enable the SAML SSO in Creatio after specifying the SAML provider
settings. To do this, edit the Terrasoft.WebHost.dll.config file in the website root directory:
a. Enable using the SSO Auth providers on login:
SsoAuthProvider for the main application.
SSPSsoAuthProvider for the customer portal.
You can enable one or both of the providers.

"...

<auth providerNames=""LdapProvider,InternalUserPassword,SSPUserPassword,SsoAuthProvider,SSPSs
..."

d. Specify which identification provider from the saml.json file to use in Service Provider initiated SSO
scenarios by default. In Terrasoft.WebHost.dll.config, specify the PartnerIdP parameter value from
the Issuer URL string in the saml.json file, such as:

"...""PartnerName":"http://adfs.sandbox.local/adfs/services/trust",
"..."

4. Test the Identity Provider (IdP) initiated SSO basic scenario to make sure the settings are correct:
Go to the trusted IdP applications page. The default link is
https://sts.contoso.com/adfs/ls/idpinitiatedsignon.aspx.
Authorize.
Go to Creatio with the IdP authorization results.
Test the settings in the IdP initiated scenario before setting SSO as the default option in Creatio. Make
sure Creatio has an active user account whose login matches the NameId passed by the Identity
Provider before starting the test. If such account does not exist, the SSO setup process will not finish
since it will be impossible to match the domain user to a Creatio user. After you successfully log in via
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SSO, proceed to further setup.
5. Set up Just-In-Time User Provisioning (JIT). The Just-In-Time User Provisioning functionality
complements the single sign-on technology. It enables not only creating a user on the first login to Creatio,
but also updating the contact page data with the data received from the identification provider on every
login. Learn more in a separate article: Just-In-Time User Provisioning.
a. Add the JIT settings to the Terrasoft.WebHost.dll.config file in the Creatio root directory. Enable JIT
for general users in the SsoAuthProvider settings and for portal users in the SSPSsoAuthProvider
settings:
...
<provider name="SsoAuthProvider" type="Terrasoft.Authentication.Core.SSO.BaseSsoAuthProvider,
Terrasoft.Authentication">
<parameters>
<add name="UserType" value="General" />
<add name="UseJit" value="true" />
</parameters>
</provider>
<provider name="SSPSsoAuthProvider"
type="Terrasoft.Authentication.Core.SSO.BaseSsoAuthProvider, Terrasoft.Authentication">
<parameters>
<add name="UserType" value="SSP" />
<add name="UseJit" value="true" />
</parameters>
...
The user type is defined by the page they use to log in. If the “Identity initiated” scenario is used to log
in, specify the DefUserType value:
General for general users.
SSP for portal users.
d. Map the SAML Assertion fields to Creatio columns using the [ SAML field name converter to contact field
name ] lookup. You need this to ensure Creatio populates the contact fields correctly when creating new
users via Just-In-Time User Provisioning. If the field is empty or disabled in the identity provider data,
you can fill it out with the value specified in the [ Default value ] field of the lookup. Upon the next login,
Creatio will populate the contact fields specified in the lookup with either the values received from the
provider or with the current default values.

Note. If the lookup is missing in the lookup list, it needs to be registered.
6. Set SSO as the default option upon login. We recommend following this step only after you finished
the previous steps successfully and made sure the SSO works correctly. This step will enable the Service
Provider (SP) initiated SSO.
The standard Service Provider (SP) initiated scenario is as follows:
The user goes to Creatio, they have no active sessions on the site.
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They are redirected to the IdP where they authorize.
They are redirected back to Creatio with the IdP authorization results.
To set the SSO provider as the default option:
a. Specify UseSsoByDefault": "true" in the saml.json file.
Note. Users will still be able to log in with Creatio credentials via a direct link:
https://site01.creatio.com/Login/NuiLogin.aspx?
Use the following link to test the SSO operation before it is enabled by default:
https://site01.creatio.com/NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true\
b. Enable redirection to the identity provider when going to the website root in the
Terrasoft.WebHost.dll.config file:

<defaultDocument> <files> <add value="Login/NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true" /> </files> </defaultDoc
<authentication mode="Forms">
<forms loginUrl="~/Login/NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true ...
</authentication>
c. Enable Single Log Out in Terrasoft.WebHost.dll.config:

<add key="UseSlo" value="true" />
d. Specify where to redirect the user the active session expires in the Terrasoft.WebHost.dll.config file:

<authentication mode="Forms">
<forms loginUrl="~/../Login/NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true...
</authentication>
e. Select the [ Default value ] checkbox in the “Use SSO in the mobile app” (“MobileUseSSO” code) system
setting to use the Single Sign-On in the mobile application.

Create new lookups
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The procedure for adding custom lookups depends on whether Creatio already contains an object which needs
to be linked to the lookup or not.
If the lookup object does not yet exist, it will be created and registered automatically by the Section
Wizard when you add a new lookup field to a page and save your changes. In this case, you may need to go
to the [ Lookups ] section and populate the lookup with records.
If the lookup object already exists, you need to register a corresponding new lookup in the [ Lookups ]
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section to be able to manage its records.

Creating lookups via Section Wizard
A lookup is created automatically upon selecting the [ Add new lookup ] option when you add a new lookup field
in Section Wizard.

Case. The [ Requests ] custom section has been configured in Creatio. Add a field displaying the request
type to the request page. The field will be populated from a lookup.

To implement the case:
1. In the [ Requests ] section, open a record and click the View → Open section wizard.
2. Set up the necessary field in page designer:
a. On the left side of the page, select the [ Lookup ] column in the [ New column ] selection area and drag it to
the record page.
b. In the opened window, populate the required fields. If you want your lookup field to be required, select the
[ Is required ] checkbox.

Note. Detailed information about “Lookup” column parameters is available in a separate article. Read
more >>>

In the [ Lookup ] field group, select the Add new lookup option and specify the title and name of the
lookup you want to create (Fig. 1). The [ Title ] field corresponds to the lookup title in Creatio and the
object title, while the [ Name ] field corresponds to the object name and table name in the database.
Fig. 1 Creating a new lookup
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1. Click the [ Save ] button.
2. Save the changes in the section wizard.
As a result, after you save the changes in section wizard, the created lookup will automatically be registered in
Creatio and bound to the package where the wizard saves changes.
After that, you need to populate the lookup and specify the request types. To do this:
1. Open system designer by clicking the

button in the left top corner of the application and select the

Lookups link in the [ System setup ] block.
2. Find the created [ Request types ] lookup via the quick filter by title and open its content.
3. To create the request types in the lookup, click the [ New ] button (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 The [ Request types ] lookup population
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As a result, you will be able to use the lookup information from the created [ Request types ] lookup when
populating the [ Type ] field on the request page (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 The [ Type ] lookup field

Adding a lookup based on an existing object
To register a lookup for an existing object in Creatio, do the following:
1. Open system designer by clicking the

button in the left top corner of the application and select [ Lookups ]

in the [ System setup ] block.
2. Click the [ New lookup ] button and specify the lookup name and the object containing the lookup data
structure (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 – Registering a lookup for the existing object
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Note. Detailed information about the lookup properties is available in a separate article. Read more >>>

As a result, the lookup will be registered and populated with the data in correspondence with the object structure.

View the change log
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

When working with Creatio, you may need to view the changes made to your data and see who made these
changes and when. For example, you can check which contact records were changed last month.
The data change history is available in the [ Change log ] section (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Change log ] section view
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The change log contains information about adding, modifying, and deleting records (entries) in the database
tables for Creatio objects. This includes sections, details, lookups, as well as other objects.
There are two ways you can open a change log for viewing its records:
Open the Change log section from the System Designer and select an object to view its logs
Open the change log of a specific record directly from the record page.

Method 1. View the record changes from the change log
Example. View the contact records that were changed last month.

1. Open the System Designer, e.g., by clicking

.

2. Under [ Users and administration ], click [ Change log ].

Note. To view the changes, make sure you have the [ Access to "Change log" section ]
(CanManageChangeLog) system operation permission.
Learn more about using system operations in the “System operation permissions” article.
3. Set the filter - for our example, select “Sections”.
4. Find the needed object using the search bar or manually. In our example, we use the “Contact” object. Click
the object title to open the change log page.
5. Click the [ Log data ] tab and set the date filter (Fig. 1). In our example, it is the time period from February 2nd
to March 2nd, 2020.
Fig. 1 Filtering changes by date for the “Contact” object
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As a result, the list of records that were changed within the specified period will be displayed (Fig. 2). The
icons next to dates display the type of the performed operations: deleting, adding or editing.
Fig. 2 Viewing the change log
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6. Use the search bar to quickly find the needed record by title. In our case - by the contact’s full name (Fig. 3).
To learn the details of the performed changes, click the name in the [ Record ] column.
Fig. 3 Quick search by record name

Method 2. View logs of a specific record directly from the
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record page
Example. See the change log of the field values on the page of a specific contact for the last month.

1. Open the page of the needed record.
2. Click [ Actions ] → [ View change log ] (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ View change log ] action

Note. If you cannot see the [ View change log ] command in the [ Actions ] menu, make sure you have
permission to the [ View change log ] (CanViewChangeLog) system operation.
Learn more about using system operations in the “System operation permissions” article.
3. The page that opens will display information about the selected record:
a. dates of the changes
b. authors of the changes
c. record name
d. list of the changed columns
e. values before the change
f. values after the change
4. Set the date filter to display only the changes for the last month. (Fig. 2). In our example, it is the time period
from February 2nd to March 2nd, 2020.
Fig. 2 Filtering changes by date for the log of a specific record
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As a result, you will see the changes that were made in the logged fields within the specified period (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Record logs

Manage user licenses
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

When working with Creatio, you might need to manage user licenses, e.g., to distribute licenses to a new
employee or recall licenses from a non-working employee.
You can use the [ System users ] section for this purpose. In the section, you can manage licenses of a single or
multiple accounts.

Note. You can also manage licenses using the licenses manager. Learn more in the “Creatio licensing”
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article.

Add a portal user account
1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Under [ Users and administration ], click License manager.
3. In the section list, select the user for distributing a license. On the Licenses tab of the user page, select the
products for licensing (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Selecting products for licensing

Similarly, you can recall the licenses.
4. Save and close the page.
As a result, the selected licenses will be distributed or recalled for the user account.

Distribute or recall licenses for multiple users
1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Under [ Users and administration ], click License manager.
3. Click [ Actions ] → Select multiple records.
4. Select the needed users in the list.
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5. Click Actions → Grant licenses / Recall licenses.
6. In the window that opens, select the Creatio products for granting or recalling licenses. Select the needed
checkboxes and click Select.
As a result, the selected licenses will be distributed or recalled for the selected user accounts.

Domain verification for the Elastic Email
provider
PRODUCTS:

MARKETING

If you plan to send emails using the Elastic Email provider in Creatio, verify your email address and the corporate
domain.
In this case, your recipients who use MS Outlook, Hotmail, Gmail and other common mailing services, will see that
an email was sent from your provider's server on your behalf (this information is available in the “From” field). For
example, if you are sending emails via Elastic Email, the “From” field of the emails may contain the following text:
“Creatio <info@creatio.com> via elasticemail.com”.
To verify your email addresses and domain, perform the following steps:
1. Add your corporate domain on the [ Bulk email settings ] page. Read more >>>
2. Obtain SPF and DKIM records. Read more >>>
3. Specify SPF and DKIM records in the DNS area of your domain Read more >>>

Attention. If your domain is unverified, Elastic Email limits your daily number of emails to 50.

Add corporate domain on the [Bulk email settings] page
To start sending the emails, perform the following settings:
1. In the [ Email ] section, select Email settings in the [ Actions ] menu (Fig. 1)
Fig. 1 Opening the email settings page
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2. On the [ Email settings ] page, specify the domain of the necessary email address in the Sender domain
area, i.e., “mycompany.com” (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 The [ Sender domains ] area

Obtain SPF and DKIM records
SPF and DKIM records are generated automatically in the [ Email ] section once the domain is added to the email
settings page.
To obtain these records, in the [ Emails ] section, select Email settings in the [ Actions ] menu.
The SPF and DKIM records will be generated automatically in the DKIM/SPF setup instructions area on the
Bulk email settings page (Fig. 3) for your specified domain once your email is verified.
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Fig. 3 SPF and DKIM keys for the specified domain

Elastic Email SPF and DKIM records are identical for all domains.

Add the necessary records to the DNS area of your domain
To ensure high level of domain reputation and email deliverability, add the SPF, DKIM, Tracking Domain records
and the DMARC policy to the DNS-zone of the email domain settings.
The setup procedure is as follows:
1. Specify SPF and DKIM records in the DNS area of your domain
2. If the DNS zone of your domain does not have an SPF record yet, you need to copy the generated SPF record
from the [ DKIM/SPF setup instructions ] area on the Email settings page. The record will look as follows:
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Name

Type

Value

@

TXT

v=spf1 a mx include:_spf.elasticemail.com ~all

3. If you already have a TXT record with SPF information, then at the end of this record, before its last statement
(for example, ?all, ~all, or -all), add the following line:
Name

Type

Value

@

TXT

include:_spf.elasticemail.com

Note. Depending on the DNS editor, you may need to specify “@” and/or domain name the “Host /
Name” field of the DNS zone. Contact your hosting provider for information about this value correct
entering.
4. Specify the DKIM record in the DNS area of your domain For the Elastic Email provider this record will look as
follows:
Name

Type

Value

api._domainkey

TXT

k=rsa;t=s;p=MIGfMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4GNADCBiQKBg
QCbmGbQMzYeMvxwtNQoXN0waGYaciuKx8mtMh5czguT4EZlJX
uCt6V+l56mmt3t68FEX5JJ0q4ijG71BGoFRkl87uJi7LrQt1ZZmZCvrEII
0YO4mp8sDLXC8g1aUAoi8TJgxq2MJqCaMyj5kAm3Fdy2tzftPCV
/lbdiJqmBnWKjtwIDAQAB

Note. Certain DNS settings may require entering “api._domainkey.yourdomain.com” in the “Host /
Name” field.
5. Specify SPF and DKIM records in the DNS area of your domain
To track the clicked link in the received email, Elastic Email overwrites the link address in the email template.
When the recipient clicks to the link, the address with the domain "api.elasticemail.com" will be displayed in the
browser first, and then the redirect to the link specified in the email will be performed. To specify your domain
in the first link (for tracking), create the CNAME-record in the DNS settings of the domain:
Name

Type

Value

tracking

CNAME

api.elasticemail.com

6. Specify SPF and DKIM records in the DNS area of your domain
DMARC verification is only added after adding SPF and DKIM records and it provides the receiving server with
the information upon further actions with emails from the unverified domain. Add a rule as TXT record of the
DNS domain to activate DMARC:
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Name

Type

Value

_dmarc

TXT

v=DMARC1;p=none;

The v tag specifies the protocol version, while p specifies the method of processing emails that have not been
verified.
You can find more information about the protocol in the DMARC article of the Wikipedia. Detailed information
about setting up the SPF and DKIM records, DMARC policy and the tracking domain is available in the
instruction on the Elastic Email web site.

Synchronize contacts with MS Exchange
and Microsoft 365
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Creatio 8.0 Atlas and later does not support contact synchronization with external applications.

Use the mailbox synchronization setup page to set up synchronization of Creatio contacts with the Microsoft
Exchange or Microsoft 365 contacts (Fig. 1). You can open the page in several ways:
Click

→ [ Edit email accounts ] in the communication panel.

Select [ Actions ] → [ Synchronize contacts ] → [ Set up... ] in the [ Contacts ] section.
The command contains the name of the account, for example, [ Set up john.best@mycompany.com ].
Fig. 1 Set up the synchronization of Creatio contacts with Microsoft Exchange calendar
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Set up the import of contacts into Creatio
To set up the import of the Microsoft Exchange or Microsoft 365 contacts into Creatio:
1. Go to the [ Contacts ] tab of the mailbox synchronization setup page and enable the [ Import contacts ]
toggle.
2. Select [ Import all contacts ] to import all records from the mailbox folders of the “Contacts” type.
If you only want to import contacts from specific folders, select [ Import contacts from specific folders in MS
Exchange ]. Click

and select the checkboxes next to the needed folders.

3. Click [ Save ].

Note. Creatio links imported contacts to Creatio accounts automatically. If more than one account with the
same name is found in Creatio, the contact is imported without an account connection. If the user who
performs the import has access to one of these accounts, the contact is imported with the connection to
this account.

Set up the export of contacts from Creatio
To set up the export of Creatio contacts to Microsoft Exchange or Microsoft 365:
1. Go to the [ Contacts ] tab of the mailbox synchronization setup page and enable the [ Export contacts ]
toggle.
2. Select [ Export all contacts ] to export all contacts to which you have access.
3. If you only want to export contacts of certain types or folders, select [ Export specific contacts ].
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a. Select the [ Employees ] and/or [ Customers ] checkbox to export all contacts of the corresponding types
during synchronization. Creatio exports only the contacts to which you have access.
b. Select the [ From folders ] checkbox to export contacts included in particular folders, for example,
“Employees.” Expand the index of folders and select the folders for synchronization.
4. Click [ Save ].

Note. Learn more about creating folders in a separate article: Folders.

Synchronize contacts with Microsoft Exchange and Microsoft
365
Creatio can synchronize contacts with the Exchange server automatically. To enable automatic synchronization,
open the mailbox synchronization setup page and enable the [ Synchronize contacts automatically ] toggle. To
perform the synchronization immediately, open the [ Contacts ] section, click [ Actions ] → [ Synchronize contacts
] → [ Synchronize now ].

View and archive the audit log
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can view the system operations audit log that automatically registers events related to the modification of
user roles, distribution of access permissions, change of system setting values, and users' authorization in the
system.

Access the audit log
Open the System designer. For example, click the

button. Then, open the “System settings” section in the

“System setup” block. Click “Audit log” in the “Users and administration” block.

Note. Enable the “View “Audit log” section” (“CanViewSysOperationAudit” code) system operation to view
the audit log. Enable the “Manage “Audit log” section” (“CanViewSysOperationAudit” code) system
operation to view and archive the audit log records. Learn more: System operation permissions.

The [ Audit log ] view displays the list of the most recently logged events. The [ Log archive ] view displays the list
of events archived via the [ Archive log ] action. Creatio stores the archived events in a separate table.
The [ Audit log ] section list displays the following data:

Note. Configure the balancer to make the audit log display the user IP addresses in Creatio .NET Core
deployed on-site with horizontal scaling. Learn more: Make the user IP addresses visible in the audit log for
.NET Core.
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[ Type ] – the [ Event types ] lookup contains the available event types. For example, “User authorization,”
“User session,” etc.
[ Event date ] – the event start date and time.
[ Result ] – the [ Event results ] lookup contains the available system event results. For example, the user login
attempt may finish with the “Authorization” result or the “Authorization denied” result upon failure.
[ IP address ] – the IP address of the user who performed the operation that resulted in the event. For
example, the IP address of the user who attempted to log in to Creatio.

Note. If the user connects via a VPN or the request is routed through proxy servers, the field will list
the IP address of each proxy server. In that case, the rightmost IP address will belong to the last proxy
server and the leftmost IP address will belong to the first traceable server.
[ Owner ] – the user who performed the operation that resulted in the event. For example, the name of the
employee who attempted to log in to Creatio.
[ Description ] – the detailed event description. For example, “User authorization John Best. IP address:
192.168.0.7.” Creatio generates the event description automatically.

Archive the audit log
The [ Archive log ] action in the system operation audit log copies the log records to a separate archive table.
To archive the audit log:
1. Click

to open the list view of the [ Audit log ] section.

2. Click [ Actions ] → [ Archive log ].
3. Set up the parameters on the newly opened [ Archive parameters ] page (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 – The [ Archive parameters ] page

4. [ Period from ], [ till ] – specify the period of the events to archive. Creatio will only archive the events within
the specified range.
5. [ Type ] – specify the type of the events to archive. Creatio will archive only the events of the specified types.
You can select multiple types.
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Note. The archiving action is logged as “Access rights audit log.” Creatio will display a message with the
number of archived records upon completion.

As a result, you will be able to see the list of archived events whose dates fall within the specified period in the
“Log archive” view (

) of the [ Audit log ] section.

Functional roles
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Functional roles reflect employee job titles, e.g., “Sales Managers”.
To manage functional roles, click

→ [ Functional roles ].

The [ Functional roles ] section contains the structure of functional roles (represented in the form of a folder tree)
and the information about each functional role.

Note. By default, only system administrators have access to this section. Users need to have permission
to the “Manage user list” (CanManageUsers) system operation to work with this section.

Use functional roles to set up identical access permissions for all employees with certain job positions, regardless
of the company division. For example, you can create a functional role for managers in both main and regional
offices. To do this:
1. Create a functional role. Learn more in the “Add a functional role” article.
2. Add organizational roles to a functional role. Learn more in the “Connect functional and organizational
roles” article.
3. Configure access permissions for a functional role. Learn more about access permissions in the “Object
operation permissions,” “Record permissions,” “Column permissions,” and “System operation permissions”
articles.

Add a functional role
To create a functional role:
1. Click

→ [ Functional roles ].

2. Click [ Add ]. Specify the name of the role in the opened window.

Note. The name of a functional role must be unique.
3. Click [ Save ].
4. Click

→ [ Update roles ] for changes to take effect (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Adding a functional role

As a result, a new functional role will be added.

Connect functional and organizational roles
A functional role can be linked to one or more organizational roles. For example, you can link the “Managers”
functional role with the “Main office. Managers group” and “Regional office. Managers group” organizational
roles.
To connect a functional role to an organizational role:
1. Click

→ [ Functional roles ].

2. In the list of functional roles, select the corresponding functional role. The functional role page will open
on the right-hand side.
3. On the [ Organizational roles ] tab, click

and add organizational roles to a functional role. For

example, add the “Main office. Managers group” and “Regional office. Managers group” organizational roles to
the “Managers” functional role.
4. Click

→ [ Update roles ] for changes to take effect (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Connecting functional and organizational roles
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As a result, the “Managers” functional role will be linked to the “Main office. Managers group” and “Regional
office. Managers group” organizational roles. This will grant all permissions from the linked organizational roles to
the users with the “Managers” functional role.

Add users to a functional role
You can add users to the functional role in any of the following ways:
add an existing user (selecting a user from the list)
add a new user via a new user page
import LDAP users Read more >>>

Attention. You can import LDAP users only if the LDAP user integration has been set up. Learn more in
the “Setting up LDAP integration” article.

To add users to a functional role:
1. Click

→ [ Functional roles ].

2. In the list of functional roles, select the corresponding organization and/or division.
3. On the [ Users ] tab:
a. Click

and select [ Add existing ] to add an existing user. Select the corresponding user in the pop-

up window (Fig. 1).
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b. Click

and select [ Add new ] to add a new user assigned to this role (you will need to populate the

new user page).
Fig. 1 Adding existing users to a functional role

As a result, new or existing users will be added to a functional role. Additionally, they will inherit any access
permissions configured for this role.

Note. Learn more about access permissions in the “Object operation permissions,” “Record permissions,”
“Column permissions,” and “System operation permissions” articles.

Synchronize contacts and activities with
Google
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

To enable synchronization setup of Google contacts and calendar with Creatio contacts and activities, the
synchronization must be set up beforehand.
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An example of synchronization setup in the [ Contacts ] section is described below.
1. Open the [ Contacts ] section.
2. Create a private tag to be used for synchronization, for example, “Google synchronization”.

Note. Only records with private tags are synchronized. Records with public or corporate tags never
synchronize.
3. Click [ Actions ] → [ Synchronize contacts ] → [ Set up... ]. Take the following steps in the settings page:
a. For activities to synchronize automatically, select the [ Synchronize activities automatically ] checkbox and
specify the synchronization interval. To start synchronization from a specified date, select the required
date in the [ Synchronize from ] field.
b. To automatically synchronize contacts, select the [ Synchronize contacts automatically ] checkbox and
specify the synchronization interval.
c. To synchronize contacts with a specific tag, in the [ Send all contacts with a tag from Creatio to Google ]
field select the required tag.
4. Click [ Save ].

Note. Date and time of the latest synchronization session is displayed on the setup page.

As a result, both your Google account and the Creatio contact tag for synchronization will be saved in the
system, and the synchronization will be started at the specified time intervals automatically.

Note. In the [ Activities ] section, setting up synchronization with Google is done in the same manner.
Note that you don't need to specify the tag for synchronizing tasks in the synchronization settings of
the [ Activities ] section.

Synchronize Creatio contacts with Google contacts
You can use the synchronization option to add your Google contacts into Creatio. The action is only performed
for records that are specially tagged as per the synchronization settings.
To run the synchronization for the first time:
1. Open the [ Contacts ] section
2. Click [ Actions ] → [ Synchronize contacts ] → [ Start synchronization ].
As a result of synchronization, a new group of contacts titled “Creatio” will be added to your Gmail contacts.

Note. If you set up automatic synchronization, the process starts automatically.
3. Move the Gmail contacts to the “Creatio” group.
4. Click [ Synchronize contacts ] → [ Start synchronization ] again to synchronize.
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As a result, the Gmail contacts from the “Creatio” group will be imported into Creatio with the private tag
specified during the synchronization setup.

Note. If you set up automatic synchronization, the process starts automatically.

From this point on, the synchronization of Google and Creatio contacts is performed in both directions.
Synchronization is run only for those records that have been changed or added since the last synchronization
session.
If a record has been modified in both Gmail and Creatio, the most recent changes will be used for the
synchronization.
If records were deleted in Gmail or Creatio, the next synchronization will not delete them from Creatio or
Gmail. In the first case, the tags will be removed from such records. In the second case, the records will be
excluded from the “Creatio” group.

Synchronize Creatio activities with Google calendar
If you use the Google calendar to plan your activities, you can synchronize it with your Creatio calendar.
You must register Creatio in G Suite to synchronize your Creatio schedule with Google calendar. Read more:
Register Creatio application in G Suite.
Go to the [ Activities ] section and click [ Actions ] → [ Synchronize activities ] → [ Start synchronization ].
When you run this action, the Creatio activities are synchronized with the primary calendar of the Google account
specified in the synchronization settings. All activities with the [ Display in calendar ] mark synchronize from
Creatio. Synchronization runs by the [ Organizer ] field. Thus, if an event organizer has not set up
synchronization, the [ Organizer ] field is filled by the participant of the activity who has run the synchronization.
If the current author creates an event in Google, synchronization with Creatio adds it into the system and adds
the participants to the [ Participants ] detail. Only users who have the same email listed on the [ Communication
options ] detail and in the Google event will be added to the list of participants. This collective task is displayed for
other participants only after they synchronize their calendar with Google.
If a collective task that was created in Creatio by synchronizing with Google has been modified by one of its
participants, all changes will be displayed in Google.

Note. Synchronization can also be run automatically, within the time intervals specified in the
synchronization settings.

Column permissions
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Configure object permissions on several levels:
Operation permissions. Learn more in a separate article: Object operation permissions.
Record permissions. Learn more in a separate article: Record permissions.
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Column permissions. This article explains how to configure permissions to read, edit, and delete individual
columns of a particular object.
Object columns are displayed as fields on pages and section/detail lists. Column permissions let you limit access
to read or edit individual object fields for individual users or roles. For example, you can limit permissions to read
data in the [ Annual revenue ] field for the “Secretaries” organizational role and enable all other employees to read
the data in that field. The users who do not have permission to read data in the [ Annual revenue ] field will see
the field itself, but not its value (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ Annual revenue ] field with restricted access permissions

Operation permissions override column permissions for particular users or roles. For example, if the user lacks
permission to read object data, Creatio does not display the object for the user at all.
If you do not add a column to the detail or do not specify any access permissions for a column on the detail,
Creatio grants access to the column according to the operation permissions.
If you add a new column to the object that uses column permissions, the users, except for system
administrators, cannot access the new column by default. Set up permissions for each custom column that you
add after enabling column permissions in an object.
If you are just getting started with Creatio, we recommend familiarizing yourself with the principles of Creatio
object permissions in the e-learning course: User and role management, Access permissions.

Attention. Before you set up object column permissions, make sure that the user or role has access to
the corresponding object operations and records. Note that if an object is not managed by operations and
records, all users and roles have full access to all operations and all records. Learn more in a separate
article: Object operation permissions.

Assign column permissions
This section covers how to grant or limit access permissions to read and edit data of a particular section record
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field.

Example. Set up permissions to the [ Annual revenue ] field on the account page. All company’s
employees, apart from its secretaries, must have permissions to read the data in the [ Annual revenue ]
field, while the sales managers must have permissions to read and edit data in that field.
The field value must be hidden for the company’s secretaries.

1. Click the

button to open the System Designer → the “Object permissions” section.

2. Select the necessary object in the list or use the search bar. For example, to configure access permissions to
the [ Annual revenue ] field, select the “Sections” filter and choose the “Account” object. Click the name (or
title) of the object to open the object permissions settings window.
3. Make sure that the necessary users or roles already have access to object operations or that the object is not
administered by operations.
4. Enable the “Use column permissions” toggle (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Enable the column permissions

5. Click [ Add ] and select the necessary column. For example, to limit access to the [ Annual revenue ] field, type
“Annual revenue” in the search box and click [ Select ]. The selected column will be displayed in the list on the
left. The list on the right lets you select users and roles to configure access permissions (Fig. 3). You can add
other columns, if necessary. Select a column in the list to configure its access permissions.
6. Click [ Add ] in the list on the right, then select users and roles. You can use the search bar or the
[ Organizational roles ], [ Functional roles ] and [ Users ] tabs to quickly find users and roles in the selection
box (Fig. 3). In this example, the roles are as follows:
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the “All employees” role (added automatically)
the “Sales managers” organizational role
the “Secretaries” organizational role
Fig. 3 Selecting the [ Annual revenue ] column and adding users and roles to configure access permissions

By default, each user or role added to the list gets permissions to read, update and delete the object field.
Modify permissions to restrict access. For example:
a. Change access permissions for the “All employees” role to “Permit reading”. As a result, all company’s
employees will be able to see the [ Annual revenue ] field value on the account page without the ability to
edit it.
b. Select the “Permit reading and editing” access permission level for the ”Sales managers” role. As a result,
the sales managers will be able to read and edit the value of the [ Annual revenue ] field.
c. Select the “Deny reading and editing” access permissions level for the “Secretaries” role. As a result, the
company’s secretaries will not be able to see the value of the [ Annual revenue ] field.
After you apply the settings, the

icon can appear next to some permissions. This means the permissions

are in conflict. Change their priority so that Creatio can apply the permissions correctly.

Hierarchy of column permissions
Sometimes, different access permissions applied to the same user or role can contradict each other.
For example, the “Sales Managers” and the “Secretaries” roles are included in the “All Employees” role. Sales
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managers have more permissions than regular employees (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Permission levels that contradict each other

The higher the permission is in the list, the higher the permission priority. The priority is shown in the [ Priority ]
column, and the highest possible priority is “0”. An
icon next to some of the rules indicates that they overlap.
Lower or raise a rule in the list to ensure other rules work correctly.
Follow these rules while configuring access permission priorities:
Object operation permissions and record permissions have higher priority.
A user who has several roles will get the access permissions of the highest role in the list.
For example, you can deny editing access for all employees, and grant sales managers the permissions to
read and edit this field. To do this, place the “Sales managers” role higher than “All employees” in the list.
If you want to deny column access for a role that is included in the role that has a higher permission level,
place the role to deny access higher than the parent role.
For example, to deny access to read and edit column data for all secretaries, place the “Secretaries” role
higher than the “All employees” role that has permissions to read the column data in the list. In this case,
Creatio will display the

icon next to the “Secretaries” role.

Note. In this case, you do not need to change the priority, since the contradiction means the secretaries
will be unable to view the column value, which is the intended behavior.

The access permissions for users or roles that have not been added to the column permissions settings area
correspond to the object operation permissions that are configured for them.
Configure access permission priorities for the example above. To change the rule display order, drag the rule to
the necessary position in the list (Fig. 5).
1. Place the organizational role that has the highest permission level (in this example, “Sales managers”) at the
top of the list.
2. Place the “Secretaries” role directly below the “Sales managers” role.
3. Place the “All employees” role at the very bottom of the list.
4. Save the settings.
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Fig. 5 Configure the priority of column access permissions

As a result:
Users that are part of the “Sales managers” role will be able to read and edit the [ Annual revenue ] field
value.
All secretaries will not be able to see the [ Annual revenue ] field value on the account page.
All company’s employees will be able to see the [ Annual revenue ] field value on the account page, without
the ability to edit it.
Learn more in an e-learning course: User and role management. Access permissions.

Single Sign-On via Azure AD
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can integrate Creatio with Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) to manage single sign-on for all Creatio users
that work in the corporate network. The further instructions are relevant for .NET Framework users.
To set up integration, configure a number of settings both in Azure AD and Creatio.
1. Settings in Azure AD:
a. Register SAML of the SSO application.
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b. Define the endpoints.
2. Settings in Creatio:
a. Set up the configuration files.
b. Check the integration.
c. Set up Just-In-Time User Provisioning (optional).

Attention. The example uses the https://site01.creatio.com/Demo_161215/ Creatio URL and
http://adfs01.mysite.com/adfs/ Azure AD URL. Replace these URLs with the corresponding URLs of your
sites when you perform the actual setup.

Configure settings in Azure AD
To configure the settings below, register Creatio in the administrator account of the enterprise identity service of
Azure Active Directory (Azure AD). Learn more in the Microsoft documentation.
1. Add a new SSO application (Trusted Relaying Party) to Azure AD:
a. Open the [ Enterprise applications ] section → [ All Applications ].
b. Click [ New application ].
c. Select “Creatio” in the [ Add from the gallery ] section and add the application. Learn more in the Microsoft
documentation: Add Creatio from the gallery.
2. Open the [ Single sign-on ] section and specify the following parameters:
a. Select “SAML” in the [ Single Sign-on Mode ] field.
b. Specify the full site name, for example, “https://ts1-dtcc1-crm-26909-2.creatio.com/,” in the [ Identifier ]
field.
c. Specify the full site name and “svc/SsoLogin” address, for example, “https://ts1-dtcc1-crm-269092.creatio.com/ServiceModel/AuthServiceModel/AuthService.service.svc/SsoLogin,” in the [ Reply URL ] field.
3. Save the following data to configure settings in Creatio (Fig. 1):
Azure AD Identifier
Login URL
Logout URL
Fig. 1 Data required to configure settings in Creatio
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Note. By default, Azure AD passes the following fields to Creatio: [ Given name ], [ Surname ], [ Email
address ], [ Name ]. The email address serves as the username.

Configure settings in Creatio
If you use Creatio cloud, contact Creatio support to apply the settings to the website.
The single sign-on setup instructions below are intended for Creatio on-site customers. We strongly
recommend granting Creatio support temporary access to Creatio configuration or performing setup under the
guidance of a Creatio support specialist.
To configure settings in Creatio, fill out the parameters of the SAML provider by specifying the identification data
in saml.config:
1. Specify your website’s FQDN in the “Name” parameter.

Attention. The value of the ServiceProvider Name parameter must match the Identifier value specified
in the Azure AD identity provider. This is how Creatio verifies that the SAML Assertion was issued
specifically for your application. We recommend using the FQDN of your website. For example,
https://site01.creatio.com/Demo_161215/. The URL must match verbatim, including the “/” at the end.
2. Specify the IdP settings in the “Partner Identity Provider” section.
a. Set “Name” to the name of the Identity provider. For Azure AD, the parameter usually looks like this:
https://sts.windows.net/<Azure account id>/.
b. Set the “WantAssertionSigned” flag to “true” if you are going to use an encryption certificate for SAML
Assertion
c. Set “SingleSignOnServiceUrl” to the URL of the identity provider’s single sign-on. For Azure AD, this is
usually https://login.microsoftonline.com/<Azure account id>/saml2. Find out the settings of the added
connector in the Azure account.
d. Set “SingleLogoutServiceUrl” to the URL of the identity provider’s single sign-off. For Azure AD, this is
usually https://logout.microsoftonline.com/<Azure account id>/saml2. Find out the settings of the added
connector in the Azure account.
e. Set “PartnerCertificateFile” to the path to the *.cer security certificate in the server file system relative
to the Creatio application root. Specify this parameter if WantAssertionSigned="true" .
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f. Set the “OverridePendingAuthnRequest” to “true” if you are not going to validate whether the IdP
response matches the Auth Request created earlier.
Example of the saml.config code snippet for Azure AD:

<
ServiceProvider Name = "https://site01.creatio.com/Demo_161215/"
Description = "Example Creatio Service Provider"
AssertionConsumerServiceUrl = "~/ServiceModel/AuthService.svc/SsoLogin"
LocalCertificateFile = "sp.pfx"
LocalCertificatePassword = "password" /
>
<
PartnerIdentityProviders >
<
!--Azure AD Creatio-- >
<
PartnerIdentityProvider Name = "http://azure01.mysite.com/azure/services/trust"
OverridePendingAuthnRequest = "true"
Description = "MVC Example Identity Provider"
SignAuthnRequest = "false"
SignLogoutRequest = "true"
SignLogoutResponse = "true"
WantSAMLResponseSigned = "false"
WantAssertionSigned = "false"
WantAssertionEncrypted = "false"
SingleSignOnServiceUrl = "https://azure01.mysite.com/azure/ls"
SingleLogoutServiceUrl = "https://azure01.mysite.com/azure/ls"
PartnerCertificateFile = "Certificates\idp.cer" />

3. Configure settings in the website root directories. Enable the SAML SSO in Creatio after specifying the
SAML provider settings. Enter the needed settings in the web.config file in Creatio root directory to enable
SSO Auth providers on login to Creatio:
a. Specify “SsoAuthProvider” for the main application.
b. Specify “SSPSsoAuthProvider” for the customer portal. You can specify one or both providers.

/web.config
<terrasoft>

<auth providerNames="InternalUserPassword,SSPUserPassword,SsoAuthProvider,SSPSsoAuthProvider" auto
<providers>

a. Specify the SAML Attribute where to search for the account name of the user that logs in with SSO.
The username is specified in the NameID SAML Assertion attribute. To ensure the backwards
compatibility of settings, Creatio uses the SAMLNameFieldName value if it is specified, for example:
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/web.config
<add key="SAMLNameFieldName" value="name" />

c. Specify the SAML Attribute where to search for roles of the user account that logs in with SSO
(required for Just-in-Time User Provisioning):

/web.config
<add key="SAMLRoleFieldName" value="roles" />
d. Specify which IdP of those specified in saml.config to use. Set the “PartnerIdP” parameter of the
web.config App Loader to the value from the Issuer URL string of saml.config, for example,
https://sts.windows.net/a2cf6876-ff98-4480-8792-dc1903e649c7/.”

/web.config
<appSettings>
<add key="PartnerIdP" value="https://sts.windows.net/a2cf6876-ff98-4480-8792-dc1903e649c7/"/>
</appSettings>

e. Set SSO as the default option upon login. To do this, specify the NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true default
resource in the web.config App Loader.

Note. You can use a direct URL to log in with user credentials: https:///NuiLogin.aspx. Use the
following URL to test SSO: https:///NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true.
f. Set up the redirect to Azure AD login page when loading the Creatio website.

/web.config

<defaultDocument> <files> <add value="/Login/NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true" /> </files> </defaultDocu
g. Set up the redirect to Azure AD login page when loading a specific record page.

/web.config
<authentication mode="Forms">

<forms loginUrl="~/Login/NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true" protection="All" timeout="60" name=".ASPXAUTH
</authentication>

4. Configure settings in web.config App (in the Terrasoft.WebApp directory):
a. Enable Single Log Out.

/Terrasoft.WebApp/web.config
<add key="UseSlo" value="true" />
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b. Enable SSO if the user does not have an active session and loads a URL that matches the following pattern:
https://<site FQDN>/0/Nui/ViewModule.aspx#CardModuleV2/ContactPageV2/edit/f2e9c5a0-7b6f-4320bba1-30e78bfce75c:

/web.config
<authentication mode="Forms">

<forms loginUrl="~/../Login/NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true" protection="All" timeout="60" name=".ASPXA
</authentication>

5. Enable Just-in-Time User Provisioning.
a. Enable Just-in-Time User Provisioning web.config Loader.

/web.config
<add name="UseJit" value="true" />
b. Match SAML Assertion fields to Creatio columns using the “SAML field name converters to contact field
name” lookup.

Set up Telegram integration
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Set up Telegram integration to let contact center agents process messages sent to your Telegram chatbot in
Creatio.
Create and set up a Telegram chatbot before configuring a Telegram channel in Creatio. Read more about
creating and setting up bots in Telegram documentation.

Note. Before you set up the integration, make sure that the format of Creatio URL in the “Website URL”
(“SiteUrl” code) system setting is https://yoursite.domain.com/0.
If the system setting is empty, leave it as is. In this case, Creatio will populate it when you add the channel.

1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Click [ Chat settings ].
3. Click the

button in the [ Channels ] area. Select “Telegram” in the pop-up menu. This will open a mini page

with channel parameters.
4. Fill out the channel parameters:
a. Specify the token for your chatbot. The token is generated on Telegram's end.
b. Set the switch to “Active” to enable the chat message processing in the communication panel.
c. Select the chat queue that will process the messages that come via this channel.
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Note. To ensure the correct channel operation, make sure your Telegram bot is only used in a single
resource. If you are not sure whether the bot is integrated with any other websites or applications,
generate a new bot token before you set up the channel in Creatio.
d. Select the expected channel message language. This will let the agents use quick reply templates in the
customer language.
5. Click [ Apply ].
Fig. 1 Setting up a Telegram channel

Import new users and roles from Active
Directory
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

If you use the Active Directory service, you can import users from your directories to Creatio via LDAP
synchronization. This will let you copy users and roles from Active Directory to Creatio.

Prepare the directory for integration
Prepare the directory for integration before you start adding users via LDAP synchronization:
1. Make sure that the users are assigned to the AD user groups you are going to synchronize with Creatio.
Creatio will not import Active Directory (AD) users that do not belong to any AD user group. Creatio only
imports the organizational structure represented by the AD user groups.
2. Set up LDAP integration. After you click [ Save ] on the LDAP integration setup page, Creatio will run a
business process that imports users and roles from LDAP in the background and send you a corresponding
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notification.

Import new users from LDAP
1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Navigate to the “Users and administration” block and click “Organizational roles” or “Functional roles”
depending on what user groups you would like to synchronize.
You can also create a new role for the AD user group in your Creatio organizational structure. To do so:
a. Select a parent role. For example, “All employees” to add regular users or “All portal users” to add portal
users → [ New ] → [ Organization ].
b. Specify the name for your new role. You can use the name of your Active Directory user group or specify a
different name.
3. Select the element where Creatio will import the LDAP users in the role tree.
4. Select the [ Synchronize with LDAP ] checkbox in the [ Users ] tab. Select the Active Directory group that
corresponds to this Creatio role in the [ LDAP element ] field.
5. Click [ Save ].
6. Run the [ Synchronize with LDAP ] action in the section menu. Once the synchronization is complete, all users
from the LDAP server group will be imported to the selected Creatio organizational or functional group.

Note. Should LDAP synchronization result in an error, review the “Synchronize user data with LDAP”
process in the [ Process log ] section to find out the reason.

As a result, Creatio will add contacts and user accounts that correspond to the selected LDAP users. Creatio will
automatically add new user accounts to the selected organizational structure element. Creatio populates the
contact page fields with values of LDAP element attributes specified during the synchronization setup.

Attention. The LDAP user list displays all users regardless of whether they are included in the LDAP
element connected to the organizational structure element.
Creatio will only synchronize the users included in the LDAP element that is connected to the organizational
structure.

Note. Creatio will license the user account connected to the LDAP user automatically if you select the
corresponding checkbox. Read more: Set up the connection to server.

Configure a shared mailbox
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Shared email account enables managing shared access to the mailbox: set the access permissions to read emails
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for different groups of users, enable processing of incoming emails and sending emails from one address for
different users or groups of users.
Shared mailboxes are commonly used:
For case registration, sending notifications and emailing between the customers and the service team in the
process of case resolution or for processing requests about company products.
For processing information requests about company products. For example, you can create a shared sales
department mailbox and grant access to the advertising department employees for sending newsletters and
special offers.

Note. All incoming and outgoing emails from the shared mailbox, will only be visible in the communication
panel, timeline and history to the user who registered this mailbox in Creatio and to the users which get the
access permission to work with emails.

Attention. To set up a shared mailbox, you need permission to perform the [ Access to shared account
setup ] and [ Shared mailbox synchronization setup ] system operations. Managing access to system
operations is covered in a separate article.

Shared mailbox setup is similar to personal mailbox setup, but it also requires the following actions:
The following options can be used for managing access to the mailbox:
1. Select the [ Allow shared access ] option on the email settings page.
2. Click the

button to add employees who will use the shared mailbox. Click the

button in the displayed field

and specify system user or role to grant access to a group of users. Click the [ Save ] button. If you want to
grant access to the mailbox for a number of users or groups, repeat the previous step for each user or
group.
3. Configure access permissions for the shared mailbox (access emails, sending emails or setting up mailbox)
for the added users. For this, select the checkbox in the corresponding column (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Example of configuring permissions to a shared mailbox

a. “Access email” – enables to display emails received on this mailbox in the system sections, for example, on
the [ Timeline ] tab. At the same time, the emails from the shared mailbox will not be displayed in the
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communication panel of the user with granted access to emails. This option is used if several employees
process emails from one mailbox. For example, for cases registered via email.
b. “Send emails” – enables to select this mailbox in the [ From ] field when sending emails, setting up business
processes and display incoming emails at the communication panel.
c. “Setup mailbox” – enables modification of the mailbox settings by several administrators.
4. Save the changes

Clear the change log
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

When working with Creatio, you may need to clear the change log history to avoid storing outdated log records
in Creatio. For example, you can clear the log records of a specific contract created within the specified period of
time.

Note. We recommend clearing the change log regularly to ensure that the [ Change log ] section contains
only the currently valid information.

1. Open the System Designer, e.g., by clicking

.

2. Under [ Users and administration ], click [ Change log ].
3. Click [ Actions ] → [ Clear log ].

Note. Deleting records in the change log requires permission to the [ Can clear change log ]
(CanClearChangeLog) system operation permission.
Learn more about using system operations in the “System operation permissions” article.
4. Select the objects whose log records must be cleared and specify the period for which to clear the record.
Click [ Clear ] (Fig. 1) to delete the specified log records.
Fig. 1 Clearing record in the change log
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As a result, the selected records will be deleted.

Marketing Creatio licensing
PRODUCTS:

MARKETING

You need the following additional licenses to work with Marketing Creatio and Creatio CRM bundle:
Marketing campaign licenses (“marketing creatio”). Enable access to all sections of the Marketing Creatio
product. The number of licenses must correspond to the number of Creatio users.
Active marketing contact licenses (“marketing creatio 1000 active contacts”). Enable creating records in
the [ Email ], [ Campaigns ], and [ Events ] sections. The number of licenses must not be less than the number
of active contacts who receive marketing communications (emails, campaigns, or events).

Note. License names include prefixes that specify the application deploy method: onsite or cloud. Cloud
licenses do not apply to on-site applications and vice versa.

Active contacts are contacts who have had at least one of the following types of marketing communications
within the last year:
A contact was a part of an email audience and the email sent to the contact had an actual response.
A contact was a part of an event audience.
A contact was a part of a campaign audience.
A contact is a part of a loyalty program and they made at least 1 purchase in the past year (if you use Creatio
Marketplace products that automate loyalty programs).
Licenses are valid within the licensing period. The licensing period lasts for 365 days, starting from the license
start date and ending on the date specified as “Due date” in the License Manager.
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The contact can become active only once during a licensing period. If the contact was active during a previous
licensing period, but they did not receive any marketing communications during the current period, Creatio does
not consider the contact as active during the current period.
Make sure that the number of active contacts (used licenses) does not exceed the number of
available licenses.
If the number of used licenses exceeds that of the available licenses, errors may occur during the following:
saving or sending emails
editing email templates in the Content Designer
advancing a campaign to the [ Marketing email ] step
certain operations in the [ Events ] and [ Campaigns ] sections might be disabled
Creatio notifies the users when the number of available active contact licenses becomes lower than the threshold
percentage of the total number of paid licenses, 10% by default. Notifications are sent only to system users
whose contacts are owners or creators of emails, campaigns, events over the past 30 days. We recommend
such users to check the [ Notifications ] tab of the Communication panel regularly.

Note. You can change the threshold percentage in the “Active contacts - warning threshold (%)”
(“ActiveContactsWarningThreshold” code) system setting.

If the number of active contacts exceeds the number of purchased licenses, you need to purchase additional
licenses. Send a license request to Creatio technical support team.
The following guidelines will help avoid restrictions and errors caused by the lack of available licenses:
When adding groups of contacts to email participants make sure to check the filters of corresponding contact
folders. If the filters have been modified, participants who do not belong to the target audience of the email
may be included in the folder. Creatio calculates the number of active contacts and available licenses regularly
(once every four hours), and additionally – each time after an email is sent. That is why the notification about
insufficient licenses may be missing when you form the email audience.
If the number of active contacts does not exceed the available licenses on sending an email, Creatio will send
emails to each of the recipients from the audience. For example, you have 10000 licenses and 9999 active
contacts. You add 50000 recipients in the email audience. In this case, email messages will be sent to all
contacts from the audience. After sending the email, Creatio check license availability and apply licensing
limitations, if necessary.
When sending emails, be sure to check the settings that enable you to manage the sending operation and
restrict sending emails to inactive contacts, namely:
Prohibition to use a contact’s email address (the [ Do not use Email ] checkbox on the [ Communication
options ] detail of the contact).
Possibility to subscribe to certain email types as well as unsubscribe from them.

Check the number of used active contact licenses
The number of owned licenses and active contacts is available in the [ Dashboards ] section, on the [ Licenses ]
tab. These indicators may slightly differ from the actual data since they are calculated once a day.
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Creatio checks license availability on schedule or after sending an email. We recommend checking the number of
available licenses manually when you prepare a new email communication with customers.
To view the list of active contacts, set up a filter in the [ Contacts ] section as shown in Fig. 1.

Attention. The filter does not include the loyalty program participants.

Fig. 1 A filter that displays active marketing contacts

The “Created on” date in the filter is the date when the calculation of license validity term starts. To calculate the
needed date:
Fig. 2 View the license validity term
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1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Go to the “Users and administration” block → “License manager.” This opens a page.
3. Use the search field to find the needed license by name quickly and view its end date on the page that opens
(Fig. 2).
4. Subtract 365 days from this date. We recommend using an online calculator to calculate the date correctly.
As a result, you will get the start date of the license validity period. Enter the date in the [ Created on ] column
when setting up the filter that selects active contacts. For example, if the license end date is 5/31/2022, as shown
in Fig. 2, the start date for the filter is 5/31/2021.

Domain verification for the SendGrid
provider
PRODUCTS:

MARKETING

If you use SendGrid for sending marketing emails, you will need to verify your email address and your corporate
domain to allow the provider to send emails on your behalf.
If your recipients use MS Outlook, Hotmail, Gmail, and other common mailing services, they can see that an email
was sent from your provider's server on your behalf (this information is available in the “From” field).

Note. For example, if you are sending emails via SendGrid, the “From” field of the emails may contain the
following text: “Your Manager <info@creatio.com> via sendgrid.net”.

The procedure for domain verification for SendGrid consists of two stages:
1. Add your corporate domain on the [ Bulk email settings ] page. Read more >>>
2. Obtain MX-, SPF-, and DKIM records. Read more >>>
3. Specify MX-, SPF-, and DKIM records in the DNS area of your domain Read more >>>

Add your corporate domain on the [Bulk email settings] page
SendGrid users need to add their corporate domain to Creatio before starting their emails. To do so:
1. In the Emails section, select Bulk email settings in the Actions menu (Fig. 1)
Fig. 1 Opening the bulk email settings page
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2. On the Bulk email settings page, specify the domain of the necessary email address in the Sender domain
area, i.e., “mycompany.com” (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 The [ Sender domains ] tab

Get setup keys for your domain
MX-, SPF- and DKIM records are generated automatically in the Email section once the domain is added to the
email settings page. To obtain these records, in the Email section, select Email settings in the [ Actions ] menu.
The SPF and DKIM records will be generated automatically in the DKIM/SPF setup instructions area on the
Bulk email settings page (Fig. 3) for your specified domain once your email is verified.
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Fig. 3 MX/DKIM/SPF keys for the specified domain

Attention. MX-, SPF- and DKIM records of the SendGrid provider are different for different domains.

Add records to the DNS area of your domain
To verify the mail domain using the SendGrid provider, you need to add the MX, SPF to the DNS area of the mail
domain settings, otherwise, the domain reputation and the mail delivery quality are not guaranteed.

Note. We recommend looking into the examples provided in the Recommendations on setting up the
popular DNS providers article.

Specify MX record in the DNS area of your domain

MX record is the primary record in the domain zone; it specifies mailing host names of the domain. The email
server checks if MX records are available in the DNS zone and whether they match the sender’s IP address. If
the data is unavailable or the IP addresses do not match, the remote server is very likely to deny sending and
receiving emails.
Unlike SPF and DKIM records, the syntax of MS records includes priorities. Priority is specified as an integer; it
indicates the order in which the availability of email servers is checked. The highest possible priority is “0.” You
can add several MS records with equal priority.
An MX record looks like this:
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Name

Priority

Type

Value

subdomain.yourdomain.com

0

mx

mx.sendgrid.net.

The subdomain name is unique and is generated by the provider.

Specify SPF record in the DNS area of your domain

Copy the generated SPF record from the DKIM/SPF setup instructions area on the Bulk email settings
page, which will look as follows: The record will look as follows:
Name

Type

Value

subdomain.yourdomain.com

TXT

v=spf1 a mx include:_spf.sendgrid.com ~all

The subdomain name is unique and is generated by the provider. Add a separate record for each subdomain.

Specify DKIM record in the DNS area of your domain

After the configuration of the SPF record, you need to add DKIN records. For the SendGrid provider, the record
should look like this:
Name

Type

Value

m1._domainkey

TXT

k=rsa; t=s; p=XXXXXXXXXXXXX

In the record above, “XXXXXXXXXXXXX” is an individual key for each domain. The key is generated
automatically and is available on the Sender domains tab.
Certain DNS settings may require entering the provided subdomain in the “Host / Name” field in the following
format: “m1._domainkey.yourdomain.com”

Note. Detailed information about MX, SPF, and DKIM record setup is available in the SendGrid online guide.

Manage system settings
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The [ System settings ] section is designed for managing global Creatio settings. For example, here you can
assign a color for the section panels, select the base currency for calculating the Creatio financial indicators,
specify parameters for sending emails, etc.
With the help of system settings, you can also specify default values for various fields when new records are
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created, like a default activity status, for example.

Attention. Managing system settings requires access to the following system operation: [ Access to
"System settings" section ] (CanManageSysSettings). Additionally, if the lookup object is managed by
operations, records, or columns - the user needs corresponding permissions to be able to manage
records in that object.

Access the system settings
To access the system settings, open the [ System settings ] section either from the [ Studio ] workplace or
the System Designer.
Fig. 1 Accessing system settings from the [ Studio ] workplace

Fig. 2 Accessing system settings from the System Designer
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Change system setting value
To change the value of a system setting:
1. Locate the needed setting in the list and click it to open its page.
The [ System settings ] section uses standard filters and folders.
2. Populate the system setting page:
a. Edit the value of the system setting by populating the Default value field.
b. Select the Cached checkbox if the value of the system setting changes relatively rarely and thus must be
updated only once per user session.
Examples of cached system settings could be the main menu logo or login page color of overdue activities
or base currency settings. Examples of non-cached system settings could be the date of the last duplicate
search the number of a knowledge base article because it must be updated each time a new article is
created.
a. To make the value of the system setting individual for each user, select the Save value for current
user checkbox. As a result, whenever a user changes the value of this setting, it will be changed for
that user only.
3. Click [ Save ].

Manage access to separate system settings
You can permit or deny access to separate system settings for regular users, who don’t have permission to the
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[ Access to "System settings" section ] (CanManageSysSettings) system operation outside the [ System settings ]
section. Such users can still access the system setting values through other means, e.g., through the web
browser console.

Attention. Please do not attempt managing access to the system settings by using standard object
permissions for the SysSettings and SysSettingsValue objects, as this will cause Creatio to stop working.

To change the value of a system setting, locate the needed setting in the list and click it to open its page. Populate
the Access for reading for internal users, Access for modification for internal users, and Access for
portal users blocks.
Access for reading for internal users:
Allow for all – permit all users viewing this system setting.
Restrict for all – restrict viewing the system setting outside of the [ System settings ] section.
Allow by operation – permit viewing this system setting only for users with access to specific system
operation, selected in the field that appears below. You may need to create a new system operation by clicking
[ New ] in the lookup window that appears.
Access for modification for internal users:
Allow for all – permit all users to change the value of this system setting. Enabling this permission
automatically grants all users permission to view this system setting.
Restrict for all – restrict editing the system setting outside of the [ System settings ] section.
Allow by operation – permit editing this system setting only for users with access to specific system
operation, selected in the field that appears below. You may need to create a new system operation by clicking
[ New ] in the lookup window that appears. Enabling this permission automatically grants the users permission
to view this system setting.
Access for portal users: select the Allow reading for portal users checkbox to permit portal users to view
this system setting.

Synchronize calendar with Microsoft
Exchange and Microsoft 365
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Use the mailbox synchronization setup page to set up the synchronization of Creatio activities with Microsoft
Exchange or Microsoft 365 tasks and meetings (Fig. 1). You can open the page in several ways:
Click

→ [ Edit email accounts ] in the communication panel.

Select [ Actions ] → [ Synchronize activities ] → [ Set up... ] in the [ Activities ] section.
The command contains the name of the account, for example, [ Set up john.best@mycompany.com ].
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Fig. 1 Set up the synchronization of Creatio activities with Microsoft Exchange calendar

Creatio uses only the main Exchange calendar (default calendar) for synchronization. The records of additional
calendars are not imported. Learn more about setting up the default calendar in Microsoft documentation.

Set up the import of activities into Creatio
To set up the import of Microsoft Exchange or Microsoft 365 meetings into Creatio:
1. Go to the [ Meetings and tasks ] tab and enable the [ Import meetings ] toggle.
2. Select [ Import all appointments and meetings ] to import all records from Microsoft Exchange or Microsoft
365 calendars.
If you only want to import records from the selected calendars, select [ Import appointments and meetings
from specific MS Exchange calendars ]. Expand the index of calendars and select the calendars to import.
3. Select the [ Import tasks ] checkbox and if necessary, select folders whose tasks to import.
4. Click [ Save ] on the mailbox synchronization setup page.
As a result, Creatio will add the calendar tasks. In this case, only the tasks owned by the current Creatio user
will be imported. Set up the import of tasks similar to the import of meetings.
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Set up the export of activities from Creatio
To set up the export of Creatio activities to Microsoft Exchange or Microsoft 365:
1. Go to the [ Meetings and tasks ] tab and enable the [ Export activities ] toggle.
2. Select [ Export all tasks and meetings ] to export all activities to which you have access.
If you only want to export activities from specific folders, select [ Export tasks and meetings from specific
folders ]. The index of folders corresponds to the folders configured in the [ Activities ] section.
3. Click [ Save ] on the mailbox synchronization setup page.
As a result, when exporting tasks that have the [ Display in calendar ] checkbox selected, Mircosoft Exchange
or Microsoft 365 will create activities of the “Appointment” type. When exporting tasks that have the [ Display
in calendar ] checkbox cleared, Microsoft Exchange or Microsoft 365 will create activities of the “Task” type.

Synchronize activities with Microsoft Exchange and Microsoft
365
Creatio can synchronize activities with the Exchange server automatically. To enable automatic synchronization,
open the mailbox synchronization setup page, enable the [ Synchronize activities automatically ] toggle, and select
the date in the [ Import activities starting from ] field. To perform the synchronization immediately, open the
[ Activities ] section, click [ Actions ] → [ Synchronize activities ] → [ Synchronize now ].

Add users
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Manage Creatio users in the [ System users ] section. User settings determine what operations users can
perform, what data they can see and how they can work with this data.

Note. By default, only system administrators have access to the [ System users ] section.

Click

→ [ System users ] to access the [ System users ] section.

Add a system administrator user
By default, Creatio has a “System administrators” organizational role whose members have full access to all
data in Creatio. This is achieved through access to the following system operations:
“Add any data” (“CanInsertEverything” code)
“Delete any data” (“CanDeleteEverything” code)
“Edit any data” (“CanUpdateEverything” code)
“View any data” (“CanSelectEverything” code)
Learn more: Description of system settings.
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To add a new system administrator user in Creatio:
1. In the [ Contacts ] section, create a contact for the new user or make sure that the relevant contact
already exists. Learn more: Add a new contact.
2. In the [ System users ] section, create a new user, specifying the contact in the user profile. Learn more:
Create a user.
3. Add the user to the “System administrators” role.

Attention. Access to these operations overrides any object permissions a user may have. For
example, a user with permission to the “View any data” system operation can view all records in
objects, even if you try to deny the “Read” permission for that user in the object permissions UI.
There are several ways to assign a system administrator role to a user:
From the user page
From the role page

Method 1. Assign a system administrator role to a user from the user’s
page
1. Click

→ System Designer → [ System users ].

2. Open the user page → the [ Roles ] tab.
3. Click

in the [ Organizational roles ] detail and specify the “System administrators” role (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Assigning a system administrator role to a user from the user’s page
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As a result, the user will be added to the “System administrators” role and will receive full access to all Creatio
data.

Method 2. Assign a system administrator role to a user from the role page
1. Click

→ [ Organizational roles ].

2. In the list of organizational roles represented in the form of a folder tree, select the “System administrators”
role. The area to the right of the roles tree will show the page of the selected role.
3. On the [ Users ] tab:
a. Click

and select [ Add existing ] to add an existing user. In the pop-up box, select the corresponding

user (Fig. 2).
b. Click

and select [ Add new ] to add a new user assigned to this role. You will need to fill out the new

user page.
Fig. 2 Assigning a system administrator role to a user via the [ Organizational roles ] section
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As a result, the user will be added to the “System administrators” role and will receive full access to all data in
Creatio.

Add a regular employee user
To create a new user account for a regular employee:
1. In the [ Contacts ] section, create a contact for the new user or make sure that the relevant contact
already exists. Learn more: Add a new contact.
2. In the [ System users ] section, create a new user, specifying the contact in the user profile. Learn more:
Create a user.
3. Assign the user a role, if applicable. Learn more: Assign a user role.
4. Distribute licenses to the user. Learn more: Issue a license to a user.

Add a new contact
1. Go to the [ Contacts ] section → [ Create contact ].
2. Fill out the required fields on the contact mini-page and click [ Save ] (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Adding a new contact
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As a result, a new contact will be added to Creatio, and you will be able to create a user for this contact.

Note. You can also add a new contact directly from the contact lookup page when filling out the [ Contact
] field on the user page. Click
in the [ Contact ] field, then click [ New ] in the lookup box that pops up. Fill
out the contact page that opens. After you save the contact page, you will return to the new user page,
with the [ Contact ] field populated with the newly-created contact.

Create a user
1. Click

→ [ System users ].

2. Click [ New ] → [ Company employee ] (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Select a user type
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Note. You can change the type of the user (“Company employee” or “Portal user”) after saving the
new user record and reopening the user page.
3. Fill out the fields on the page that opens:
a. [ Contact ] – select the user’s contact in the [ Contacts ] section.
b. [ Type ] – Creatio populates the field automatically when you select the user type at step 2. The possible
field values are “Portal user” or “Company employee”.
c. [ Active ] – a status checkbox selected automatically for active users. Clear the checkbox to deactivate a
user.
d. [ Culture ] – the interface language for the current user. Creatio populates the value automatically, the user
can change the interface language in the user’s profile.

Note. The [ Culture ] field displays active languages. To select other languages, activate them in the
[ Languages ] section of the System designer. Learn more about Creatio cultures: Manage UI
languages.
e. [ Home page ] – select a section page that will open by default when the user logs in to Creatio. If you leave
the field empty, the user will be redirected to the Main Menu, and upon subsequent logins – to the last
opened page during the previous session.
f. [ Date and time format ] – specify the format that will be used to display dates for the user. You can leave
the field blank, the user will be able to specify the format later in the user profile.
4. Fill out the fields on the [ Authentication ] detail:
a. [ Username ] – enter the Creatio user's login. This is a required field.
b. [ Email ] – enter the Creatio user's login email. If you fill out this field, the user will be able to log in with
either the username or the email.
c. [ Password ], [ Password confirmation ] – enter the password the user will use to log in to Creatio. These
are required fields.
d. [ Password expiration date ] – the field is non-editable and displays the date when the password expires.
The date is calculated based on the [ Default value ] field of the “Password validity term, days”
(“MaxPasswordAge” code) system setting. The value is set to “0” by default, in which case the password
has no expiration date, and the [ Password expiration date ] field on the user’s page remains blank and
locked.
e. [ Reset password ] – select this checkbox if you want to force the user to change their password when
logging in for the next time. If the checkbox is selected on the user’s page, Creatio will notify the user that
their password has expired and request changing it at the next login attempt.

Note. If you use the LDAP authentication, select the [ LDAP authentication ] checkbox and specify
the username from the LDAP lookup in the [ Username ] field. The lookup in this field contains the list
of LDAP users that have not been synchronized with Creatio yet. Learn more: Set up LDAP
synchronization.
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5. Save the page.
As a result, a new user will be added to Creatio.

Delete your Google account from Creatio
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

To delete a Google account, do the following:
1. Open the user profile page. Click the [ Profile ] button on the home page.
2. Click the [ Accounts in external resources ] button.
3. Select the Google account and click [ Actions ] → [ Delete ]. Click [ Yes ].

Record permissions
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Configure object permissions on several levels:
Operation permissions. Learn more in a separate article: Object operation permissions.
Column permissions. Learn more in a separate article: Column permissions.
Record permissions. This article explains how to configure permissions to read, edit, and delete individual
records of a particular object.
The system administrator can manage permissions to read, edit, or delete individual records, as well as the
ability to delegate these permissions.
To enable the record permissions, toggle on the “Use record permissions” switch in the [ Object permissions ]
section of the System Designer. The permission mechanism is based on the record authorship. If the record
author is a member of the role specified in the “Record author” column, Creatio will grant permissions to the
receiving role specified in the “User or role who obtains permissions” column. If the receiving role is subordinate,
its management role will inherit the granted permissions.
By default, Creatio grants maximum access permissions to the following users:
The system administrators with permissions to the “Add any data,” “View any data,” “Edit any data,” and
“Delete any data” system operations. These settings have a higher priority than the settings specified in the
[ Object permissions ] section.
The record author and the management role of the author, including the ability to delegate permissions
to other users.
The record owner and the management role of the owner, including the ability to delegate permissions
to other users.
Learn more in a separate article: Share records.

Note. If object record permissions are disabled, the records will be available to all users that have sufficient
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object operation permissions.
If record permissions are enabled, but there are no permission rules set up, the records will be available
only to the author, the author’s management role, the record owner, the owner’s management role, as
well as the system administrators.

If you are just getting started with Creatio, we recommend familiarizing yourself with the principles of Creatio
object permissions in the e-learning course: User and role management, Access permissions.

Example. Configure access permissions to the [ Opportunities ] section.
If a sales associate creates a record, all employees with this organizational role must have permission to
view the record with the ability to delegate this permission, as well as edit the record, but not delete it.
If a supervisor creates the record, the associates must have permission to view and edit the record
without the ability to delegate these permissions. The other supervisors must have full access to the
record, including the ability to delegate permissions.

In this example, the record authors and the users who receive permissions are the members of the “Sales
associates” and “Sales associates. Managers group” organizational roles.

Note. If you use a load balancer to ensure fault tolerance of your Creatio application, perform the setup on
one Creatio instance, then transfer settings to other instances. The setup process applies to Marketplace
apps, custom packages, and other settings that require compilation. Learn more in a separate article:
Compile an app on a web farm.

1. Click the

button to go to the System Designer, then open the “Object permissions” section.

2. Select the “Sections” filter and choose the “Opportunity” object to configure access permissions to the
[ Opportunities ] section. Click the object name or title to open the permission setup page of the [ Opportunity
] object (Fig. 1).
Learn more in the e-learning course: Object permissions.
Fig. 1 Selecting the section object and opening the permission setup page
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3. Toggle on the “Use record permissions” switch to enable record permissions (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Toggle on the record permissions

4. Click the [ Add ] button. In the box that opens, specify the record author user or role and the user or role that
will receive permissions for the record. Use the search bar to quickly find the needed role or user. In this
example, you need to add three records (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Adding the record permission roles
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5. Click the
button and select “Granted”
or “Granted with right to delegate”
options in the column
that corresponds to specific permissions (read, edit or delete) for each user to determine access levels. By
default, access permissions are not specified. In this example, grant the following permissions (Fig. 4):
Fig. 4 Configure the record permissions

a. Select the “Granted with right to delegate”
column, and the “Granted”

checkbox for the “Sales associates” role in the [ Read ]

checkbox in the [ Edit ] column to enable sales associates to view records

created by their colleagues and delegate this permission to other users, as well as edit the records, but not
delete them.
b. Select the “Granted”

checkbox in the [ Edit ] and [ Read ] columns for the “Sales associates” role to

enable sales associates to view and edit records created by their managers, but not delete them.
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c. Select the “Granted with right to delegate”

checkbox for the “Sales associates. Managers group”

role in the [ Read ], [ Edit ], and [ Delete ] columns of the records created by the “Sales associates.
Managers group” role to allow managers to view, edit and, delete records created by their colleagues, as
well as delegate these permissions.

Note. Unlike object operation permissions, the order of the record permissions does not affect their
priority.
6. Click [ Apply ].

Attention. If you configure access permissions for a section with existing records, you will need to run
a permission update. Otherwise, the new permissions will apply only to newly created section records.

Permission update is a resource-intensive procedure. Depending on the number of section records, as well as
the number of affected users and roles, the update may take 3 minutes or more and affect Creatio
performance. We recommend updating record permissions when the load on Creatio is the lowest to avoid
this.
Open the access permissions setup page and select “Update record permissions” in the [ Actions ] menu to
apply new access permissions to existing section records (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Start the update of object record permissions

As a result of the update, Creatio will delete the default permissions and add new permissions. During the update,
Creatio will not delete permissions you added manually to the record permission page or those configured as part
of a business process.

Note. One role can have several record permissions. For example, these may be permissions you added
by running the [ Update record permission ] action and obtained as part of a business process, as well as
permissions you added manually and obtained as part of a business process.

Data export permissions
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Grant permissions to export lists of either specific objects or all Creatio sections to roles and individual users.
Data export permissions are a subset of Creatio object permissions. You can grant full data export permissions
to some roles and users. For example, the company management. To do this, grant them permission to the
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“Export list records” (the “CanExportGrid” code) system operation. If the information is confidential and
sensitive, we recommend setting up export permissions for specific objects. For example, grant permission to
export invoices to the finance department managers.

Example. Set up permission to export only the invoice list for the “Finance department managers” role.

1. Go to the System designer. For example, click the

button.

2. Go to the “Users and administration” block → “Object permissions.”
3. Find the needed section, lookup, or detail object in the Creatio object list. Apply the “Sections” filter and select
the “Invoice” object.
4. Click the name or title of the object to open the permission setup page of the [ Invoices ] section object.
5. Go to the [ Advanced operations ] tab of the permission setup page.
6. Click the [ Add ] button. This will open a dialog box. Specify the role or user to whom to grant the list export
permission in the box.
a. Click

in the [ User or role who obtains permissions ] field. Select the needed organizational role, functional

role, or user, then click [ Select ] to confirm the action.
b. Specify “Export” in the [ Entity operation ] field.
c. Click the [ Add ] button to confirm the selection.
7. Repeat step 6 to grant the export permission to other roles and users, if needed.
8. Click the [ Apply ] button to save the settings (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Set up the list export permission

As a result, employees that have the “Finance department managers” role will be able to export only the
[ Invoices ] section list. They will not be able to export other Creatio lists.

Set up WhatsApp integration
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PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

WhatsApp is a Facebook product. Due to this, you need the following to integrate this messenger:
A Facebook Business Manager account. If you have not signed up yet, follow the Facebook instructions.
Integration with a Facebook partner platform that provides access to WhatsApp Business API. You can use
Twilio.
You can sign up for a trial account with limited functionality to get acquainted with the WhatsApp integration
features. Verify your accounts to take full advantage of WhatsApp integration. This will help you secure your
and your customers' data. In general, the WhatsApp integration setup consists of the following steps:
1. Set up a Twilio free trial account to get acquainted with the integration (optional). Read more >>>
2. Set up a Twilio business account. Read more >>>
3. Set up a WhatsApp chat channel in Creatio. Read more >>>
File transfer in WhatsApp channel is restricted to:
Images: *.jpg, *.jpeg, *.png.
Audio files: *.mp3, *.ogg, *.amr.
Documents: *.pdf.
Videos: *.mp4.
Files up to 16 Mb.
Learn more about supported file formats in Twilio documentation.

Note. Twilio is partnered with telecom service providers in a limited number of countries. View the country
list in Twilio documentation. Besides the specified countries, Twilio has no restrictions on US phone
numbers. If your number is not eligible, follow Twilio instructions.

Step 1. Set up a trial account (optional)
You can set up a Twilio free trial account without verification and subscription to paid platform services. This will
let you test Creatio WhatsApp integration, including messaging and file transfer. To set up the test integration:
1. Set up a Twilio free trial account. Read more >>>
2. Set up a WhatsApp chat channel in Creatio Read more >>>

Set up a Twilio free trial account
1. Sign up on https://www.twilio.com/try-twilio. You will be able to set up a test integration after the signup. Twilio
will grant you limited virtual funds to help you review the functionality.

Note. Should you decide to convert the account to a full-fledged business account, the trial features
and virtual funds will become unavailable. We recommend using separate accounts for working and
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testing purposes.
2. Specify the endpoint URL for transferring chats to Creatio. To do this, navigate to the sandbox settings in
Twilio:
Twilio Console → Programmable Messaging → Settings → WhatsApp Sandbox Settings → Sandbox
Configuration and enter the “https://sm-receiver.creatio.com/api/webhook/LeadGen/whatsapp” value in the
[ WHEN A MESSAGE COMES IN ] field.
3. Set up the Twilio sandbox: Twilio Console → Programmable Messaging → Try it out → Send a WhatsApp
message.
4. Twilio will generate a code. Send the code from your phone number to your trial account number using
WhatsApp. Twilio will notify you upon success. As a result, Twilio will add your number to Sandbox
Participants.
5. If you would like to use several test numbers, repeat step 3 for each of them. To review the test numbers in
the Sandbox Participants list, go to Twilio Console → Programmable Messaging → Settings → WhatsApp
Sandbox Settings → Sandbox Participants. After that your trial account number will be able to receive
messages from the numbers you added in the previous step.

Set up a test WhatsApp channel in Creatio
Before you start setting up the WhatsApp channel, make sure the “Identity server Url” (“IdentityServerUrl”
code), “Identity server client id” (“IdentityServerClientId” code), and “Identity server client secret”
(“IdentityServerClientSecret” code) system settings are populated. If the values of these system settings are not
populated, contact Creatio support.
1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Click [ Chat settings ].
3. Click 

button in the [ Channels ] area. Select “WhatsApp” in the pop-up menu. This will open a mini page

with the channel parameters.
4. Fill out the channel parameters:
a. [ Phone number ] – your Twilio free trial account phone number.
b. [ Verification phone number ] – a phone number included in the Sandbox Participants list in Twilio.
c. [ Application Id ] – the Twilio free trial account SID specified in the [ ACCOUNT SID ] field of the Twilio
Console.
d. [ Token ] – the token Twilio generates for the trial account. Specified in the [ AUTH TOKEN ] field of the
Twilio Console.
5. Click [ Connect ].
6. Activate the chat channel. In the mini page that opens:
a. Set the switch to [ Active ].
b. Select the chat queue that will process the messages that come via this channel.
c. Click [ Apply ].
As a result, Creatio will connect a test WhatsApp channel. You will be able to receive and process test messages
and files.
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Step 2. Set up a business account
Sign up for Twilio and complete the verification to take advantage of all Twilio business features. Learn more in
Twilio documentation.
The general setup procedure is as follows:
1. Sign up for Facebook Business Manager.
a. If your company already has an account, proceed to step 2.
b. If your company does not have an account yet, follow the instructions in Facebook documentation.
2. Sign up for Twilio.
3. Specify the endpoint URL for transferring chats to Creatio. To do this, navigate to the sandbox settings in
Twilio:
Twilio Console → Programmable Messaging → Settings → WhatsApp Sandbox Settings → Sandbox
Configuration and enter the “https://sm-receiver.creatio.com/api/webhook/LeadGen/whatsapp” value in the
[ WHEN A MESSAGE COMES IN ] field.
4. Verify your Twilio number with WhatsApp.
a. Request WhatsApp to enable your Twilio number. Select “No” in the [ Are you working with an ISV, SI, or
third party ] field. After you send the request, Twilio will send an initial confirmation email describing your
further steps to the email address specified in the form.
b. Add the phone number:
Go to Twilio Console → Programmable Messaging → Senders → WhatsApp Senders and click the [ New
WhatsApp Sender ] button.
You can use your own phone number or buy a Twilio number.

Note. Follow WhatsApp display name guidelines when filling out your profile.
c. Allow Twilio to send messages on your behalf. To do so, go to Facebook Business Manager and approve
Twilio's request to send messages on your company's behalf. To approve the request:
Go to business.facebook.com → Settings → Business Settings → Requests
Follow the link in the initial phone number confirmation email
f. Verify the company with Facebook Business Manager. If you have already verified your company,
proceed to the next step. To verify your company:
Go to Facebook Business Manager → Settings → Business Settings → Security Center and click the [ Start
verification ] or [ Continue ] button in the [ Business Verification ] section.
Learn more about verifying the business in Facebook documentation.
g. Follow the link in the email from Twilio to confirm the registration.
As a result, you will be able to communicate with customers using WhatsApp via the registered number within 24
hours after the verification.
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Step 3. Add a WhatsApp channel to Creatio
Before you start setting up the WhatsApp channel, make sure the “Identity server Url” (“IdentityServerUrl”
code), “Identity server client id” (“IdentityServerClientId” code), and “Identity server client secret”
(“IdentityServerClientSecret” code) system settings are populated. If the values of these system settings are not
populated, contact Creatio support.
1. Click the 

button to open the System Designer.

2. Click [ Chat settings ].
3. Click the 

button in the [ Channels ] area. Select “WhatsApp” in the pop-up menu. This will open a mini page

with channel parameters.
4. Fill out the channel parameters:
a. [ Phone number ] – the phone number connected to and verified with Twilio.
b. [ Verification phone number ] – the phone number to which Creatio will send the channel verification
message.
c. [ Application Id ] – the Twilio account SID specified in the [ ACCOUNT SID ] field of the Twilio Console.
d. [ Token ] – the token Twilio generated for your account. Specified in the [ AUTH TOKEN ] field of the Twilio
Console.
5. Click [ Connect ].
Fig. 1 Setting up a WhatsApp channel



6. If the channel is verified successfully, Creatio will open a channel edit mini-page. To process messages from
the new channel in the communication panel, activate the channel and link it to a queue. To do so:
a. Set the switch to [ Active ].
b. Select the chat queue that will process the messages that come via this channel.
c. Select the expected channel message language. This will let the agents use quick reply templates in the
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client language.
d. Click [ Apply ].
This will connect a WhatsApp channel to Creatio. Contact center agents will be able to process messages
received via this channel in the communication panel and view the chat history in the [ Chats ] section.

Note. Keep in mind that you can only connect a single WhatsApp number to a single Creatio application. If
you add the number to several applications, e. g., development, testing, and production environments,
only the last integrated instance will receive messages.

Set up LDAP authentication
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Set up user authentication through LDAP on .NET Framework
To enable user authentication through LDAP, modify the Web.config file in the Creatio root folder. Active
Directory and OpenLDAP settings are different.
1. Specify “Ldap” and “SspLdapProvider” in the list of available authentication providers. The step is the same for
Active Directory and OpenLDAP.

<terrasoft>

<auth providerNames="InternalUserPassword,Ldap,SSPLdapProvider" autoLoginProviderNames="" defLanguage
<providers>

Attention. Upper/lowercase characters must be as in the example. Also, note that the provider names
must be separated by commas with no blank spaces.
2. Specify the server IP or URL, as well as user domain parameters in the “Ldap” section. Active Directory and
OpenLDAP parameters are different.

For Active Directory

<provider name="Ldap" type="Terrasoft.WebApp.Loader.Authentication.Ldap.LdapProvider, Terrasoft.WebAp
<parameters>
...
<add name="ServerPath" value="testactivedirectory.com" />
<add name="AuthType" value="Ntlm" />
<add name="DistinguishedName" value="dc=tscrm,dc=com" />
<add name="UseLoginUserLDAPEntryDN" value="false" />
<!--<add name="SearchPattern"
value="(&amp;(objectCategory=person)(objectClass=user)
(!(userAccountControl:1.2.840.113556.1.4.803:=2))
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memberOf=CN=SVNUsers,OU=groups,OU=Terrasoft,DC=tscrm,DC=com))" />-->
<add name="SearchPattern"
value="(&amp;(sAMAccountName={0})(objectClass=person))" />
<!--With Kerberos authentication-->
<add name="KeyDistributionCenter" value="ctl.com" />
</parameters>

For OpenLDAP

<provider name="Ldap" type="Terrasoft.WebApp.Loader.Authentication.Ldap.LdapProvider, Terrasoft.WebAp
<parameters>
...
<add name="ServerPath" value="testopenldap.com" />
<add name="AuthType" value="Basic" />
<add name="DistinguishedName" value="dc=example,dc=org" />
<add name="UseLoginUserLDAPEntryDN" value="true" />
<add name="SearchPattern"
value="(&amp;(uid={0})(objectClass=inetOrgPerson))" />
<!--With Kerberos authentication-->
<add name="KeyDistributionCenter" value="ctl.com" />
</parameters>

ServerPath – the LDAP server domain name. It must be a URL, not an IP address.
KeyDistributionCenter – the domain name. It must be a URL, not an IP address.

Note. If you select “Kerberos” authentication type, make sure your Creatio application server is joined
to the same domain as the LDAP server and the key distribution center.
3. Specify the server IP or URL, as well as portal user domain parameters in the “SspLdapProvider” section. The
step is the same for Active Directory and OpenLDAP:

<provider name="SSPLdapProvider" type="Terrasoft.WebApp.Loader.Authentication.SSPUserPassword.SSPLdap
<parameters>
...
<add name="ServerPath" value="ldapserver.domain.com" />
...
<add name="DistinguishedName" value="dc=domain, dc=com" />
...
</parameters>
4. Save the changes in the Web.config file.
5. Additional step for OpenLDAP: before you synchronize with the OpenLDAP server, specify the “true”
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value for “UseLoginUserLDAPEntryDN” in the Web.config file of Terrasoft.WebApp.

<appSettings>
...
<add key="UseLoginUserLDAPEntryDN" value="true" />

This setting ensures that Creatio does not us an empty [ LDAPEntryDN ] field in the [ SysAdminUnit ] table to
synchronize the users. An empty [ LDAPEntryDN ] field is known to cause authentication issues.

Set up user authentication through LDAP on .NET Core
To enable user authentication through LDAP, modify the Terrasoft.WebHost.dll.config file in the Creatio root
folder. Active Directory and OpenLDAP settings are the same.
1. Specify “Ldap” in the list of available authentication providers. Add the “SspLdapProvider” provider to allow
portal users to log in to Creatio:

<terrasoft>

<auth providerNames="InternalUserPassword,Ldap,SspLdapProvider" autoLoginProviderNames="" defLanguage
<providers>

Attention. Upper/lowercase characters must be as in the example. Also note that the provider names
must be separated by commas with no blank spaces.
2. Specify the “Ldap” authentication provider settings:

<provider name="LdapProvider" type="Terrasoft.Authentication.Core.Ldap.NetStandardLdapProvider, Terra
<parameters>
<add name="ServerPath" value="testldap.com" />
<add name="DistinguishedName" value="dc=ctl,dc=com" />
<add name="UseLoginUserLDAPEntryDN" value="false" />
<add name="SearchPattern" value="(&amp;(sAMAccountName={0})(objectClass=person))" />
<!--With Kerberos authentication-->
<add name="KeyDistributionCenter" value="ctl.com" />
<!--When using LDAPS-->
<add name="SecureSocketLayer" value="false" />
<add name="CertificateFileName" value="" />
</parameters></provider>

ServerPath is the LDAP server domain name. It must be a URL address, not an IP address.
KeyDistributionCenter is the domain name. It must be a URL address, not an IP address.
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Note. If you select “Kerberos” authentication type, make sure your Creatio application server is joined
to the same domain as the LDAP server and the key distribution center.

To use the secure LDAPS protocol, specify the following parameters in the authentication provider settings:
SecureSocketLayer is the flag that enables LDAPS.
CertificateFileName is the name of the SSL certificate that validates the LDAPS connection. The
certificate must be located in the Creatio root folder. This is a requried parameter if
“SecureSocketLayer=true” is specified. For instance:

<add name="CertificateFileName" value="ldap_certificate_example.cer" />
<add name="SecureSocketLayer" value="true" />

3. Specify the server IP or URL, as well as portal user domain parameters in the “SspLdapProvider” section.

<provider name="SSPLdapProvider" type="Terrasoft.WebApp.Loader.Authentication.SSPUserPassword.SSPLdap
<parameters>
<add name="ServerPath" value="ldapserver.domain.com" />
...
<add name="DistinguishedName" value="dc=domain, dc=com" />
…
</parameters>
4. Save the changes in the Terrasoft.WebHost.dll.config file.

Set up the authentication providers
The authentication provider setup is the same for Creatio .NET Framework and Creatio .NET Core. Modify the
following files in the Creatio root directory:
Web.config for Creatio .NET Framework.
Terrasoft.WebHost.dll.config for Creatio .NET Core.
Open the file in a text editor and specify the authentication providers:

auth providerNames="InternalUserPassword,SSPLdapProvider,Ldap" autoLoginProviderNames="NtlmUser,SSPNtlmU

InternalUserPassword – the default provider. If you would like to provide NTLM authentication only to the
users not synchronized with LDAP, do not specify additional values for the [ providerNames ] parameter.
Ldap – add this provider to the [ providerNames ] parameter value to provide NTLM authentication to the
users synchronized with LDAP.
SSPLdapProvider – add this provider to the [ providerNames ] parameter value to provide NTLM
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authentication to the self-service portal's users synchronized with LDAP.
NtlmUser – add this provider to the [ autoLoginProviderNames ] parameter value to provide NTLM
authentication to the main application's users regardless of their LDAP synchronization status and the
authentication type configured for the users in Creatio.
SSPNtlmUser – add this provider to the [ autoLoginProviderNames ] parameter value to provide NTLM
authentication to the self-service portal's users regardless of their LDAP synchronization status and the
authentication type configured for the Creatio users.
The order of records in the [ autoLoginProviderNames ] parameter defines the order in which Creatio checks if
its users are available in the main application's user list (NtlmUser) or the self-service portal's user list
(SSPNtlmUser). For example, if you would like Creatio to check the main application's user list first, put the
NtlmUser provider at the head of the list of [ autoLoginProviderNames ] parameter values.

Attention. Only specify the [ SSPNtlmUser ] provider as the autoLoginProviderNames parameter's
value if you also specify the NtlmUser provider. However, you can use the NtlmUser parameter without
the other providers.

Set up the domain authentication
If you would like to activate the pass-through authentication that lets users authenticate in Creatio without
visiting the login page, specify the “true” value for the [ UsePathThroughAuthentication ] parameter of the
<appSettings> element:

<appSettings> <add key="UsePathThroughAuthentication" value="true" /> ... </appSettings>

If you would like to display the login page with the available [ Log in as domain user ] link, specify the “false”
value for the [ UsePathThroughAuthentication ] parameter. The pass-through authentication will be performed
only when accessing the main Creatio page. Add “/Login/NuiLogin.aspx” to the Creatio website address to display
the login page.
As a result, users will be able to log in to Creatio as domain users. They may still be required to enter their
credentials in a domain authentication window, which will pop up on a login attempt. Modify Windows settings to
prevent the domain authentication window from being displayed:
1. Click “Start” → “Settings” → “Control Panel” → “Network and Internet” menu. Select “Internet options” (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Modifying Windows settings
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2. This will open a new window. Select the “Security” tab and click “Custom level” to go to security settings
(Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Security settings

3. Select the “Automatic logon with current user name and password” authentication methods in the “User
authentication” settings group (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Selecting the authentication method
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4. Click “OK.”
As a result, the domain authentication window will not pop up and the users will not have to re-enter their domain
credentials each time they access Creatio.

Remote access for Creatio support
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Creatio cloud users can set up secure remote access for Creatio technical support specialists to troubleshoot
and resolve cases faster. Remote access sessions will not compromise your personal and commercial data
security since you do not have to share your login credentials with support.

Note. Remote support sessions use the following system settings: “Default external access client id”
(DefaultExternalAccessClientId), “Identity server client secret” (IdentityServerClientSecret), Identity server
Url (IdentityServerUrl), “Identity server client id” (IdentityServerClientId). The values in these system
settings are populated automatically.

To hide section record data from the technical support specialists, use the data isolation mode.
To restrict technical support specialists from modifying configuration settings, use the configuration
restriction mode. The support specialists will still have permission to read configuration settings needed to
resolve the customer’s case.
To enable remote support access, a user must have system administrator privileges (have the “System
administrators” role). Technical support specialists can connect remotely under the administrator account or the
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account of any other application user. All remote support session data are logged and can be retrieved later.
Logged connection data include the time of the connection and information on which data were modified during
the session.

Set up remote sessions
1. Click

→ “Grant access to support” in the upper right corner of the application window. (Fig. 1)

Fig. 1 Locating remote sessions set up in the help menu

Note. To grant access to support, you need permissions to read and add records in the “External
access” object. Users with the “System administrators” role have these permissions by default. Learn
more about object operation permissions in the “Managing object operation permissions” article.
2. Fill out the displayed mini page (Fig. 2):
Fig. 2 Remote session parameters

1. In the [ Reason to grant access ] field, specify what problem requires granting access to support, the
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request number, or the list of services a technical support specialist has to provide.
2. In the [ Access close date ] field, specify the date when the granted access expires. Granted access will
expire at 11:59 PM on the specified date.
3. In the [ Grantor ] field, the user who is granting access is specified by default. You can specify a different
user account to use by technical support specialists for accessing your application.
4. Select or clear the [ Deny access to data ] and [ Deny configuration ] checkboxes to enable or disable
the data isolation mode and configuration restriction mode respectively. By default, both checkboxes are
selected. This means that a technical support specialist will not be able to see your section record data or
configure the system.
If you need the technical support specialist to have the same permissions as the user under whose
account remote access is granted, clear both of the checkboxes.
If you need the technical support specialist to modify the current configuration without being able to see
your records, only clear the [ Deny configuration ] checkbox. The technical support specialist will also be
able to access the System designer functions required for updating configuration (for instance, the
[ Lookups ], [ Advanced settings ], [ Process library ] sections and more). The record data in the main
sections will remain unavailable to the Creatio support.
If you need the technical support specialist to be able to access your records without being able to modify
the configuration of the system, you should only clear the [ Deny access to data ] checkbox. In this case,
Creatio support will be able to access the system configuration in the read-only mode.
5. Save the record.
As a result, a new record will be added in the [ External access ] section. Technical support specialists will be
able to log in under the user account specified as the [ Grantor ]. Support specialists will not need login
credentials. The specialists will have access to the corresponding permissions not otherwise restricted in the
sessions settings. The remote access session will expire on the specified date at 11:59 PM.

View remote access logs
1. Open the System designer and click [ External access ] (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 The [ External access ] section
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2. Open the required record in the section list. On the record page, you can view all access parameters (Fig. 2).
After the support session is over, the [ Sessions ] tab will display the session data.
Fig. 2 An example record with remote access parameters in the [ External access ] section

Email account individual settings
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Email accounts are added with default parameters. For each added email account, you can configure:
email downloading parameters;
email sending parameters;
email signatures.

Note. If you have configured the synchronization with the MX Exchange mailbox, the [ Meetings and tasks
] and [ Contacts ] tabs will be displayed at the email account settings page. Here you can configure
parameters of synchronization of MS Exchange calendar and contacts. Read more >>>

You can go to the mailbox settings directly from the mailbox registration notification or by selecting the account
in the [ Edit email accounts ] menu of the
Fig. 1 Edit page of the email account settings
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Receive emails in Creatio
1. To receive emails from the mailbox, toggle on the [ Download mail for period ] switch and specify the time
interval (for example, day, week, month) for which emails will be downloaded to the system at the first
synchronization.
You can change how often Creatio will synchronize the mailbox in the “Mailbox synchronization
interval” (“MailboxSyncInterval” code) system setting.
2. Select the [ Automatically download new emails ] checkbox to download incoming emails automatically.
3. Select the [ Download all emails from mailbox ] option to download all messages from the mailbox or the
[ Download emails from customized folders ] option to download messages from specific folders only.
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4. To download emails from specific folders only, select the [ Download emails from customized folders option ],
click the [ + ] button to display the folders of the specified account and select folders from which you need to
receive emails (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Specifying synchronization folders

5. Save the changes.

Note. If you only select a parent folder for downloading emails, the messages from the nested folders will
not be downloaded to Creatio. Select the nested folders to download emails from them.

Send emails from Creatio
To reply to emails directly from Creatio, set up email sending parameters. To do this:
1. Toggle on the [ Send emails using this mailbox ] switch to use the mailbox for sending the emails. If the switch
is disabled, the mailbox will not be available for selection on the email edit page, as well as in the corresponding
business process and case elements.
2. Select the [ Set “email address” as default sender address ] checkbox to use the mailbox by default. The
mailbox address will be specified by default in the [ From ] field for new emails.
3. Save the changes.

Configure an email signature
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To add a signature to outgoing emails, select the [ Add signatures to outbound emails ] checkbox and add the
signature text in the input area below (Fig. 3). Save the changes.
Fig. 3 Adding signatures to outgoing emails

Note. You can copy a signature from your mail client and paste it to the text area. In some browsers, only
one image can be copied to the signature template at a time from the clipboard. If your signature contains
several images, the remaining images must be added one by one.

Set up OAuth authentication for Microsoft
Office 365
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

OAuth is an open authentication standard for restricted access delegation. OAuth provides third parties with
secure delegated access to protected user resources without saving user login and password in the application.
Set up OAuth authentication for Microsoft 365 by registering your OAuth application.
To do this:
1. Register your application using the administrator role in the Azure Active Directory identity and access
management service (Azure AD). Learn more in the Microsoft documentation.

Note. Specify redirection parameters in the [ Redirect URI ] field. Use this template:
https://<your_website>.creatio.com/0/rest/Office365OAuthAuthenticator/ProcessAuthenticationCode.

Azure AD will assign a unique ID to the application after the registration is complete. The ID will display in the
[ Application (client) ID ] field on the Overview page of the application. Creatio will request this parameter as
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the client secret key.
2. Add permissions to provide application access to users. Learn more about adding web-API permissions in the
Microsoft documentation.
a. Select “Office 365 Exchange Online” in the list of supported APIs. Specify the “Delegated permissions”
permission type and select the [ EWS.AccessAsUser.All ] checkbox.
b. Select “Microsoft Graph” in the list of supported APIs. Specify the “Delegated permissions” permission type
and select the [ User.Read ] checkbox.
3. Click the [ Grant admin consent for Tenant ] button to grant admin consent to the permissions configured for
the application. Read more about the Admin consent button in the Microsoft documentation.
4. Create a client secret for Creatio to use. Learn more in the Microsoft documentation.
5. Copy the key for later use by Creatio.
As a result, you will get the values for the “Client ID” and “Client Secret” parameters required by Creatio to
finish the integration. The Creatio application itself will be specified in the redirection parameters.

Description of system settings
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Auto numbering of records
The following settings are available in Creatio products that have the corresponding sections.
System settings of this group facilitate automatic numbering of records, for example, invoice codes or account
numbers. There are two types of settings: one specifies the static text (mask) of a number, and another one is
used for saving the last generated number. For example, to generate a knowledge base article code like “Article23,” where 23 is the current number of the invoice, enter the following mask: Knowledge base article-{0}.
Auto numbering is enabled for the following objects:
“Document” – via the “Document number mask” (DocumentCodeMask) and “Current number of document”
(DocumentLastNumber) system settings.
“Contract” – “Contract number mask” (ContractCodeMask) and “Current contract” (ContractLastNumber)
settings.
“Account” – via the “Account code mask” (AccountCodeMask) and “Current number of account”
(AccountLastNumber) system settings.
“Knowledge base article” – via the “Knowledge base article number mask” (KnowledgeBaseCodeMask) and
“Current number of knowledge base article” (KnowledgeBaseLastNumber) system settings.
“Invoice” – via the “Invoice number mask” (InvoiceCodeMask) and “Current number of invoice”
(InvoiceLastNumber) system settings.
“Case” – via the “Case number mask” (CaseCodeMask) and “Current number of case” (CaseLastNumber)
system settings.
“Service contract” – “Service agreement number mask” (ServicePactCodeMask) and “Current number of
service agreement” (ServicePactLastNumber) settings.
“Operation” – via the “Cash flow number mask” (CashflowCodeMask) and “Current number of operation”
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(CashflowLastNumber) system settings.
“Problem” – via the “Problem number mask” (ProblemCodeMask) and “Current number of problem”
(ProblemLastNumber) system settings.
“Change” – via the “Change number mask” (ChangeCodeMask) and “Current number of change”
(ChangeLastNumber) system settings.
“Release” – via the “Release number mask” (ReleaseCodeMask) and “Current number of release”
(ReleaseLastNumber) system settings.
“Order” – via the “Order number mask” (OrderCodeMask) and “Current number of order”
(OrderLastNumber) system settings.
The “Mask number...” system setting is used during the process of generating the number or code of record
when it is created. With the help of this setting you can specify a static text (mask) preceding or following the
numeric value of number or code.
Type: text (500 characters).
The “Current number of…” system setting is used for generating the number or code of record when it is
created. Stores the numeric component of the last created record.
Type: integer.

Updating contact ages
Use the settings below to manage the contact age calculation in Creatio. Read more: Updating contact ages.
Enable updating contact ages (ActualizeAge) – manages the functionality of automatic update of contact
ages. Disabling this system setting will disable all functionality for automatic contact age calculation. The
functionality includes: automatic updating of contact ages on saving a contact record, a regular scheduled
update of contact ages on their birthdays, contact age update triggered by the [ Update the values in the 'Age'
column ] action in the [ Contacts ] section.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “True.”
Enable automatic daily update of the contact ages (RunAgeActualizationDaily) – manages the daily
operation of updating the contact ages. If you enable this system setting, Creatio will run a daily check for
contacts who have their birthday today and update their [ age ]. If you disable this system setting, Creatio will still
use the general age calculation functionality, but without the automatic daily updates.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “True.”
Time of automatic daily update of the contact ages (AutomaticAgeActualizationTime) – determines the
time of performing the age updates for the contacts whose birthday falls on the current day. Users can set the
value manually or by running the [ Schedule daily update of the “Age” column ] action in the [ Contacts ] section.

Note. For large contact databases, we recommend scheduling the daily update of contact ages on the
non-business hours.

By default, the system setting value is set in the “UTC” format. However, if a user runs the [ Schedule daily
update of the “Age” column ] action in the [ Contacts ] section and does not change the run time, the system
setting value will be updated automatically – the time will be recalculated based on the user's time zone. For
example, a user in the UTC+1 time zone runs the [ Schedule daily update of the “Age” column ] action but does
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not change the value in the system setting. In this case, Creatio will display the default time as “02:30 AM” instead
of 01:30 AM and change the displayed time zone from “UTC” to “UTC+1.”
Type: time. Default value: “01:30 (UTC).”

Note. Note that if you change the time using the system setting and not via the action in the [ Contacts ]
section, the new value will only apply after the next already scheduled age update, i. e., in 24 hours after
modifying the system setting value. For example, if you change the system setting value from 01:30 AM to
04:30 AM on Monday at 3 PM, the nearest age update will occur at 01:30 AM on Tuesday and then – at
04.30 AM on Wednesday. If you change the time using the action in the [ Contacts ] section, the
modifications will apply during the next age update.

Date of the last update of the contact ages (LastAgeActualizationDate) – use this setting to view the date
of the last age update (performed as per schedule or by running the section action).

Administration
Licensing company Id (CustomerId) – stores the unique identifier of your company used for licensing
purposes. Company Id is provided when purchasing licenses.
Type: text (500 characters).
Joined objects administering (QueryJoinRightLevel) – manages access to viewing information from one of the
joined objects. For example, when viewing information about primary contact (like job responsibility or birth date)
from the [ Accounts ] section.
Type: integer. Default value: “0.” This system setting can have one of the following values:
“0” – show data only from those records in the joined object for which the current user has access;
“1” – show data only from those records in the joined object for which the current user has access. In case
the user does not have access to a record, show data from the primary displayed column;
“2” – show data from all records of joined object, regardless of whether or not the user has access to them.

Attention. If the current user does not have access to the “Read” operation for the object that contains
the connected record, then the data of the connected object will not be displayed regardless of the value of
the ”Joined objects administering” system setting.

Term of expired license notification (ExpireLicenseNotificationTerm) – determines when to notify the users
about the need to extend Creatio licenses, in days before the expiration date. If there are no licenses for the
coming term or there are not enough licenses, system administrators will see this notification in the
communication panel.
Type: integer. Default value: 14.
Enable rights on service agreements and configuration items for portal users system setting
(“EnableRightsOnServiceObjects” code) – grants the permission to view service agreements and configuration
items to portal users and organizations.
Specify the portal user contacts and organization accounts in the service agreement’s [ Service recipients ]
detail to enable them to view the agreement.
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Specify the portal user contacts and organization accounts in the configuration item’s [ Users ] detail to enable
them to view the item.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “True.”
MaxDopQueryHint system setting (“MaxDopQueryHint” code) lets you limit the number of threads used to
execute a request to the database. This can help reduce the impact of resource-intensive operations on other
users.

Audit log
Log client IP range management events (UseAdminClientIPLog) – specifies whether to log the changes to or
the deletion of the valid IP address ranges.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Log entity schema columns access rights management events (UseAdminEntitySchemaColumnLog) –
specifies whether to log the changes to object column permissions.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Log external resources access rights management events (UseAdminEntitySchemaExternalServiceLog) –
specifies whether to log the changes to access permissions for objects used to integrate Creatio with various
external services via the OData protocol.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Log users management events (UseAdminUserRoleLog) – specifies whether to log the addition of users to
organization structure elements and the exclusion of users from roles.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Enable rights on service agreements and configuration items for portal users system setting
(“EnableRightsOnServiceObjects” code) – grants the permission to view service agreements and configuration
items to portal users and organizations.
Specify the portal user contacts and organization accounts in the service agreement’s [ Service recipients ]
detail to enable them to view the agreement.
Specify the portal user contacts and organization accounts in the configuration item’s [ Users ] detail to enable
them to view the item.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “True.”
Audit log culture (AuditLogCulture) – the language of the audit log messages.
Type: lookup. Default value: “en-US.”
Log user authorization management events (UseUserAuthorizationLog) – specifies whether to log the
user's login attempts, both successful and failed.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Log denied operations management events (UseDeniedOperationLog) – specifies whether to log the
attempts to execute denied operations.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Log entity schema default records access rights management events
(UseAdminEntitySchemaRecordDefRightLog) – specifies whether to logs the changes to access permissions for
records of the default objects.
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Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Log user sessions management events (UseUserSessionLog) – specifies whether to log the end of user
sessions.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Log audit log operations management events (UseAdminOperationAuditLog) – specifies whether to log the
audit log operations.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Log operation access rights management events (UseAdminOperationLog) – specifies whether to log the
changes to system operation access permissions.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Log entity access rights management events (UseAdminEntitySchemaOperationLog) – specifies whether
to log the changes to access permissions for reading, updating, and deleting data in the objects.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Log system settings management events (UseAdminSettingsLog) – specifies whether to log the changes to
system setting values.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Log entity schema records access rights management events (UseAdminEntitySchemaRecordRightLog)
– specifies whether to log the changes to access permissions for object records.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Log administrated entities management events (UseAdminEntitySchemaLog) – specifies whether to log the
changes to permitted ways to manage objects.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Log organizational structure management events (UseAdminUnitAdminLog) – specifies whether to log the
creation, update, and deletion of the organizational structure elements (user “roles”).
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Log users management events (UseAdminUserLog) – specifies whether to log the creation, update, and
deletion of system users.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”

Business processes
Creatio can use custom business processes in place of the out-of-the-box business processes. The following
system settings that determine whether custom or OOTB processes run in different circumstances.
Process of adding invoice based on order (CreateInvoiceFromOrderProcess) – process that starts when
selecting the [ Add invoice based on order ] action on the order page.
Type: lookup. Default value: “The setting is available in all Creatio products containing the [ Invoices ] and [ Orders
] sections.”
Process of adding order based on opportunity (CreateOrderFromOpportunityProcess) – process that
starts when selecting the [ Add order based on opportunity ] action on the opportunity page.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Add order based on opportunity.” The setting is available for Sales Creatio,
enterprise edition, Sales Creatio, commerce edition and Creatio CRM bundle.
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Corporate sale process (OpportunityManagementProcess) – process that starts when selecting the [ Run
corporate sales process ] action on the opportunity page.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Corporate sale.” Available in all Creatio products containing the [ Opportunity ]
section.

Lock a user account
The settings below manage the user account locking criteria.
Read more: Unlock a user account.
Number of login attempts (LoginAttemptCount) – the number of permitted failed login attempts.
Type: integer. Default value: “0.”
Quantity of login attempts for warning message (LoginAttemptBeforeWarningCount) – the number of
failed login attempts after which Creatio will warn the user their account may be locked.
Type: integer. Default value: “0.”
User locking time (UserLockoutDuration) – the user account lockout duration after a number of failed login
attempts, in minutes.
Type: integer. Default value: “15.”

Approvals
Send email message if approval is required (SendVisaEmail) – service setting, may be used by add-ons and
connectors.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Mailbox for sending email with information on approval (VisaMailboxSettings) – email account used to
send the notifications about approvals. You can select any email account registered in the system.
Type: lookup.
Invoice approval process (InvoiceVisaProcess) – the business process that is launched when an invoice is
sent for approval.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Invoice approving.” Available in all Creatio products containing the [ Invoices ]
section.
Order approval process (OrderVisaProcess) – business process that launches when an order is sent for
approval.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Order approving.” Available in all Creatio products containing the [ Invoices ] section.
Contract approval process (ContractVisaProcess) – business process that launches when a contract is sent
for approval.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Contract approval.” Available in all Creatio products containing the [ Contracts ]
section.
Email template for sending invoice approval information (InvoiceVisaEmailTemplate) – template for the
email that is automatically sent to the approver user or user group when an invoice is submitted for approval. To
add and edit templates, use the “Email message templates” lookup.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Template of new invoice approval notification.” Available in all Creatio products
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containing the [ Invoices ] section.
Email template for sending information about order approval (OrderVisaEmailTemplate) – template for the
email that is automatically sent to the approver user or user group when an order is submitted for approval. To
add and edit templates, use the “Email message templates” lookup.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Template of new order approval notification.” Available in all Creatio products
containing the [ Orders ] section.
Email template for sending contract approval information (ContractVisaEmailTemplate) – template for an
email that is automatically sent to the approver user or user group when a contract is submitted for approval. To
add and edit templates, use the “Email message templates” lookup.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Template of new contract approval notification.” Available in all Creatio products
containing the [ Contracts ] section.

Global Search
Global search default entity weight (GlobalSearchDefaultEntityWeight) – increasing the display priority of the
search results that display records of the section where the search was performed. For example, if you enter a
search query from the [ Contacts ] section, the records of this section will appear first in the list.
Global search default primary column weight (GlobalSearchDefaultPrimaryColumnWeight) – increasing the
display priority of the specific search results. It applies to records, whose primary column value matches the
search query (for example, [ Full name ] is a primary column for the contact and [ Name ] is a primary column for
the account). If the search query matches the value in the primary column of the record, this record will be
displayed at the top of the list of search results.
Display search results with partial match (UseInexactGlobalSearch) – displaying search results taking
morphology, typos and fuzzy matches into account.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Match threshold for displaying in search results (percent) (GlobalSearchShouldMatchPercent) – enables
managing the number of displayed search results with partial match. For this system setting, you can set an
integer value from 0 to 100. The lower the value is – the more results with partial match are displayed. This will
increase the chances of finding the needed data for inaccurate search requests.

Process log
Use the system settings listed below to manage the Process Log operations in Creatio. Read more: Process log.
These system settings are grouped in a “Process log” folder in the [ System settings ] section.
Allowed time for process instances in the "Error" state (days) (AllowedTimeForProcessInErrorState) –
number of days during which the process instances in the “Error” state stay active in Creatio. After the specified
time expires, these process instances will be canceled automatically.
Default value: 20. If you set the value to “0,” the process instances in the “Error” state will not be canceled at all
(the system setting will be disabled).

Note. The “Allowed time for process instances in the "Error" state (days)” system settings lets Creatio
clear the process log from the outdated process instances in the “Error” state.
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SysProcessLog archiving records count (ProcessLogArchivingRecordsCount) – number of records of the
[ Process log ] section that will be archived at a time according to the frequency of archiving the log records.
Type: integer. Default value: “500.”
Archive data expiration term (days) (ArchiveDataExpirationTerm) – all archived process instances that are
older than the specified term will be deleted automatically.
Default value: “360.” If you set the value to “0,” the archived process instances will not be deleted at all (the
system setting will be disabled).
Process log archiving period (days) (ProcessLogArchivingPeriod) – number of days after which a new
process log record is archived.
Type: integer. Default value: “30 days.”
Maximum time for the process log maintenance execution (minutes) (ProcessMaintenanceJobTimeout) –
time limit for process log maintenance. If the log data cannot be processed within the specified time, the
operation will be paused and renewed as soon as the maintenance process runs again.
Frequency of running operations for process log maintenance (minutes)
(ProcessMaintenanceJobFrequencyMinutes) – specifies how often Creatio runs the process log maintenance
operations, in minutes.
Type: integer. Default value: “5 minutes.”

Applications
These settings are available in Financial Services Creatio, lending edition, and Creatio CRM-bundle.
Main participant role in application (MainParticipantRole) – the role of a transaction participant specified in the
[ Client ] field.
Type: lookup. Default value: Borrower.
Main registration document type (MainRegDocumentType) – the primary identity document for a contact.
Type: lookup. Default value: “National passport.”

Values by default
The following settings are available in Creatio products that have the corresponding sections.
Attachments and notes default icon (FileDetailDefaultIcon) – icon used in the tile view on the [ Attachments
and notes ] detail for the files, whose type is not specified in the [ File extensions ] lookup.
Type: lookup Default value: “default.”
Default case source (CaseOriginDef) – case type in the [ Source ] field on the case page.
Type: lookup Default value: “Call.”
Default portal case source (PortalCaseOriginDef) – the type for cases created via the portal.
Type: lookup Default value: “Call.”
Document status by default (DocumentStatusDef) – default status for new documents.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Planned.”
Invoice payment status by default (InvoicePaymentStatusDef) – default payment status for new invoices.
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Type: lookup. Default value: “Not issued.”
Order delivery status (OrderDeliveryStatusDef) – default status for a new order delivery.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Planned.”
Order payment status (OrderPaymentStatusDef) – default payment status for new orders.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Planned.”
Order status (OrderStatusDef) – default status for new orders.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Planned.”
Default unit of measure (DefaultUnit) – default unit of measure for a new product.
Type: lookup. Default value: “pieces.”
Project status by default (ProjectStateDef) – default status for new projects.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Planned.”
Default city for employees (EmployeeCityDef) - default city used to build up routes for field sales employees if
the current location is not defined.
Default change source (ChangeSourceDef) – default source for new changes.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Project.”
Default change category (ChangeCategoryDef) – default category for new changes.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Normal.”
Case closure code by default (CaseClosureCodeDef) – default code for closed cases.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Resolved successfully.”
Default change priority (ChangePriorityDef) – default priority for new changes.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Average.”
Case default priority (CasePriorityDef) – default priority for new cases.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Average.”
Default release priority (ReleasePriorityDef) – default priority for new releases.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Average.”
Default service agreement (DefaultServicePact) – base service agreement used for the calculation of
response and resolution time, if the case SLA cannot be determined by the case contact or account.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Service contract by default.”
Default change status (ChangeStatusDef) – default status for new changes.
Type: lookup. Default value: “New.”
CI default status (ConfigurationItemStatusDef) – default status for new configuration items.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Active.”
Case default status (CaseStatusDef) – default status for new cases.
Type: lookup. Default value: “New.”
Default problem status (ProblemStatusDef) – default status for new problems.
Type: lookup. Default value: “New.”
Default release status (ReleaseStatusDef) – default status for new releases.
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Type: Lookup: Default value: “Planned.”
Default service status (ServiceItemStatusDef) – default status for new services.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Active.”
Default service agreement status (ServicePactStatusDef) – default status for new service contracts.
Type: lookup. Default status: “Active.”
Time for case overdue check, minutes (CaseOverduesCheckTerm) – determines the frequency of Creatio
checks if cases are overdue. In an overdue case, the date of planned reaction or planned resolution is less than
the current date, while the date of actual reaction or the actual resolution is not specified. As a result, the
checkbox is selected in the [ Reaction overdue ] or [ Resolution overdue ] column on the case page. The value is
set in minutes.
Type: integer. Default value: “2.”
Default release type (ReleaseTypeDef) – default type for new releases.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Minor.”
Default service agreement type (ServicePactTypeDef) – default type for new service contracts.
Type: lookup. Default value: “SLA.”
Default support line for case (CaseServiceLevelDef) – default support level for new cases.
Type: lookup. Default value: “1st line.”
Default change goal (ChangePurposeDef) – default purpose for new changes.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Standard changes.”
Base price list (BasePriceList) – price list that determines the product price.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Base.”

Integration with external resources
The “Integration with external resources” system setting group is used to register Creatio for integration with
social networks and Google. Three system settings are used for each registration:
Application registration page (FacebookRegistrationPage, GoogleRegistrationPage,
TwitterRegistrationPage) – the address of the integrated external resource. For instance,
“https://code.google.com/apis/console/.”
Key (FacebookConsumerKey, FacebookConsumerSecret, GoogleConsumerKey, GoogleConsumerSecret, etc.).
Secret key (FacebookConsumerSecret, GoogleConsumerSecret, TwitterConsumerSecret).
The procedure of obtaining values for the “Access Key” and “Secret Access Key” system settings of this folder is
explained when describing the procedure of signing up the application to social networks and Google.

Configuration
Repository URI by default (DefRepositoryUri) – path to the package repository that is used in the system by
default. The default path is used if the path to the package repository has not been specified.
Type: text (500 characters).
Base lookup card page (DefLookupEditPageSchemaUId) – used for lookup registration. This system setting
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determines the page to be used as a base page for cards of standard lookups.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Base lookup card page.”
Base lookup card page (DefLookupGridPageSchemaUId) – base page used to display lists of records in
standard lookups, as well as to open a window for any lookup in the system. The page is used for registering
Creatio lookups.
Type: lookup. Default value: Lookup page.

Note. Lookups are registered in the Lookups section.

Current package (CurrentPackageId) – package that contains all changes made via the Section Wizard. These
can be, for example, changes associated with adding columns to the section object or adding a new section to
the system.
Type: lookup. The “Custom” package is set as the current package by default. To migrate configuration settings
made in the Section Wizard to another application, make sure you change the value of this system setting. Select
the package to save your configuration changes in the [ Value by Default ] field (this package can later be
exported and installed on a new application).
Mobile application manifest (MobileApplicationManifest) –name of the XML file that contains the configuration
of the mobile application. If multiple manifests are specified, their names are separated with the semicolon “;”
symbol.
Type: text (50 characters).
Package repository path (UpdateRepositoryUri) – path to a repository folder that contains updated base
packages. Use this system setting to update the application version. The value of this system setting is provided
by the support service.
Type: text (500 characters).
Display C# compiler warnings when publishing configuration (CodeCompilerWarningLevel) – level of C#
compiler warnings that will be displayed when compiling workspace files. The values can range from “0” to “4,”
where “0” – do not display warnings, “1” – display the most important warnings, etc., in ascending order.
Type: integer. Default value: “2.”
Publisher (Maintainer) – used to identify a party that makes changes to the configuration. The publisher name is
assigned to each package separately. You can edit only packages that have been published by your company.
The setting is used for developing user workspaces for the third parties.
Type: text (250 characters).
Maximum quantity of data strings to be bound to package (MaxPackageSchemaDataRowsCount) – if the
number of the bound records reaches the system setting value when binding the data to the package, the
corresponding message will be displayed and the data binding should be confirmed.
Type: integer. Default value: “100.”

Note. Binding large volumes of records to a package can take a long time.

Prefix for object name (SchemaNamePrefix) – sets the required prefix in the custom objects' names. This
prefix makes it easier to find the custom configuration elements if you need to change these elements or move
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their data. Creatio adds the prefix to new configuration objects in the section wizard, detail wizard, and the
[ Configuration ] section (Creatio IDE). For example, you can change the default prefix to the company acronym.
The prefix name supports uppercase and lowercase Latin characters. You can also add numbers to the prefix,
but the prefix cannot consist of numbers alone and it cannot start with a number.
Type: text (50 characters). Default value: “Usr.”
Calendar start time (SchedulerDisplayTimingStart) – the [ Calendar ] view of the [ Activities ] section will scroll
to this time when loaded. The setting uses the 24-hour format, from 0 to 24. For example, specify “8” for “8:00
AM.”
Calendar start date (SchedulerTimingStart) – the start date for the period in the [ Calendar ] view of the
[ Activities ] section. The setting uses the 24-hour format, from 0 to 24. For example, set the period start to 7:00
AM instead of 12:00 AM by specifying “7” in the setting.
Type: integer. Default value: “0.”
Calendar end date (SchedulerTimingEnd) – the end date for the period in the [ Calendar ] view of the [ Activities
] section. The setting uses the 24-hour format, from 0 to 24. For example, set the period end to 6:00 PM instead
of 12:00 AM by specifying “18” in the setting.
Type: integer. Default value: “24.”
Default main page (DefaultIntroPage) – the display schema for the main Creatio page. Specifies the page that
opens when loading Creatio. Set the available values in the [ IntroPageUId ] field of the “ApplicationMainMenu”
object.
Type: lookup. The default value depends on the Creatio product.
BuildType (BuildType) – the build type (“Softkey” or “Demo”).
Type: lookup. Default value: “Softkey.”
Debug mode (IsDebug) – enables the debug mode that helps you to locate, isolate, and solve Creatio
configuration issues.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”

Mobile application
Settings are available in Creatio enterprise and Creatio CRM-bundle.
Check-in verification range (CheckInRadius) – a distance that is the allowable discrepancy (in meters) between
the coordinates of the employee and the actual coordinates of the check-in. Specified distance will be used for
check-in verification.
Use last known location of user (UseMobileLastKnownLocation) – a system setting enabling a mobile device
to use the latest cached employee's location and save it as check-in location if the actual check-in coordinates are
unknown.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “True.”

Email section settings
The following settings are available in the Creatio products containing Marketing Creatio.
Turn on logging for webhooks (EnableWebHooksLogging) – specifies whether to log recipient responses in
Creatio. The log4net tool is used for logging. The log can be used by developers for debugging.
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Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
App external URL that is used to receive webhooks (WebhooksApplicationUrl) – URL for receiving
responses from the bulk email recipients (must be accessible from the Internet). The value of the system setting
is specified, if during the system installation, the traffic routing has been configured using the firewall. Type: text
(500 characters).
App external URL used for bulk email unsubscribe queries (UnsubscribeApplicationUrl) – URL for
receiving requests to unsubscribe from bulk emails (must be accessible from the Internet). When unsubscribing,
a parameter with the key value that is used to unsubscribe is added to this address. For example, if the value of
the system setting is “http://www.site.com/unsubscribe,” the actual unsubscribe link is
“http://www.site.com/unsubscribe?key=0123456789.” The system setting value is specified, if during the system
installation, the traffic routing has been configured using the firewall.
Type: text (500 characters).
Interval for stats collection in bulk email, hrs (BulkEmailHourlyStatisticPeriod) – period displayed in the
Opens/clicks chart of the [ Email totals ] tab on the bulk email page. Specified in hours.
Type: integer. Default value: “48.”
Test email recipient (TestSendingBulkEmailContact) – contact, whose data will be substituted in the test emails
as values for macros when running the [ Send test email ] action of the [ Email ] section.
Type: lookup.
Unsubscribe user from all bulk email (UnsubscribeFromAllMailings) – specifies whether to select the [ Do not
use Email ] checkbox automatically for the contacts who have unsubscribed from bulk email.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “True.”
Time period (days) to update bulk emails statistics (MandrillStatisticUpdatePeriodDays) – the period during
which the final response is recorded for each contact who participated in a bulk email. Any responses received
from the contacts after the period is over will not affect the bulk email statistics. The value is specified in days.
Type: integer. Default value: “30.”
Website to redirect the unsubscribed (RedirectUnsuscribersTo) – URL, where users are redirected
automatically, after they unsubscribe from a bulk email.
Type: text (500 characters).
Check interval for bulk email with "In progress" status, min (MandrillShedulerTimeStep) – determines how
often Creatio checks whether all due bulk emails have been launched. The value of the system setting is specified
in minutes.
Type: integer. Default value: “1.”
“Domains list" field default name in Email (GoogleAnalyticsTrackingDomains) – a list of URLs, whose
statistics will be tracked with Google Analytics.
The values are entered separated by commas. Type: text (250 characters).
Enable option "System email” (SystemEmailIgnoreUnsubscribeFromAllMailings) – used to show/hide the
[ System email ] checkbox on the [ Parameters ] tab of the bulk email page. This checkbox enables using bulk
emails to send “system emails” – non-marketing notifications. System emails ignore the [ Do not use email ]
checkbox value on the contact's [ Communication channels ] tab.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “True.”
Prevent to send duplicated emails to recipients with the same address (PreventDuplicatesSending) – if
enabled, Creatio will identify duplicate email addresses in bulk email audiences and will send only one email per
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unique address. The contact for whom the email will be personalized is selected randomly among those with
duplicate email addresses.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”

Cases
The system settings are available in Service Creatio, customer center edition, Service Creatio, enterprise edition,
Financial Services Creatio, bank customer journey edition, and Creatio CRM bundle.
1st-line support (FirstSupportLine) – a user group that corresponds to the “1st-line support” value of the
“Service team member roles” lookup. Used in the incident management process in case of incident escalation.
Type: lookup. Default value: “1st-line support.”
2nd-line support (SecondSupportLine) – a user group that corresponds to the “2nd-line support” value of the
“Service team member roles” lookup. Used in the incident management process in case of incident escalation.
Type: lookup. Default value: “2nd-line support.”
3rd-line support (ThirdSupportLine) – a user group that corresponds to the “3rd-line support” value of the
“Service team member roles” lookup. Used in the incident management process in case of incident escalation.
Type: lookup. Default value: “3rd-line support.”
Automatically create new contacts for unknown email addresses
(CreateNewContactsForUnknownEmailAddresses) – manages creating new contacts when registering a case
from an unknown email.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “True.”
Number of waiting days to reevaluate resolved case (FirstReevaluationWaitingDays) – after a case is
resolved and the case evaluation email is sent, Creatio will wait for the customer to evaluate the case within the
specified period before sending a second reminder.
Type: integer. Default value: “1.”
Number of waiting days after second reminder of resolved case (SecondReevaluationWaitingDays) –
after a second case evaluation email, Creatio will wait for the specified number of days before closing the case.
Type: integer. Default value: “1.”
Automatically close resolved cases (CloseResolvedCases) — if enabled, Creatio will close resolved cases
automatically after the evaluation waiting period specified in the “Number of waiting days to reevaluate resolved
case” and “Number of waiting days after the second reminder of resolved case” system settings ends.
Type: boolean. Default value: “True.”

General
Base personal calendar (BaseUserCalendar) – sets the default calendar.
The default calendar is used in Service Creatio, customer center edition and Financial Services Creatio, bank
customer journey edition if another calendar is not specified on the service page.
The default calendar is used in Service Creatio, enterprise edition if another calendar is not specified on the
service page in the service agreement or on the service agreement page.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Default calendar.”
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Configuration version (ConfigurationVersion) – the current workspace version.
Type: text (50 characters).
Caption for communication options block on login page (LoginPageCommunicationBlockCaption) – caption
for the login page block that contains the communication options.
Type: text (50 characters).
Caption for useful links block on login page (LoginPageLinksBlockCaption) – caption for the login page block
that contains the links.
Type: text (50 characters).
Notification monitor (RemindingsCheckInterval) – frequency of checking for new Creatio notifications. The
value of this system setting is specified in milliseconds (ms).
Type: integer. Default value: “300000 ms” (5 minutes).
Number of records in Excel export batch (ExcelExportBatchSize) – changing this value affects the speed of
exporting large numbers of records to Excel and the amount of memory used.
Logo (LogoImage) – logo displayed on the login page. Creatio logo is displayed by default, but you can upload a
different image. PNG is the recommended image format.
Type: image.
Upper panel logo (HeaderLogoImage) – image that will be displayed at the top of Creatio pages. Creatio logo is
displayed by default, but you can upload a different image. PNG is the recommended image format.
Type: image.
Logo in main menu (MenuLogoImage) – image that will display at the top of the Creatio main menu page (opens
by default upon first login). Creatio logo is displayed by default, but you can upload a different image. PNG is the
recommended image format.
Type: image.
Product name (ProductName) – header of the browser tab with the opened Creatio application.
Type: text (250 characters). Default value: “Creatio.”
Domain to redirect (DomainToRedirect) – the URL where users are redirected automatically after they open the
website in a browser.
Type: text (250 characters).
Case email body maximum length (EmailBodyForCaseMaxLength) – maximum number of characters from
email, that will be displayed in the [ Description ] field of the case, created automatically from that email.
Type: integer. Default value: “600 characters.”
Maximum number of records to import from Excel (MaxImportExcelRecordCount) – maximum number of
records that can be imported from an Excel file.
Type: integer. Default value: “2000.”
Maximum number of process item repetitions (MaxProcessLoopCount) – maximum number of times the
same process item can be run during a process.
Type: integer. Default value: “100.”
Attachment max size (MaxFileSize) – maximum size of a file that can be added to the [ Attachments and notes
] detail in Creatio sections. The value of this system setting is specified in megabytes (MB).
Type: integer. Default value: “10 MB.”
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Minimum characters necessary to filter list (StringColumnSearchMinCharCount) – minimum number of
characters sufficient to filter records in the drop-down list of the “lookup” field. When you type the needed value
directly in the lookup field (without opening the lookup), a drop-down list opens, containing the values that match
the characters entered. The minimum number of characters sufficient to display the drop-down list is defined by
this system setting.
Type: integer. Default value: “3.”
Display pop-up window message (ShowBrowserPopupWindowToolbars) – used to manage the display of
browser toolbars in the Creatio pop-up windows. In Creatio, pop-up windows are used in system setup window
to open designers, pages, lookup windows, etc.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
String columns filter (StringColumnSearchComparisonType) – the type of search operator used to filter
records of the “lookup” field.
Type: integer. Default value: “1.” The setting can have one of two values:
“0” – searched record must begin with the specified string.
“1” – searched record must contain the specified string.
Emails to connect our technical support (SupportEmailDef) – the recipient addresses for emails sent via the
[ Need help ] action on the communication panel. For example, specify the internal support service email.
Separate the emails with semicolons.
Type: text (50 characters). Default value: “support@creatio.com.”

Send emails
The system settings are available in Service Creatio, customer center edition, Financial Services Creatio, bank
customer journey edition calendar, and Creatio CRM bundle.
Customer service email (SupportServiceEmail) – email address that receives automatic notifications of new
cases created on the self-service portal. It is also used to send notifications to customers about the status of
their case.
Type: text (250 characters).
Website Url (SiteUrl) – the addres of the Creatio instance, formatted as https://yoursite.domain.com/0. Creatio
uses it:
To redirect the user to the relevant web page after they provide feedback on the case service quality.
To synchronize with Telegram when adding a chat.
Type: text (250 characters).
SMTP server login (SmtpUserName) – full email address used to send customer notifications about case
statuses.
Type: Unlimited length string.
SSP registration mail box (SSPRegistrationMailbox) – email address used to send notifications about selfservice portal registration.
Type: lookup.
SMTP server password (SmtpUserPassword) – password of the email specified in the [ SMTP server login ]
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system setting.
Type: Unlimited length string.
SMTP server name or IP (SmtpHost) – SMTP server coordinates used to send the outgoing emails. To
populate this setting, please see your mail provider's documentation.
Type: Unlimited length string.
SMTP server port (SmtpPort) – SMTP server port used to send emails. To populate this setting, please see
your mail provider's documentation.
Type: integer.
Use SSL (SmtpEnableSsl) – used for the support of the Secure Sockets Layer protocol. For more information on
using SSL protocol please see your mail provider's documentation.
Type: Boolean.
Logo - Feedback value not found (ImageRaitingNotFound) – sets the logo on the web page that opens after a
user evaluates the quality of service. The logo is displayed if the settings of the rating range are incorrect.
Standard logo is displayed by default, but you can upload a custom one. PNG is the recommended image format.
Type: image.
Logo - Case not found (ImageCaseNotFound) – sets the logo on the web page that opens after a user
evaluates the quality of service. The logo is displayed if the case number is invalid or if the case was deleted.
Standard logo is displayed by default, but you can upload a custom one. PNG is the recommended image format.
Type: image.
Logo - Feedback has been already received (ImageRaitingAlredyExist) – sets the logo on the web page that
opens after a user evaluates the quality of service. The logo is displayed if the case is closed or if the case
[ Rating ] field is already populated. Standard logo is displayed by default, but you can upload a custom one. PNG
is the recommended image format.
Type: image.
Logo - Thank you for your feedback (ImageThanksForRaiting) – sets the logo on the web page that opens
after a user evaluates the quality of service. PNG is the recommended image format.
Type: image.

Duplicate search
Date of last duplicate search by contacts (LastContactDuplicatesSearch) – date and time of the last search
for duplicate records in the [ Contacts ] section.
Type: date/time.
Date of last duplicate search by accounts (LastAccountDuplicatesSearch) – date and time of the last search
for duplicate records in the [ Accounts ] section.
Type: date/time.

LDAP synchronization
The settings in this group are used to synchronize users with the LDAP server.
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Attention. We recommend that you use the LDAP synchronization setup window for LDAP
synchronization setup.

Licenses during the LDAP synchronization
License packages for LDAP user (LdapUserLicPackages) – licenses that will be granted to users created
upon LDAP synchronization. If the system setting is not filled out, the users will be provided with all licenses. The
values are entered separated by semicolons.
Type: text.

LDAP connection settings
LDAP server name or IP (LDAPServer) – address used to connect to the LDAP server.
Type: text (50 characters).
LDAP authentication type (LDAPAuthType) – authentication type that is used when authorizing the LDAP
users. For example, Ntlm, Anonymous, Basic, etc.
Type: lookup.
LDAP server user login (LDAPServerLogin) – user login for connecting to the LDAP server. For example, it
could be the system administrator domain name.
Type: text (50 characters).
LDAP server user password (LDAPServerPassword) – user password for connecting to the LDAP server. For
example, the system administrator's domain password. The password data is encrypted.
Type: encrypted string.

User synchronization settings
Name of attribute containing LDAP user full name (LDAPUserFullNameAttribute) – an attribute of entry in
the LDAP directory that contains the full name of a user. For example, this can be the “name” attribute.
Type: text (50 characters).
Name of attribute containing LDAP user login (LDAPUserLoginAttribute)– an attribute of entry in the LDAP
directory that contains the domain login of a user. For example, “AccountName.”
Type: text (50 characters).
Name of attribute to identify LDAP user (LDAPUserIdentityAttribute) – any attribute of entry in the LDAP
directory, whose value is unique for each entry. The value of this attribute is used as a unique identifier of
records, when synchronizing users. For example, in Active Directory it could be “objectSid.”
Type: text (50 characters).
LDAP entry, which contains list of LDAP users (LDAPUsersEntry) – unique name (distinguishedName, DN)
of an entry in the LDAP directory organization structure (folders, groups, etc) that contains user-type entries.
For example, “CN=Users,DC=example,DC=com.” If the directory contains a number of such entries, specify the
unique name of their mutual parent entry. Type: text (50 characters).
Condition to form list of LDAP users (LDAPUsersFilter) – filter used to select LDAP entries for user
synchronization. For example, for Active Directory this filter expression can be as follows:
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“(&(objectClass=user)(objectClass=person)(!objectClass=computer)
(!userAccountControl:1.2.840.113556.1.4.803:=2)).”
Type: text (50 characters).
Name of attribute containing LDAP current employment (LDAPUserCompanyAttribute) – an attribute of
entry in the LDAP directory that contains the place of work of the user. Used when importing users from LDAP to
automatically fill in the [ Account ] field in the contact page.
Type: text (250 characters).
Name of attribute containing LDAP user email (LDAPUserEmailAttribute) – an attribute of entry in the LDAP
directory that contains the email of the user. Used when importing users from LDAP directory to automatically fill
in the [ Email ] field on the contact page.
Type: text (250 characters).
Name of attribute containing LDAP user phone number (LDAPUserPhoneAttribute) – an attribute of entry
in the LDAP directory that contains the phone number of the user. Used when importing users from LDAP
directory to automatically fill in the [ Business phone ] field in the contact page.
Type: text (250 characters).
Name of attribute containing LDAP user job title (LDAPUserJobTitleAttribute) – an attribute of entry in the
LDAP directory that contains the job title of the user. Used when importing users from LDAP directory to
automatically fill in the [ Job title ] field in the contact page.
Type: text (250 characters).

Folder synchronization settings
Name of attribute containing LDAP group name (LDAPGroupNameAttribute) – an attribute of entry in the
LDAP directory that contains the name of the user group. For example, the “cn” attribute in Active Directory.
Type: text (50 characters).
Name of attribute to identify LDAP group (LDAPGroupIdentityAttribute) – an attribute of entry in the LDAP
directory whose value is unique for all entries. The value of this attribute is used as a unique identifier of records,
when synchronizing groups. For example, in Active Directory it could be “objectSid.”
Type: text (50 characters).
LDAP entry containing list of LDAP groups (LDAPGroupsEntry) – unique name (distinguishedName, DN) of
an organization structure item in the LDAP directory containing user group entries. For example,
“CN=Groups,DC=example,DC=com.” If the directory contains a number of such entries, specify the unique
name of their mutual parent entry.
Type: text (50 characters).
Condition to form list of LDAP groups (LDAPGroupsFilter) – filter used to select LDAP entries for group
synchronization. For example, for Active Directory this filter expression can be as follows:
“(&(objectClass=group)(!userAccountControl:1.2.840.113556.1.4.803:=2))”
Type: text (50 characters).
Condition to form list of LDAP users in group (LDAPUsersInGroupFilter) – search filter that determines
what users belong to which groups. Use the following variables to specify filter parameters:
#LDAPGroupDN# – unique name (Distinguished Name) of the group being searched;
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#LDAPGroupName# – name of the group. This variable will contain the value specified in the Group name field
in the synchronization setup window;
#LDAPGroupIdentity# – unique id of the searched folder. The variable will contain the value of the attribute
specified in the Unique identifier of group field of the LDAP synchronization setup window.
Type: text (50 characters).

Additional LDAP synchronization settings
Name of attribute containing LDAP entry modification date (LDAPEntryModifiedOnAttribute) – an
attribute of entry in the LDAP directory, which contains the date and time of the last modification of the entry in
the “generalized time” format. Used for identifying new users in the LDAP group during the synchronization.
Type: text (50 characters). Default value: “whenChanged.”
LDAP synchronization interval, hours (LDAPSynchInterval) – time between LDAP synchronization sessions,
specified in hours.
Type: integer. Default value: “1.”
Date of last synchronization with LDAP – date and time of the last synchronization session. The value of this
system setting is updated automatically. It is not recommended to edit it manually. This system setting is used for
the automatic LDAP synchronization.
Type: date/time.

Phone
Default message exchange library (SysMsgLib) – the telephony integration library used by default.
Type: lookup.
Close telephony connection on logout (CloseTelephonyConnectionOnLogout) – balances the load on
telephony. If turned on, users will be automatically logged out of the telephony agent when logging out of Creatio,
freeing the line and the workplace for other employees.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”

Managing passwords
Show message about locking account during logging in (DisplayAccountLockoutMessageAtLogin), Show
message about incorrect password during logging in (DisplayIncorrectPasswordMessageAtLogin) – the
settings manage the message displayed if a user enters an incorrect username or password. The displayed
message depends on both settings.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
If the “false” value is set for both settings, then when entering an incorrect password or username, the standard
message is displayed: “Either invalid username or password specified, or your user account is inactive.”
If the “on” value is set for both settings:
If a user enters an incorrect username, the message will be “You have entered incorrect username.”
If a user enters an incorrect password, the message will be “You have entered incorrect password.”
If a locked user tries to authorize to the system, the message will be “Your user account is locked.”
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If only the “Show message about locking account during logging in” setting is on:
If a user enters an incorrect username or password, the message will be “You have entered incorrect
username or password.”
If a locked user tries to authorize to the system, the message will be “Your user account is locked.”
If only the “Show message about incorrect password during logging in” system setting is on:
If a user enters an incorrect username, the message will be “You have entered incorrect username or your
user account is locked.”
If a user enters an incorrect password, the message will be “You have entered incorrect password.”
If a locked user tries to authorize to the system, the message will be “You have entered incorrect username or
your user account is locked.”
Quantity of login attempts for warning message (LoginAttemptBeforeWarningCount) – number of failed
attempts to enter the password before displaying the message about the number of remaining attempts before
the user account is locked. If the “0” value is set for the system setting, the message is not displayed.
Type: integer. Default value: “0.”
Number of login attempts (LoginAttemptCount) – number of unsuccessful attempts to enter the correct
password. If the number of login attempts exceeds specified threshold, the user account will be locked for the
period specified in the “User locking time” (UserLockoutDuration) system setting. If the “0” value is set for the
system setting, the number of attempts is unlimited.
Type: integer. Default value: “0.”
Password validity term, days (MaxPasswordAge) – number of days since the password was created or edited
after which the user must change the password. The password is changed when logging in to the system. If the
“0” value is set for the system setting, the password never expires.
Type: integer. Default value: “0.”
Reminder about password change, days (PasswordChangeReminding) – number of days remaining before
the password expires. If there remains the specified number of days or fewer days, Creatio displays a
corresponding message upon the login attempt and suggests opening the password change page. If the “0”
value is set for the system setting, the message is not displayed.
Type: integer. Default value: “0.”
Quantity of analyzed passwords (PasswordHistoryRecordCount) – number of previous user passwords.
Note that the new password must not match any of the previous passwords. When you enter a password that
matches one of the previous passwords, Creatio will display the number of previous passwords that must not
match the new password. Once the password is changed, the previous password will be saved in Creatio. If the
“0” value is set for the system setting, the new password can be identical to the previous one.
Type: integer. Default value: “0.”
User locking time (UserLockoutDuration) – time period (in minutes) during which the user will not be allowed to
log in to the system once the number of failed attempts to enter the password exceeds the set threshold. If the
“0” value is set for the system setting, the user will not be locked.
Type: integer. Default value: “0.”
Password strength settings set the requirements that must be met by new passwords. The following settings
define these requirements:
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Password complexity: Minimum length (MinPasswordLength) – minimum number of characters in the
password.
Type: integer. Default value: “0.”
Password complexity: Minimum quantity of lower case characters
(MinPasswordLowercaseCharCount) – minimum number of lowercase letters in the password.
Type: integer. Default value: “0.”
Password complexity: Minimum quantity of upper case characters
(MinPasswordUppercaseCharCount) – minimum number of uppercase letters in the password.
Type: integer. Default value: “0.”
Password complexity: Minimum quantity of digits (MinPasswordNumericCharCount) – minimum number
of digits in the password.
Type: integer. Default value: “0.”
Password complexity: Minimum quantity of special characters (MinPasswordSpecialCharCount) –
minimum number of special symbols that are not letters or digits (#, %, &, !, ?, etc.) .
Default value: “0.”

Manage files
Use the settings below to manage restrictions for uploading third-party files to Creatio.
File Security Mode (FileSecurityMode) – method of restricting the upload of third-party files to the application.
Type: lookup Default value: “File extensions DenyList.”
File extensions DenyList (FileExtensionsDenyList) – a list of potentially malicious files prohibited for uploading
to Creatio. The list of extensions is separated by commas, without blank spaces.
Type: text. Default value:

“ade,adp,apk,app,appx,appxbundle,asp,aspx,asx,bas,bat,bin,cab,cer,chm,cmd,cnt,com,command,conf,cpl,crt,c

File extensions AllowList (FileExtensionsAllowList) – list of file extensions most frequently used by company
employees and allowed for uploading to Creatio. The list of extensions are entered separated by commas, without
blank spaces.
Type: text. Default value:

“doc,docx,rtf,odt,pages,pdf,xls,xlsx,xlsm,xlsb,csv,ods,ppt,pptx,ppsx,txt,log,json,md,config,zip,rar,7z,g

Allow processing files of unknown type (AllowFilesWithUnknownType) – rules of system behavior when
uploading files of unknown type. The file types are defined by the extension. If the extension is not specified, the
type is defined by the file content.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “True.”
Active file content storage (ActiveFileContentStorage) – determines where to store the content uploaded to
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Creatio. You can connect external, e. g. cloud, storage to Creatio via the file API and place the content there. This
will allow you to reduce the Creatio database size without introducing file restrictions. Once you register the new
storage in the [ File content storages ] lookup, you will be able to select this location in the system setting's
[ Default value ] field. If you change the active storage, the content added prior to the change will remain in its
original location.
Type: Lookup: Default value: “Database.”

Junk case filter
The system settings are available in Service Creatio, customer center edition, Service Creatio, enterprise edition,
Financial Services Creatio, bank customer journey edition, and Creatio CRM bundle.
Create Cases From Junk Emails (CreateCasesFromJunkEmails) – manages creating cases by emails from the
addresses and domains specified in the [ Blacklist of email addresses and domains for case registration ] lookup.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “False.”
Junk case default status (JunkCaseDefaultStatus) – default status for cases registered by emails and domains
specified in the [ Blacklist of email addresses and domains for case registration ] lookup.
Type: lookup. Default value: “Canceled.”

Finances
Base currency (PrimaryCurrency) – base currency used for financial calculations in Creatio.
Type: lookup. Default value: “US Dollar.”
Tax by default (DefaultTax) – default tax to use when adding a product.
Type: lookup. Default value: “VAT.” The system setting is available for Sales Creatio products.
Price includes tax (PriceWithTaxes) – taxation method used when calculating product cost.
Type: Boolean. Default value: “True.” The system setting is available for Sales Creatio products and the CRM
bundle lineup.

Chats
Omni chat notification sound (OmniChatNotificationSound) – the notification alert for new chat messages.
Type: BLOB.
Simultaneous chats (SimultaneousChats) – the number of active chats an agent can process simultaneously. If
an agent has a maximum number of chats in progress, they will not see any new chats until they terminate at
least one of their chats. This restriction is valid for all chat channels available to the agent.
Type: integer. Default value: “5.”
Omni chat operator accept chat timeout (OmniChatOperatorAcceptChatTimeout) – the period for an agent
to take the chat, in minutes. If the agent does not take the chat within this period, the chat will be assigned to the
next agent.
Type: integer. Default value: “5.”

Change the “system” user (Supervisor)
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Change the “system” user (Supervisor)
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

A dedicated user account called “System user” is required for the correct operation of Creatio. The system user
must have the following permissions:
System administrator (full access) permissions.
Full license package.
The user must be specified in the [ System operations user ] system setting.
By default, each configuration of Creatio has the “Supervisor” user account that is set as the system user.

Note. If you do not have a “Supervisor” user in the system, make sure that the user specified in the
[ System operations user ] system setting has a full license package and all access permissions.

Unlike system administrators, there can be only one system user in Creatio.

Attention. You can rename or change the system user, but you can not delete the system user account
altogether – this may lead to degradation of system performance.

A system user account is needed for both system administration/configuration and to ensure the correct
operation of the entire system. For example, a system user account is used to index global search data, save
changes in section and detail wizards, sending newsletters. Creatio may not function properly if a system user is
deleted or their access rights or licenses have been removed.
1. Transfer the maximum number of licenses from the previous user to the new one.
2. Assign the role with maximum access permissions to the new system user, e.g. “System administrators”.
3. Specify the new system user in the [ System operations user ] system setting.

Recommendations on setting up the
popular DNS providers
PRODUCTS:

MARKETING

Please consider the following when working with SPF and DKIM records:
1. Before the changes made to the DNS-server of your mail domain take effect, new and modified records must
be verified. The verification time differs depending on the provider and usually takes several hours due to
caching. You can learn more in your domain server documentation.
2. Some records may not pass the verification. This may occur due to differences in DKIM record formatting
requirements of various DNS services. For example, certain DNS services require the “\” character before “;”
at the start and end of DKIM records. Other DNS services have no such requirement.
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3. When creating a DKIM record, be sure to obtain formatting requirements from your hosting provider or
support service.
Below are links to websites of common DNS providers and their DKIM record formatting specifics:
Bluehost

DKIM records are usually formatted automatically (control characters are automatically
replaced with correct text).

GoDaddy

DKIM records are usually formatted automatically (control characters are automatically
replaced with correct text).

CloudFlare

DKIM records are usually formatted automatically (control characters are automatically
replaced with correct text).

DynDNS

The field where you enter the value of each record must be enclosed in double quotes.

MS Office
365

DKIM records are usually formatted automatically (control characters are automatically
replaced with correct text).

Set up the SPF and DKIM records in MS Office 365
SPF setup
To use a custom domain in Microsoft 365, add an SPF text record to DNS settings, using commands from the
table:
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Any mail system (required)

v=spf1

Exchange Online

include:spf.protection.outlook.com

Only for Exchange Online

ip4:23.103.224.0/19 ip4:206.191.224.0/19
ip4:40.103.0.0/16 include:spf.protection.outlook.com

Microsoft 365 Germany, only Microsoft Cloud

include:spf.protection.outlook.de

Germany
Third-party mail system

Include:<domain name>, where <domain name> is the
domain of the third-party mail system.

Local mail system, such as Exchange Online
Protection with a different mail system

Use one of the following parameters for each additional
mail system:
ip4:<IP address>
ip6:<IP address>
include:<domain name>
where <IP address> is the mail system IP address and
<domain name> is the mail system domain.

Any mail system (required)

This can be one of several values. Using the -all value is
recommended.

For example, if your organization uses only Microsoft 365 and you do not have local mail servers, your SPF
record should look like this:

v=spf1 include:spf.protection.outlook.com -all

This is one of the more common SPF record formats for Microsoft 365. This record will be accepted in most
cases, regardless of the location of your Microsoft 365 (the USA or Europe, including Germany, or anywhere
else).
After creating an SPF record, update it in the DNS service. Only one SPF record can exist for a domain. If the
record already exists, update it instead of adding a new record.
After adding an SPF record, verify it. More information about the SPF verification process is available on the
Microsoft website.

DKIM setup
On the provider’s side, add CNAME records for additional domains and enable DKIM in Microsoft 365.
1. Adding CNAME records
Each additional domain requires two CNAME records. A CNAME record specifies that the domain name is an
alias of another domain. Use the following format:
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Host name

selector1._domainkey.<domain>.

Points to address or value

selector1-<domainGUID>._domainkey.<initialDomain>.

TTL

3600

Host name

selector2._domainkey.<domain>

Points to address or value

selector2-<domainGUID>._domainkey.<initialDomain>

TTL

3600

In this example, selector1 and selector2 are selectors for Office 365. The selector names do not change.
The domainGUID value matches the domainGUID value specified for mail.protection.outlook.com in custom MX
record for the personal domain. For example, in the creatio1-com.mail.protection.outlook.com record, it is
creatio1-com.
The initialDomain value matches the domain that you used when registering in Office 365.
2. Enabling DKIM
After adding CNAME records to DNS, enable DKIM signature in Office 365.
In the upper-left corner of the Office 365, click the application icon and select “Administrator” (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Opening administrator menu
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3. In the navigation area, select “Admin centers” > “Exchange” (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 Opening Exchange
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4. Open the “Protection” section and select the “dkim” tab. Select the domain, for which to enable DKIM in the
list of domains, then click “Enable” (Fig. 3) under “Sign messages for this domain with DKIM signatures”.
Fig. 3 Enabling DKIM for domain

5. Repeat this step for each domain.

Single Sign-On via OneLogin
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS
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You can use OneLogin SSO portal as a single sign-on point for all your services, including Creatio. For this, you
need to configure a number of settings both on the OneLogin and Creatio's end.

Attention. In the setup example below, we use https://site01.creatio.com/ as Creatio site address and
“appid” as application id in OneLogin. During the actual setup process, replace these values with your site
address and the id of the corresponding application in OneLogin.

Settings on OneLogin's end
1. Start the procedure by logging in to OneLogin using an administrator account.
2. Click [ Apps ] and select [ Add Apps ]. Enter “Creatio” in the search bar and select the Creatio application.
3. If needed, change the value in the [ Display name ] field, modify the application icons, or clear the [ Visible in
portal ] checkbox. These settings affect the way the website is displayed on the OneLogin site.
4. Click [ Save ].
5. Go to the [ Configuration ] tab and enter your website domain name in the [ Creatio site ] field (Fig. 1). For
example, “site01.”
Fig. 1 The website configuration page

Settings on Creatio's end
If you use Creatio cloud, prepare the setup information according to the instructions below and contact Creatio
support to apply the settings.
The single sign-on setup instructions below are intended for on-site customers. We strongly recommend
granting Creatio support temporary access to Creatio configuration or performing setup under the guidance of a
Creatio support specialist.
Follow these steps to set up single sign-on on Creatio's end:
1. Enter the SAML provider settings.
2. Set up the SSO authentication parameters.
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3. Test the basic SSO scenarios.
4. Set up Just-In-Time User Provisioning (JIT).
5. Set SSO as the default option.
To do this:
1. Fill out the SAML provider settings by specifying the data of the SAML identification provider in the
saml.config file.
a. Specify your website's FQDN in the Name parameter.

Attention. The value of the ServiceProvider Name parameter must be identical to the Identifier value
specified on the ADFS identity provider's end. This is how it verifies that the SAML Assertion was
issued specifically for your application. We recommend using the FQDN of your website. For
example, https://site01.creatio.com/Demo_161215/. The URL must match verbatim, including the “/”
at the end.
b. Specify the IdP settings in the Partner Identity Provider section. You can view these settings in the
metadata file.
WantAssertionSigned – specify “false” if an encryption certificate will not be used during SAML
Assertion data exchange.

WantAssertionSigned="false"
SingleSignOnServiceUrl – URL of the identity provider's single sign-on. You can retrieve it from the
SAML 2.0 Endpoint (HTTP) on the trusted application page.

SingleSignOnServiceUrl="https://ts-dev.onelogin.com/trust/saml2/http-post/sso/appid"
SingleLogoutServiceUrl – URL of the identity provider's single sign-off. You can retrieve it from the
SLO Endpoint (HTTP) on the trusted application page.

SingleLogoutServiceUrl="https://ts-dev.onelogin.com/trust/saml2/http-redirect/slo/appid"

2. Enable the SSO provider in Creatio. To do this, modify the web.config file in the website root folder:
a. Enable using the SSO Auth providers on login:
SsoAuthProvider – identity provider for the main application.
SSPSsoAuthProvider – identity provider for the customer portal.
You can enable one or both providers.

<terrasoft>
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<auth providerNames="InternalUserPassword,SSPUserPassword,SsoAuthProvider,SSPSsoAuthProvider" au
<providers>

d. Specify which identification provider from the saml.config file to use in Service Provider initiated SSO
scenarios by default. In the web.config App Loader, specify the PartnerIdP parameter value from the
Issuer URL string in the saml.config file, such as:

<appSettings> ... <add key="PartnerIdP" value="https://app.onelogin.com/saml/metadata/appid"/> ...
e. Set SSO as the default option upon login. To do this, specify the Login/NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true
resource in the web.config App Loader.
Note. Users will still be able to log in with Creatio credentials via a direct link:
https://site01.creatio.com/NuiLogin.aspx?. Use the following link to test the SSO before setting it as
the default option: https://site01.creatio.com/NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true.
f. Enable redirection to the identity provider when going to the website root:

<defaultDocument> <files> <add value="Login/NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true" /> </files> </defaultDocum
g. Enable redirection to the identity provider if no user session is available:

<authentication mode="Forms">

<forms loginUrl="~/Login/NuiLogin.aspx?use_sso=true" protection="All" timeout="60" name=".ASPXAUTH
</authentication>

3. Test the Identity Provider (IdP) initiated SSO basic scenario to make sure the settings are correct:
a. Navigate to the trusted IdP applications page. The default link is
https://sts.contoso.com/adfs/ls/idpinitiatedsignon.aspx.
b. Authorize.
c. Navigate to Creatio with the IdP authorization results.
Test the settings in the IdP initiated scenario before setting SSO as the default option on Creatio's end.
Make sure Creatio has an active user account whose login matches the NameId passed by the Identity
Provider before starting the test. If there is no such account, the SSO setup process will not finish since it
will be impossible to match the domain user to a Creatio user. After you successfully log in via SSO,
proceed to further setup.
4. Set up Just-In-Time User Provisioning (JIT). The Just-In-Time User Provisioning functionality complements
the single sign-on technology. It enables not only creating a user on the first login to Creatio but also updating
the contact page data with the data received from the identification provider on every login. Learn more: JustIn-Time User Provisioning.
a. Add the JIT settings to web.config file in the Creatio root folder:
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<add name="UseJit" value="true" />

The user type is defined by the page they use to log in. If the Identity initiated scenario is used to log in,
specify the DefUserType value:
General – general user.
SSP – portal user.
d. Map the SAML Assertion fields to Creatio columns using the [ SAML field name converter to contact field
name ] lookup. You need this to ensure Creatio populates the contact fields correctly when creating new
users via Just-In-Time User Provisioning. If the field is empty or disabled in the identity provider data, you
can fill it out with the value specified in the [ Default value ] field of the lookup. Upon the next login, Creatio
will populate the contact fields specified in the lookup with either the values received from the provider or
with the current default values.

Note. If the lookup is missing from the lookup list, register it.
5. Set SSO as the default option upon login. We recommend following this step only after you finished the
previous steps successfully and made sure the SSO works correctly. This step will enable the Service Provider
(SP) initiated SSO. The standard Service Provider (SP) initiated scenario is as follows:
a. The user navigates to Creatio, they have no active sessions on the site.
b. They are redirected to the IdP where they authorize.
c. They are redirected back to Creatio with the IdP authorization results.
To set the SSO provider as the default option:
a. Enable Single Log Out in the web.config file in the Terrasoft.WebApp folder:

<add key="UseSlo" value="true" />
b. Select the [ Default value ] checkbox in the “SSO in mobile application” (“MobileUseSSO”) system setting to
use the Single Sign-On in the mobile application.

LDAP synchronization FAQ
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Why did Creatio not import all users from the LDAP directory?
There could be several reasons:
There are directory users with a matching “User name” attribute who also have empty or matching “Email”
and “Phone number” attributes. Creatio checks for duplicates by “User name”, “Email” and “Phone number”
attributes automatically during LDAP synchronization.
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The date in the “Maximum modification date of LDAP entry” (“LDAPEntryMaxModifiedOn” code) Creatio
system setting is later than the date in “whenChanged” LDAP user attribute. Creatio will import a user only if
the date in “Maximum modification date of LDAP entry” is earlier than the date in “whenChanged” LDAP user
attribute.

Why did Creatio not import all Active Directory users after the
LDAP synchronization?
Active Directory page size may be shorter than the number of users. Since Creatio does not support pagination
when synchronizing users through LDAP, it will only process records from the first page. To resolve this issue,
increase the “MaxPageSize” value in Active Directory so all the users fit on the first page.

Why is it impossible for a user to log in under their domain
account after setting up LDAP?
To resolve this issue in Creatio on-site, navigate to the website's roote directory, open the Web.config file, and
specify the authentication providers in the “auth providerNames” parameter:

auth providerNames = "InternalUserPassword,Ldap,SSPLdapProvider"

After you save the changes, restart the LDAP synchronization.
To resolve this issue in Creatio in the cloud, contact Creatio support.

Is it possible to connect a user imported from Active Directory
to a specific Creatio account?
If the user's “Company name” attribute matches a Creatio account name exactly, Creatio will automatically
connect the imported user to that account.
If the account specified in the “Company name” attribute does not match any Creatio account names
verbatim, Creatio will automatically connect the imported user to “Our company”.

Why is it impossible to import users from the “Domain users”
group?
“Domain users” group is a primary group. The “memberOf” attribute does not display primary groups. To import
these users, add them to a different, non-primary group.

What causes error “22021: invalid byte sequence for
encoding "UTF8": 0x00” when synchronizing Active Directory
by LDAP?
This error occurs in Creatio with PostgreSQL. It is caused by system groups that support pre-2000 Windows
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versions in the imported data. To resolve this issue, exclude those system groups from synchronization and
change the group filter to:

(&(objectClass=group)(!userAccountControl:1.2.840.113556.1.4.803:=2)(!isCriticalSystemObject=TRUE))

What causes error “Cannot insert duplicate key row in object
'dbo.SysAdminUnit' with unique index
'IUSysAdminunitNameDomain'. The duplicate key value is
(…)”?
This synchronization error occurs if there is a directory user you have previously added to Creatio manually.

How can I set up a specific LDAP filter?
You can learn more about setting up LDAP filters in Internet Engineering Task Force's String Representation of
Search Filters manual. You may also find Microsoft's Active Directory: LDAP Syntax Filters documentation useful.

Import users from Excel
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You can quickly add multiple users to Creatio by importing them from Excel. Learn more: Excel data import.
Import data into the “System administration object” that corresponds to the “SysAdminUnit” table in the
database. This object contains the company's organizational structure: users, organizational and functional roles.
To import users from Excel:
1. Prepare the file for import and fill out the needed columns. Learn more: Prepare an Excel file for importing
users.
2. Download the file and import users to the system. Learn more: Run the import process.
3. Set up user records: assign roles, specify passwords and available licenses. Learn more: Set password,
role, and grant licenses to the imported users.

Prepare an Excel file for importing users
Create an *.xlsx document. The document should contain the “Name” and “Type” fields, where you specify the
login and type values. You can optionally populate the rest of the columns.
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Column
name

Column value in the imported Excel file

Name

User’s login name.
This column is required.

Type

Specify “4” to import records as users.
This column determines the type of administration unit that is imported – either a role or a
user. These types are stored in the “Object Permission Types (SysAdminUnitType)”
object. You can find the possible values of this table below.
This column is required.

Contact

Specify the name of the user’s contact. The names that you specify in the “Contact”
column of your user import file must match the names of corresponding contacts in
Creatio, otherwise Creatio will create new contacts.
This column is optional. If you do not populate it, Creatio create new contacts using
username as the contact’s name.

Active

The following values can be used:
“0” for deactivated users
“1” for active users
This column is optional. By default, all users are active.

Culture

Specify the user language code (e. g., the “en-US” for English UI). Learn more about
Creatio cultures: Manage UI languages.
This column is optional. By default, the users will use English localization.

Connection
type

The connection type determines the access permissions inherited by the user.
“0” for company employees
“1” for portal users
This column is optional. By default, all users are imported as employees.

View the values of “Object Permission Types” (SysAdminUnitType) object in the table below.
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System administration unit
type

“Type” column value

“Connection type” column
value

Organization

0

0

Organizational unit

1

0

Manager

2

0

User

4

0

Portal user

4

1

Functional role

6

0

Learn more about general requirements for the imported Excel file: Prepare a file.

Run the import process
To import users from Excel:
1. Click

System Designer → [ Data import ] (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 The link to the [ Data import ] functionality in the “Import and integration” block

2. Add your user import Excel file: drag it to the Data Import page that opens, or click [ Select file ] and
locate your Excel file.
3. Click [ Other ] and select “System administration object” as the object for importing file records (Fig. 2).
Click [ Next ].
Fig. 2 Select an object for the import on the Data Import page
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4. Specify the column mapping by connecting the columns from the Excel file to the fields in the Creatio import
object (Fig. 3). Click [ Next ].
Fig. 3 Map the columns

5. Specify the conditions to identify duplicate records. The data of these columns must be unique for
each of the imported records (Fig. 4).
If the value of a column in the imported file coincides with the database value, Creatio will update the existing
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record. If the value is not available in the database, Creatio will create a new record.
For example, when importing users, use the “Contact” column to determine whether the imported record
already exists. If contact with such a name does not exist, Creatio creates a new record.
Fig. 4 Manage duplicates

6. Click [ Start data import ].

Note. Learn more about how to set up columns and duplicate parameters: Import a customer
database.

When the import process completes, Creatio will inform you accordingly.
As a result, the imported records will be displayed in Creatio user record list. Note that the imported users will
not have roles, licenses or passwords. You will need to assign those manually.

Set password, role, and grant licenses to the imported users
After you complete the import, you need to perform the following steps manually for each imported user:
1. On the [ General information ] tab of the user page, set a password to enable the user to log in to Creatio.

Note. Users can change their password when logging in to Creatio for the first time. Learn more:
Create a user.
2. Select the necessary role (e. g., “All employees”) on the [ Roles ] tab. Learn more: Assign a user role.
3. Distribute licenses on the [ Licenses ] tab. Learn more: Issue a license to a user.
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System operation permissions
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Access to a number of Creatio functions cannot be managed via permissions to add, view, edit and delete data in
objects. Examples of such functions are import and export operations, creating business processes, configuring
workplaces, system configuration, etc. Use system operations to manage access to these functions. A system
operation can have one of the two access levels: a user or role either have access to perform the operation, or
they do not. For example, if you grant the “All employees” role permission to perform the “Export list records”
system operation, all users will be able to export section list data as Excel files.
The Operation permissions section of the System Designer is designed for managing access to system
operations. Although standard folders are not available in the list of system operations, you can use either a
standard or an advanced filter to find the needed operation.
Please note that system operation permissions work in conjunction with other access permissions. For example,
users can only export data, which they can access according to object permissions.
By default, only system administrators have access to key system operations. You can configure access
permissions to system operations for individual users or user groups.

Case. Set up access to the [ Export to Excel ] system operation for the sales supervisors.

1. Click

→ System Designer → Operation permissions

2. Apply the “Name = Export list records” (or “Code = CanExportGrid”) filter. Click the name of the
operation to open it.
3. Click
and specify the necessary user/role on the [ Operation permission ] detail. For example the “Sales
managers. Managers group” organizational role. The user/role will show up on the [ Operation permission ]
detail with the “Yes” value in the “Access level” column. As a result, the “Sales managers.Managers group”
role will be able to export section data to Excel (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Granting access permissions to a system operation
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Note. To deny access permissions, click a record on the [ Operation permission ] detail and change the
value in the “Access level” column to “No”. To do this, select the user or role in the list. The “Access level”
column value will be displayed as a checkbox. Clear it to deny access permissions for the selected
user/role. Please do not forget to save.

Sometimes a user may be assigned conflicting permissions to system operations. This may happen if the user is
a member of several roles, some of which have permission to a system operation, and some are denied that
permission. In order for access permissions to work correctly, make sure you properly configure their priority.
Use

or

on the [ Operation permissions ] detail to change the priority of assigned operation

permissions. The role that is the highest in the list will determine the actual access permissions of a user. For
example, if you need to deny permission to export list records for all users except sales managers, place the “All
Employees” role lower than the “Sales managers” role in the list.

Note. Users or roles that were not added to the [ Operation permission ] detail will not have access to
perform the corresponding system operation. In addition, they will not affect the permission priorities.

Just-In-Time User Provisioning
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Just-In-Time User Provisioning
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

This article is relevant to Creatio version 8.0.2 and earlier. If you set up integration with Creatio version
8.0.3 and later follow the instructions on single sign-on setup.

Use Just-In-Time User Provisioning (JIT UP) function to avoid creating accounts for each separate service and to
keep user database up-to-date. JIT UP extends the Single Sign-On (SSO) technology and helps to reduce the
number of operations for administrating accounts and personal data in contact records. Each time a user logs on
using SSO, the data on the contact page are updated with the data obtained from the identity provider (Fig. 1). If
a user has no account in the Creatio, it can be created when the user logs in for the first time.
Fig. 1 Update data via Just-in-Time User Provisioning

Note. Updating a contact with data from an identity provider includes updating the data on the record
page and contact’s connections to user groups.

You can enable JIT UP when setting up the identity provider integration. Read more: Single Sign-On via ADFS,
Single Sign-On via OneLogin.
To specify contact fields that should be populated with data from the identity provider, configure the mapping of
the SAML Assertion fields with Creatio columns. This is done in the SAML Assertion of the identity provider and in
the [ SAML field name converters to contact field name ] lookup.
To set up mapping, you will need a configured account in the identity provider (Fig. 2) with the data required for
Creatio.
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Fig. 2 Account fields in the OneLogin identity provider

To set up field population parameters:
1. Ensure that all required field values are transferred to Creatio. For example, to fill the profile of John Best with
data from the [ Company ], [ Department ], [ Email ], [ First Name ], [ Last Name ], and [ Phone ] fields (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Application parameters in the OneLogin identity provider
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Note. Use the SAML Decoder Google Chrome extension to verify the parameters.
2. Verify that correct rules to receive values and update the columns for each required field are specified on the
Creatio side. Rules are configured in the [ SAML field name converters to contact field name ] lookup. Specify a
column in the Creatio for each field received from the identity provider. For example, to fill the [ Department ],
[ Account ], [ Phone ], [ Email ], [ Given name ], and [ Surname ] columns in Creatio, specify them next to the
corresponding SAML attributes (Fig. 4).

Note. Specify column names in the Creatio database as contact columns.

Fig. 4 The [ SAML field name converters to contact field name ] lookup configuration
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3. A field that is missing in the identity provider data can be populated with the value specified in the [ Column
default value ] field of the [ SAML field name converters to contact field name ] lookup. For example, the
OneLogin identity provider does not contain the [ Type ] field and does not pass it when the user logs on. To
populate this field in Creatio, create a rule in the lookup and specify the “Employee” value as default (Fig. 4). In
this case, all created contacts will have the “Employee” value in the [ Type ] field.
4. You can add custom parameters to the OneLogin identity provider and specify macros for them. Learn more
about how to work with macros in OneLogin documentation.

Set up automatic lead registration from
LinkedIn
PRODUCTS:

MARKETING

This feature is available in beta version in Creatio version 7.18.5. We appreciate your feedback.

Connect the forms from your LinkedIn lead generation campaigns to Creatio to automate lead import.
Before you start the integration, make sure you meet the following prerequisites on LinkedIn's end:
You have an ad account with lead forms. Set up the ad account in the LinkedIn Campaign Manager. Learn
more about how to set up the ad account and lead generation forms in the official LinkedIn documentation:
Create an Ad Account, Create Lead Gen Forms.
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Your user account has access to the ad account.
Your user account has a “Super admin” or “Lead gen forms manager” role on the company page connected
to the ad account.
Also, make sure that the values of the following Creatio system settings are populated:
“Identity server Url” (“IdentityServerUrl” code)
“Identity server client id” (“IdentityServerClientId” code)
“Identity server client secret” (“IdentityServerClientSecret” code)
If the values of these settings are empty, contact Creatio support.

Set up a LinkedIn ad account integration
You can integrate as many LinkedIn user accounts as necessary. Each LinkedIn user account can be connected
to any number of ad accounts. Add a separate Creatio integration record per ad account.
After you add the integration record, map the LinkedIn form fields to Creatio columns to ensure LinkedIn passes
the data correctly. You can also use the mapping feature to specify constant values for Creatio columns with
“String,” “Decimal,” “Boolean,” “Date,” “Date/Time,” and “Lookup” data types. This will help you filter the
imported records easier. For example, specify “CRM Days” in the [ Event ] lookup field.
There are several mapping options:
Default mapping applies to all forms in your ad account. This option supports fields from the “Profile
information” group in the “Lead details & custom questions” section of your LinkedIn form. The data type of
these fields can be “String” or “Date.”
Custom mapping applies to a specific form. It supports fields from the entire “Lead details & custom
questions” section, as well as “Custom checkboxes” and “Hidden fields” sections of your LinkedIn form. The
data type of these fields can be “String,” “Date,” or “Boolean.”
If you specify custom mappings, Creatio will ignore the default mappings for the corresponding form.
Learn more about the LinkedIn form fields in the official LinkedIn documentation: Create Lead Gen Forms, Lead
Gen Form Fields.
By default, both mapping options map the [ Notes ] column to “not_mapped_fields” macro that passes the
data of the entire form submission as a string. This macro is required. If necessary, map the macro to a different
string column, preferably with unlimited text length.
After you create the integration record and map the form fields, Creatio will register all newly-captured leads with
unique LinkedIn lead IDs from the ad account automatically.
In general, the ad account integration procedure is as follows:
1. Create a new ad account integration. Read more >>>
2. Set up default mapping. Read more >>>
3. Set up custom mapping (optional). Read more >>>

Step 1. Create a new LinkedIn ad account integration
To create a new integration record:
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1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Go to the “Import and integration” block → “Social lead generation service settings.” The [ Settings ] page will
open automatically.
3. Enter the URL of Creatio instance where you want to register leads in the [ Url to get leads ] field (Fig. 1) on
the [ Settings ] page. By default, Creatio will populate the field with the URL from the browser tab.

Note. The URL has to be accessible worldwide for the integration to work correctly. If your Creatio
instance must be located in a private network, contact Creatio support to receive the list of IP
addresses to whitelist.
4. Select the role that will receive the lead generation related system messages in the [ Role for receiving
notifications ] field (Fig. 1).
5. Click [ Apply ].
Fig. 1 The [ Url to get leads ] field

6. Click [ New ] in the [ Social leadgen integrations ] section list. This will open a dialog box.
7. Specify the ad account to integrate in the box:
a. Select “LinkedIn” → [ Next ].
b. Sign in to the LinkedIn user account that meets the prerequisites and grant permissions to Creatio → [ Next
].
You only need to grant permissions once per LinkedIn user account.
c. Select the checkboxes next to the ad accounts grant Creatio access to them → [ Next ].
You only need to perform this step once per LinkedIn user account.
d. Select the ad account for this integration in the dropdown list → [ Next ].
8. Enter the custom integration name in the [ Name ] field in the left area (optional).
9. Repeat steps 6-8 for the other relevant ad accounts (optional).
As a result, Creatio will add a new LinkedIn ad account integration.

Step 2. Set up default mapping
Set up default mapping to map the fields of the “Profile information” group of all forms in your ad account to
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Creatio columns or specify constant values in Creatio columns. To do this:
1. Go to the [ Default mapping ] detail in the left area → [ Add ].
2. Select the columns of the [ Lead ] object to map → [ Select ].
3. Hover over the relevant column → the

button → fill out the field (Fig. 2) in one of the following ways:

Fig. 2 Mapping a form field to Creatio column

Click [ Form field ] and select a LinkedIn form field. Creatio will populate this column with the values leads
enter in the corresponding field.
Click [ Text value ] and enter a constant value. Creatio will populate the column with this value for all
registered leads.
Click [ Boolean value ] and specify a “true” or “false” value. Creatio will populate the column with this value
for all registered leads (for boolean fields).
Click [ Lookup value ] and select a lookup value. Creatio will populate the column with this value for all
registered leads (for lookup fields).
If there is no column mapped to the “not_mapped_fields” macro, click [ Other ] → [ Unmapped form
fields ] to map a column to the macro. Creatio will populate this column with the data of the entire form
submission (for string fields).
4. Repeat step 3 for all needed fields. We recommend mapping all form fields to Creatio columns to ensure you
receive all the relevant data.
5. Click [ Apply ].
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Step 3. Set up custom mapping (optional)
Set up custom mapping to map the fields of the “Lead details & custom questions”, “Custom checkboxes”, and
“Hidden fields” sections of a specific LinkedIn form to Creatio columns or specify constant values in Creatio
columns. To do this:
1. Select one of your LinkedIn ad account forms in the [ Form ] list.
2. Go to the setup area to the right of the list → select the [ Custom mapping ] checkbox.
3. Click [ Add ].
4. Fill out the fields similarly to default mapping.
5. Click [ Apply ].
As a result, Creatio will register the future leads with unique LinkedIn IDs captured by your LinkedIn forms.
The existing duplicate search rules apply to the registered leads as well. Learn more: Lead duplicate search, Find
and merge duplicates.

Note. If you add new fields to your LinkedIn form, update the mapping in Creatio. Otherwise, Creatio will
register the new fields data only to the columns mapped to the “not_mapped_fields” macro.

Synchronize leads captured prior to the integration
Creatio will register only the leads captured after you set up the integration automatically. To register the
previously captured leads:
1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Go to the “Import and integration” block → “Social lead generation service settings.”
3. Open the relevant integration record.
4. Click [ Sync all leads ] on the toolbar to register leads from the entire account. Alternatively, click [ Sync leads ]
in the setup area of the needed form to register leads captured by a specific form (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 The lead synchronization buttons
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5. Specify the lead capture period within the last 90 days in the box that opens. Creatio will calculate the period
using calendar dates regardless of the integration status at the time.
6. Click [ Sync ].
As a result, Creatio will register leads with unique LinkedIn lead IDs for the corresponding period.

Disable the LinkedIn lead generation integration
There are several ways to disable the integration that accommodate for different needs and security
requirements. For example, toggle off the integration on Creatio's end while keeping your LinkedIn user and ad
account tokens or the tokens themselves.

Toggle off lead registration from the form or the account
1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Go to the “Import and integration” block → “Social lead generation service settings.”
3. Open the integration record.
4. Toggle off the switch next to the form in the [ Form ] list or the [ Name ] field in the left area, respectively
(Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 The lead registration toggles
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5. Click [ Apply ].
As a result, Creatio will stop registering leads captured by the form or the account. Toggle the corresponding
switch back on to resume lead registration.

Revoke your LinkedIn user account token
1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Go to the “Import and integration” block → “Social lead generation service settings.”
3. Click [ Settings ].
4. Click the

button next to your LinkedIn user account in the [ LinkedIn ad accounts ] detail → [ Delete ] →

confirm the deletion (Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 Revoke a LinkedIn token
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As a result, Creatio will no longer use your LinkedIn user account to access the LinkedIn ad account. If your
token is the only one that provides access to the ad account, revoking it will disable lead registration from the
account.

Disconnect the LinkedIn ad account
1. Click the

button to open the System Designer.

2. Go to the “Import and integration” block → “Social lead generation service settings.”
3. Click the
deletion.

button next to the integration that uses the corresponding ad account → [ Delete ] → confirm the

4. Click [ Settings ].
5. Click the

button next to the ad account in the [ Linkedin ad accounts ] detail → [ Delete ] → confirm the

deletion.
As a result, Creatio will lose access to your LinkedIn ad account and will be unable to register new leads.

Assign a user role
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

User groups in Creatio are called “roles”. You can assign organizational and functional roles to users in Creatio.
Read more in “User and role management, access permissions”.
The assigned roles provide users with access to corresponding Creatio data objects and general system-wide
functions. You can specify several roles for a user.

NOTE. By default, Creatio assigns the “All employees” organizational role to the newly added users of the
“Employee” type.

There are two ways you can assign roles to a user:
From the user page
From the role page

Method 1. Assign roles to a user from the user page
1. Click

→ System Designer → [ System users ].

2. Open the user page → the [ Roles ] tab.
3. On the [ Organizational roles ] detail, click
structure.
4. On the [ Functional roles ] detail, click
based on the user’s job title (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Assigning roles to a user from the user page

As a result, the user will be granted all permissions relevant to the assigned roles.

Method 2. Assign roles to a user from the role page
1. Click

→ [ Organizational roles ].

2. In the list of organizational roles (represented in the form of a folder tree), select the corresponding
organization and/or division. This will bring up the selected role page to the right.
3. On the [ Users ] tab:
a. Click
and select [ Add existing ] to add an existing user. In the pop-up window, select the
corresponding user (Fig. 1).
b. Click
and select [ Add new ] to add a new user assigned to this role (you will need to populate the
new user page).
4. To assign a functional role to the user, switch to the [ Functional roles ] view by clicking
the corresponding functional role.
5. Repeat step 4 (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Assigning roles to a user from pages of the corresponding roles
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As a result, the user will be added to the corresponding roles and granted relevant permissions.

System operation reference
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

System operations to which you can manage access are described below.

User and role administration
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System operation name and code

Description

Manage user list

Permissions to add, modify and delete user

“CanManageUsers”

accounts in the System Designer's user and role
management sections.

Manage user licenses

Access to the [ License manager ] section. The

“CanManageLicUsers”

users that have permission to manage licenses
can log into Creatio and redistribute the licenses
even if Creatio has been locked due to exceeding
the number of distributed licenses.

Change delegated permissions

The ability to delegate the access rights of some

“CanChangeAdminUnitGrantedRight”

users to others using the [ Delegate permissions ]
detail on the user page.

Managing portal users
System operation name and code

Description

Manage portal users
“CanAdministratePortalUsers”

Permissions to add, modify and delete portal user
accounts in the System Designer's user and role
management sections.

Access to portal main page setup module

Permission to set up the portal main page.

“CanManagePortalMainPage”

General access
General access operations refer to all records in all objects. General access is usually provided to system
administrators.

Attention. Access to these operations overrides object permissions (object operations, records and
columns). For example, if a user has access to the [ View any data ] operation, this user will be able to view
records of all objects, even those in which the read operation is restricted.
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System operation name and code

Description

View any data

Permission to view any data in any object.

“CanSelectEverything”
Add any data
“CanInsertEverything”

Permission to add records to any object.

Edit any data

Permissions to edit any data in any object.

“CanUpdateEverything”
Delete any data
“CanDeleteEverything”

Permission to delete any records in any object.

Columns, system operations and default permissions
System operation name and code

Description

Change system operations permissions
“CanChangeAdminOperationGrantee”

Ability to manage access permissions to system
operations. The scope of rights granted by this
operation includes the right to register additional
system operations.

Access to special sections
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System operation name and code

Description

Access to “Access rights” workspace
“CanManageAdministration”

Access to the [ Object permissions ] and
[ Operation permissions ] sections. Required for
sysAdminUnit record management. Grant access
to specific administering operations separately.

Access to “Process design” section

Access to the Process Designer, and the ability to

“CanManageProcessDesign”

add and modify business processes.

Access to “Change log” section
“CanManageChangeLog”

Access to the [ Change log ] section.

Access to “System settings” section

Access to the [ System settings ] section.

“CanManageSysSettings”
Access to “Lookups” section
“CanManageLookups”

Access to the [ Lookups ] section.

Can manage configuration elements

Access to the System designer's [ Configuration ]

“CanManageSolution”

section.

View “Audit log” section
“CanViewSysOperationAudit”

Permission to to view the contents of the [ Audit
log ] section.

Manage “Audit log” section
“CanManageSysOperationAudit”

Permission to view the contents of the [ Audit log ]
section and to archive the log.

Access to duplicates search
System operation name and code

Description

Duplicates search

Permission to search for duplicates in sections

“CanSearchDuplicates”

with active duplicate search rules.

Duplicates processing
“CanMergeDuplicates”

Permission to merge duplicate records on the
duplicate search results page. Additionally,
permission to merge records manually in all
accessible sections and lookups.

Access to “Duplicates rules setup”
“CanManageDuplicatesRules”

Access to integration settings
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System operation name and code

Description

Access to OData

Permission to use OData protocol for external

“CanUseODataService”

integration.

General actions
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System operation name and code

Description

Email providers list setup
“CanManageMailServers”

Permission to create a list of email servers used to
send and receive emails.

Shared mailbox synchronization setup
“CanManageSharedMailboxes”

Permission to manage shared mailboxes
(mailboxes with the [ Allow shared access ]
checkbox enabled).

Change access rights to record
“CanChangeEntitySchemaRecordRight”

Lets users grant record permissions. The [ Use
operation permissions ] switch must be toggled on
in the corresponding object for record
permissions to work.

Ignore access check by IP address
“SuppressIPRestriction”

When a user who has access to this operation
logs in to the system, the IP address restrictions
will be ignored.

Export list records
“CanExportGrid”

Permission to export list data in a *.xlsx file. If a
user does not have permission for this operation,
the [ Export to Excel ] action in sections and the
“List” dashboard tile menu is disabled.

Permission to run business processes.

Permission to run business processes in Creatio.

“CanRunBusinessProcesses”

All users have permission to perform this
operation by default.

Cancel running processes

Permission to cancel a running business process

“CanCancelProcess”

in the process log.

Access to workplace setup
“CanManageWorkplaceSettings”

Permission to create and set up workplaces, i. e.,
managing the section list available in the side
panel.

Access to comments
“CanEditOrDeleteComment”

Permission to edit and delete comments on the
feed messages.

Permission to delete messages and comments

Permission to delete messages and comments left

“CanDeleteAllMessageComment”

by other users in the [ Feed ] section, on the
[ Feed ] tab of the Notification Panel, and on the
[ Feed ] tab of the view and edit pages of system
sections. Users can edit and delete their own
messages and comments even if they do not have
access permissions to this system operation.

Windows authentication
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PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

Windows (NTLM) authentication can be used concurrently with LDAP authentication. Windows authentication
requires entering login credentials in the browser. During LDAP authentication, user’s password is checked on
the Active Directory server. Both Windows (NTLM) and LDAP authentications trigger when the user clicks the
“Log in as domain user” link (provided that the user account is synchronized with LDAP).

Note. Windows authentication is only available for Creatio on-site due to cloud architecture specifics.

If the user attempts to log in to the system using the domain credentials, the following authentication algorithm is
performed:
1. A user authentication check within the domain is performed.
2. If the domain username and the password are stored in a cookie, they will be retrieved from this cookie.
Otherwise, a browser window will be displayed to enter the user credential.
Further steps depend on the user synchronization with the LDAP directory.
1. If the user is not synchronized with LDAP:
User authentication check is performed through the comparison of the username and the password from
the cookie and the corresponding credentials of the Creatio account. Thus, it is required to specify the
same username and password that are used in the domain to enable Windows authentication for the users
who are not synchronized with LDAP.
Based on the check results, if the data matches and the user account is licensed, the user authorization will
be performed.
If the user is synchronized with LDAP:
The browser sends a request to the Active Directory service to authenticate the user.
The query returns the credentials of the current domain user that are compared with the username and
the password details stored in the cookie.
If the data matches and the user account is licensed, the user authorization will be performed.

Note. User authentication is performed either for the users of the main application or for the selfservice portal users. You can set the check order in the Web.config file of the loader application.
Learn more: Set up the Web.config file of the loader application.
To use Windows authentication via the NTLM protocol, first add system users (manually or by importing from
LDAP) and license them. Users will need to allow writing local data to cookie files in their browsers to be able to
store the data locally.
The authentication setup is performed on the application server and consists of two steps:
IIS server setup that activates authentication using the NTLM protocol. Learn more: Set up the Windows
authentication on IIS.
Web.config file setup of the loader application that defines authentication providers and users availability check
order among those registered in Creatio. Learn more: Set up the Web.config file of the loader application.
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Set up the Windows authentication on IIS
1. Enable anonymous authentication and form authentication for both the web application and loader application
(Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Authentication settings for the loader application in IIS

Note. Make sure you disable the “Windows Authentication” setting that is enabled in IIS by default.
2. Disable the form authentication; enable anonymous authentication and Windows authentication for the
“Login” directory within the loader application (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 The login directory settings

Please note that anonymous authentication of the loader application and working applications must be conducted
under application pool identity. To enable this, edit anonymous authentication credentials by clicking the [ Edit ]
button in the [ Actions ] area of the IIS manager and select [ Application pool identity ] (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 Enter the credentials for anonymous authentication in IIS
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Note. Learn more about Windows Authentication in Microsoft documentation.

Set up the Web.config file of the loader application
1. Open the Web.config file of the loader application to be edited.
2. In this file, specify the Windows Authentication providers:

auth providerNames="InternalUserPassword,SSPLdapProvider,Ldap"
autoLoginProviderNames="NtlmUser,SSPNtlmUser"

[ InternalUserPassword ] – provider that is specified in the Web.config file by default. If you want to provide
NTLM authentication only for the users who are not synchronized with LDAP, do not specify an additional
value for the providerNames parameter.
[ Ldap ] – add this provider to the [ providerNames ] parameter values. As a result, the users who are
synchronized with LDAP will be able to perform NTLM authentication.
[ SSPLdapProvider ] – add this parameter to the [ providerNames ] parameter value for the users of the selfservice portal who are synchronized with LDAP to be able to perform NTLM authentication.
[ NtlmUser ] – add this provider to the [ autoLoginProviderNames ] parameter value. As a result, the users will
able to perform NTLM authentication regardless of their synchronization with LDAP and the authentication
type configured for these Creatio users.
[ SSPNtlmUser ] – add this parameter to the [ autoLoginProviderNames ] parameter value for the users of the
self-service portal to be able to perform NTLM authentication regardless of their synchronization with LDAP
and the authentication type configured for these Creatio users.
The record order of the [ autoLoginProviderNames ] parameter defines the order, in which Creatio checks if
the system users are available in the list of application users (NtlmUser) or in the list of the self-service portal
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users (SSPNtlmUser). For example, if you want the check to be performed among the main application users
primarily, place the [ NtlmUser ] provider at the top of the list of the values of the [ autoLoginProviderNames ]
parameter.

Attention. You can specify the [ SSPNtlmUser ] provider as an [ autoLoginProviderNames ] parameter
value only if the [ NtlmUser ] provider is specified additionally. You can use the [ NtlmUser ] provider
separately.
3. If you want to authenticate in Creatio at once, specify the “true” value for the [ UsePathThroughAuthentication
] parameter of the <appSettings> element:

<appSettings>
<add key="UsePathThroughAuthentication" value="true" />
...
</appSettings>

If you want the login page to be displayed with the available [ Log in as domain user ] link, specify the “false” value
for the [ UsePathThroughAuthentication ] parameter. The end-to-end authentication will be performed only when
accessing application main page. Add “/Login/NuiLogin.aspx” to Creatio website address.
As a result, users will be able to log in to Creatio as domain users. They may still be required to enter their
credentials in a domain authentication window, which will pop up on login attempt.
To prevent displaying of the domain authentication window:
1. Click “Start” → “Settings” → “Control Panel” → “Network and Internet” menu and select “Internet options”
(Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Access the Internet options of the Windows Explorer

1. In the opened window, select the “Security” tab and click the “Custom level” button to go to security settings
(Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 The security settings
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1. In the “User authentication” group of settings, select the “Automatic logon with current user name and
password” authentication method (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6 Select the user authentication method
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1. Click “OK.”
As a result, the users who are already authenticated in the domain will be able to log in to Creatio by clicking
the “Log in as domain user” link, and will not have to re-enter their domain credentials each time they access
Creatio.

Issue a license to a user
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

You need to issue licenses to each new Creatio user. Only licensed users can log in to Creatio application and
access the corresponding functionality. For example, users who have not been issued a “Creatio marketing”
license, will not be able to use functions that are specific to Creatio marketing, such as the [ Email ] and the
[ Campaigns ] sections. By default, Creatio system administrators have permission to distribute licenses to user
accounts.

Attention. To enable licensing a user account, Creatio must have available licenses that have not been
distributed among other users.

To license a user:
1. Click

→ [ System users ].

2. Open the user page → the [ Licenses ] tab.
3. In the license list, select the licenses to be distributed for the user account (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Distributing licenses to a user
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As a result, the user will be granted licenses for the selected products and functionalities.

Note. If your application does not have available licenses, request them from support and upload them.
Read more in the “Software licensing” article.

Delegate permissions
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

The functionality of delegating permissions enables granting all access permissions of a user to another user for
a limited time. This is useful when, for example, an employee is out of the office or otherwise unavailable and
someone should take over their duties. You can delegate permissions of individual users or roles to any number
of other users or roles.
To delegate permissions, a user must have access to the “Manage user list” (CanManageUsers) and “Change
delegated permissions” (CanChangeAdminUnitGrantedRight) system operations.

Delegate permissions of a user to other users and roles
To delegate user permissions to another employee or employee group:
1. Click

→ [ System users ].
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2. Open the user page, whose permissions you want to delegate.
3. Click [ Rights delegation ] → [ Delegate permissions ].
4. In the opened window, select the user or employee group that will receive the delegated permissions,
e.g., the “Accounting department” organizational role.
5. Click [ Select ]. Click [ Close ] on the user page.
6. Click [ Actions ] → [ Update roles ] to apply the changes.
As a result, the users and roles who received the permissions will be displayed in the [ Who receives
permissions ] column, and the user/role, whose permissions were delegated, will be displayed in the [ Who
grants permissions ] column on the [ Access rights delegation ] detail (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Delegating permissions of a user to another user/employee group

Delegate permissions of other users and roles to a user
To delegate permissions of other users and roles to a user:
1. Click

→ [ System users ].

2. Open the page of a user, who will receive the delegated permissions.
3. Click [ Rights delegation ] → [ Get permissions ].
4. In the opened window, select the user or role whose permissions must be delegated to the current user,
e.g., the “Accounting department” organizational role.
5. Click [ Select ]. Click [ Close ] on the user page.
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6. Click [ Actions ] → [ Update roles ] to apply the changes.
As a result, the user who received the permissions will be displayed in the [ Who receives permissions ]
column, and the user/role, whose permissions were delegated, will be displayed in the [ Who grants
permissions ] column on the [ Access rights delegation ] detail (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 Delegating permissions of an alternative user/employee group to the current user

Remove the delegated user permissions
1. Click

→ [ System users ].

2. Open the page of the user, whose delegated permissions you want to remove.
3. Open the [ Rights delegation ] tab, click the record you want to delete.
4. Click

→ “Delete” (Fig. 1). Close the user page.

5. Click [ Actions ] → [ Update roles ] to apply the changes.
Fig. 1 Removing the delegated permissions
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As a result, the delegated permissions will be deleted. The user will only have the initially assigned permissions.

Unblock a user
PRODUCTS:

ALL CREATIO PRODUCTS

If the user mistypes their credentials several times in a row, their account will be blocked for some time.
The system administrator can set up the blocking conditions:
the number of attempts after which the user account is blocked
the period after which the user account is unblocked.

User account blocking principles
Several system settings are considered when blocking a user account:
“Number of logon attempts” (“LoginAttemptCount” code).
“Quantity of login attempts for warning message” (“LoginAttemptBeforeWarningCount” code).
“User locking time” (“UserLockoutDuration” code).
The user account blocking mechanism is as follows:
If the number of failed login attempts does not exceed the value of the “Number of logon attempts”
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(“LoginAttemptCount” code) system setting, Creatio displays a failed login attempt message (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1 A failed login attempt message

If the number of failed login attempts exceeds the value of the “Number of logon attempts”
(“LoginAttemptCount” code) system setting, Creatio displays a lockout warning message (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2 A lockout warning message

If the number of failed login attempts equals the value of the “Quantity of login attempts for warning
message” (“LoginAttemptBeforeWarningCount” code) system setting, Creatio displays a lockout message
(Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 A lockout message

As a result, the user will be blocked for the period specified in the “User locking time” (“UserLockoutDuration”
code) system setting. The user account will be unblocked after the specified period. To unblock a user account
earlier, use the following instruction: Unblock a user account.
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Specify the user account blocking conditions
Set the number of login attempts
1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Click “System settings” in the “System setup” block.
3. Open the “Number of logon attempts” system setting (“LoginAttemptCount” code).
Specify the acceptable number of failed login attempts in the [ Default value ] field. The recommended system
setting value is 5.
4. Open the “Quantity of login attempts for warning message” system setting
(“LoginAttemptBeforeWarningCount” code).
Specify the number of failed login attempts after which Creatio displays the lockout warning message in the
[ Default value ] field. The user will be blocked after the next failed login attempt. The recommended system
setting value is 3.

Note. The value of the “Number of logon attempts” system setting (“LoginAttemptCount” code) must not
exceed that of the “Quantity of login attempts for warning message” system setting
(“LoginAttemptBeforeWarningCount” code).

Set up the user lockout period
1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Click “System settings” in the “System setup” block.
3. Open the “User locking time” system setting (“UserLockoutDuration” code).
Specify the user account blocking time (in minutes) after a number of failed login attempts in the [ Default
value ] field. The recommended system setting value is 15.
As a result, Creatio will set the account blocking conditions for all system users.

Unblock a user account
You can unblock a user account in Creatio version 7.17.3 and later.

To unblock a user account before the lockout period expires, do the following:
1. Click

to open the System Designer.

2. Click “System users” in the “Users and administration” block.
3. Open the user page.
4. Click [ Unblock ] (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4 Unblock a user
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As a result, the user account will be unblocked.
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